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This study aims to investigate the tonal patterns of English loanwords in 
Cantonese. There are three main objectives of this study: (1) to examine different 
types of English loanwords in Cantonese; (2) to identify the relationship between 
tone and stress through a study of English loanwords in Cantonese; and (3) to 
propose and rank the set of constraints governing tone assignment in Cantonese 
loanwords within the framework of Optimality Theory (OT). 
The significance of this study is two-fold. Firstly, by investigating how Hong 
Kong Cantonese native speakers represent English stress with Cantonese tones in 
Cantonese loanwords, this study has provided a new context for the examination of 
the relationship between tone and stress. Secondly, it has uncovered the up-to-date 
loanword usage among Hong Kong youngsters. 
In this study, I investigated the tonal patterns of 283 English loanwords. It was 
found that stress in the English donor words affect the tone assignment in Cantonese 
loanwords. Cantonese loanword syllables corresponding to stressed syllables in the 
English donor words are assigned H (155) tone whereas epenthetic syllables or 
syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables have more variations. They are 
assigned M (-J22) tone if they precede syllables corresponding to stressed syllables in 
the donor words; H (155) tone if they are sandwiched between two syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables; L(J11) tone if they follow syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables; and MH (^25) tone sometimes if they are also 
the last syllables in the loanwords. 
To account for the explicit correspondence between English stress and Cantonese 
H tone and that between English non-stress and Cantonese M tone, it was proposed 
that M tone is avoided in an underlyingly stressed syllable, and H tone is avoided in 
an underlyingly unstressed or epenthetic syllable. While it is motivated by a higher 
ranked constraint in Cantonese which requires every syllable to contain a tone, it 
interacts with a lower ranked constraint to forbid tones with no underlying 
correspondence from being associated with the syllables. 
The above ranking which holds true for both native Cantonese words and 
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A Study of English Loanwords in Cantonese 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
This study aims to investigate the tonal patterns of English loanwords in 
Cantonese (referred to as Cantonese loanwords henceforth for simplicity). There are 
three main objectives of this study: (1) to examine different types of English 
loanwords in Cantonese; (2) to identify the relationship between tone and stress 
through a study of English loanwords in Cantonese; and (3) to propose and rank the 
set of constraints governing tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords within the 
j framework of Optimality Theory (OT). 
1.1 Rationale and Significance 
The conduction of the current study is motivated by three factors. Firstly, it is 
suspected that English loanwords in Cantonese demonstrate a close relationship 
between English stress and Cantonese tones. More specifically, a stressed syllable in 
the English donor word is always assigned a high tone when borrowed into 
Cantonese whereas an unstressed syllable in the English donor word is always 
assigned a relatively low tone. 
Secondly, previous studies of tone-stress interaction focused on a language 
which exploits both tone and stress such as Mandarin, Shanghai and Fuzhou (Woo, 
1969; Yip, 1980; Wright, 1983; Chan, 1985; Shih, 1986; Ao, 1993; and Jiang, 1996, 
1999), Zulu, Digo, Golin, Mixtec and Vedic Sanskrit (de Lacy, 1999). The current 
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study differs from the above by investigating two languages in contact, namely 
English and Cantonese, each of which has either lexical stress or lexical tone. By 
investigating how Hong Kong Cantonese native speakers represent English stress 
with Cantonese tones in Cantonese loanwords, this study has successfully provided a 
new context for the examination of the relationship between tone and stress. 
Thirdly, there are differences between the pronunciations of certain Cantonese 
loanwords and their transcriptions given in previous studies (Bauer & Benedict, 1997; 
Chan & Kwok, 1990; Silverman, 1992; Yip, 1993; Zhang, 1972; Zhang, 1986) which 
stimulates my inerest to uncover the up-to-date loanword usage among Hong Kong 
youngsters, as well as to verify the transcriptions and collect more loanword data. 
1.2 Scope of analysis 
To facilitate systematic analysis, the scope of this study is limited to loanwords 
� 
which meet all the following five criteria: 1) English origin; 2) direct borrowed into 
Cantonese, not through another language; 3) it should conform to Cantonese tonal 
and segmental inventories and syllable structure; 4) it has to be a noun; and 5) it 
should be solely a result of phonetic transliteration without semantic or orthographic 
influence. 
The first two criteria are set to eliminate possible influence from the 
phonological systems of other languages. For instance, [s^i5 5 la:q5 5] "sirloin" does 
2 
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not meet the first criterion since it is borrowed from the French word "sirloin". By 
35 55. 22 • i 
the definition of the second criterion, the loanword example [hau ha:k lik ] which 
is first borrowed from the English word "chocolate" into Mandarin and transmitted 
to Cantonese through Chinese characters should also be eliminated. 
The third criterion is to distinguish loanwords from code-switches with a 
phonological perspective so that items which contain non-Cantonese structures are 
not considered loanwords. For instance，[pin.ta:] is considered a loanword for 
"printer", but [prin.ta:] is not as consonant clusters are not permitted in Cantonese. 
Rather, the latter case is considered as a code-switch of Cantonese-accented English 
in the current study. A detailed comparison of English and Cantonese inventories and 
syllable structures will be drawn in Chapter 2 for reference. 
The fourth criterion requires the collected loanwords to be nouns. It is 
established based on two reasons. First, the same word functioning as a different part 
. 
of speech may have a different tonal realization. For instance, the pronunciation of 
the loanword for "pass" differs when used as a noun or a verb. When used to mean a 
license for entrance to an exhibition, the loanword is pronounced with its second 
syllable carrying a high rising tone, i.e. [pa:55 si 3 5]. When used to denote the desire 
for a skip in poker games, the loanword is pronounced with its second syllable 
carrying a low falling tone, i.e. [pa:55 si 2 1]. Second, noun is the most common type of 
3 
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borrowing. Due to its high frequency of occurence, a sufficient amount of data can be 
collected. 
The last criterion is used to screen out data which involves semantic or 
orthographic influence which may hinder the efficiency of our analysis. For instance, 
most loanwords for English brand names have to be eliminated as the creation of 
their Chinese equivalence involves the selection of nice and appropriate Cantonese 
characters whose combination can best capture both the meaning and the 
pronunciation of the English name/product, so these borrowings are not fully 
phonetic. 
Briefly speaking, the function of the above criteria setting is to focus our 
attention only on data which are relevant to the objectives of this study. 
1.3 Organization 
This chapter specifies the objectives of this study, the underlying rationales, and 
the scope of analysis. The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows: the 
second chapter provides some background information of the Cantonese and English 
sound systems; the third chapter reviews literature on the relationship between tone 
and stress, tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords and the status of loanword 
phonology, and proposes the research questions with relevant assumptions; the fourth 
chapter introduces the methodology of the research conduction and presents the 
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initial classification of loanwords; the investigation of tonal patterns in Cantonese 
loanwords are given in Chapter 5; following which is further support to the identified 
tonal patterns from the loanword verification and creation tasks as laid out in Chapter 
6; in Chapter 7, constraints concerning tone-stress interaction in Cantonese 
loanwords are proposed and ranked with respect to each other within the framework 
of OT; the last chapter, Chapter 8, sums up the findings of the whole research and 





A Study of English Loanwords in Cantonese 
Chapter 2 Background 
This chapter offers a brief description of the sound systems of Cantonese and 
English and makes comparison between corresponding components. Topics covered 
include the comparisons of Cantonese and English consonants，vowels, syllables, and 
autosegments, namely tone and stress. These issues are discussed in this chapter to 
elaborate the third criterion for loanword selection described in the previous chapter. 
2.1 Comparison of Cantonese and English consonants 
Our comparison between Cantonese and English sound systems begins with 
consonants. There are 19 consonants in Cantonese (see.Fig.2.1) and 24 consonants in 
English in terms of phonemic distinction (see Fig. 2.2). Phonetic variations are given 
in brackets “（）”. 
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Fig.2.1 Inventory of Cantonese consonants (Zee, 1991, p. 1) 
Place Bilabial Labio- Dental Alveolar Palato- Palatal Velar glottal 
Manner dental alveolar 
Plosive p p h t t h k k h 
k w k w h 
Nasal m n q 
Affricate ts tsh 
Fricative f s h 
Lateral 1 
Approximant j w 
Fig.2.2 Inventory of English consonants (adapted from Roach, 1991, p. 62) 
Place Bilabial Labio- Dental Alveolar Palato- Palatal Velar glottal 
Manner dental alveolar 
Plosive p ( p h ) t (th) k ( k h ) 
I I d g 
Nasal m n q 
Affricate f 
Fricative f v 9 6 s z J 3 h 
Lateral 1 ⑴ 
• Approximant j j w 
Since there are considerable differences in the articulation and distribution of 
the same consonant in different accents of English, the Received Pronunciation (RP) 
is taken as the reference in Fig.2.2. In Fig.2.2, those in brackets are the allophones of 
the phonemes to their left. The allophones of the same phoneme are not distinctive 
but appear in complementary distribution. The main difference between Cantonese 
consonants and English consonants is that Cantonese does not contain dental and 
palato-alveolar consonants as well as voiced obstruents. The shaded consonants in 
Fig.2.2, namely [b, d, g, tf, d^, V，0，6, z, J，3，i and J] are not present in the 
Cantonese inventory. Data which contains these consonants are therefore not 
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considered as loanwords in this study. 
2.2 Comparison of Cantonese and English vowels 
Next, the vowel system of Cantonese and English are examined. There are 13 
vowels in Cantonese (see Fig. 2.3) and 12 vowels in English (see Fig. 2.4). 
Fig. 2.3 An inventory of Cantonese vowels (Zee, 1991，p. 47) 
Front Central Back 
High i y V u 
V , \ _ ^ 
High-mid \ \ e \ e o � o \ £ oe \ 
Low-mid \ 
Low \ a I 
Fig. 2.4 An inventory of English vowels (Davenport & Hannahs, 1998, p.52)1 
Front Central Back 
High i： u: 
\ ‘ \ » 丨 
High-mid \ \ 
e a o: 
3： \ J I 
Low-mid \ 
A \ � X \ 
Low \ a: I 
Due to the significant variations in the articulation and distribution of the same 
vowel in different accents of English, the Received Pronunciation (RP) is taken as 
the reference in Fig.2.4. When compared with consonants, it is less easy to 
1 I used Davenport & Hannahs (1998, p.52)'s English vowel chart as Roach (1991) does not include 
all English vowels in one chart. 
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differentiate between Cantonese vowels and English vowels. The most obvious 
difference is the vowel length distinction which is fully used in English but used just 
to distinguish [它]and [a] in Cantonese. The second most obvious difference is the 
wider distribution of Cantonese vowels involving lip rounding. In Cantonese, there 
are front, central and back vowels which involve lip rounding; while in English, only 
two vowels, both of which are back, involve lip rounding. The shaded vowel [«] in 
Fig.2.4 is the only English vowel which demonstrates more noticeable difference 
from the Cantonese vowels. The blurred distinction between Cantonese and English 
vowels makes it a less preferred method in sorting out relevant data for analysis. 
2.3 Comparison of Cantonese and English Syllables 
Syllable structure is the primary concern when judging whether a syllable is 
Cantonese or English. A Cantonese syllable should be in the form of (C/G)V(V/C) 
(see Fig. 2.5) and an English syllable should be in the form of 
(Ci)(C2)(C3/G)Vli(Y2)(V3)(Ci)(C2)(C3)(C4) (see Fig. 2.6). For both Cantonese and 
English syllables, the onset and the coda are optional. A syllabic nasal (m or g for 
Cantonese, and m , n or g for English) alone can also form the rhyme. 
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Fig. 2.5 Cantonese Fig. 2.6 English syllable structure (Heinz, 1993) 
syllable structure 
Syllable Syllable 
Onset Rhyme Onset Rhyme 
‘ ^ ^ A ^ ^ 
Nucleus Coda / \ Nucleus Coda I I I / I \ 
I (C/G) V (V/C) (Ci)(C2)(C3/G) Vi(V2)(V； (C0(C2)(C3)(C4) 
[C 二 consonant, V = vowel, G = glide, ( ) = optional] 
From the above figures, we can see that Cantonese allows at most one segment 
in each onset, nucleus and coda while English allows up to three segments. Thus, any 
data with a syllable consisting of more than one segment in each onset, nucleus or 
coda is not considered as Cantonese loanwords. 
Cantonese and English syllables permit different number of segments in 
corresponding positions. The discussion on Cantonese and English inventories of 
consonants and vowels in the previous sections serves as the basis for the coming 
comparison of permissible segments in Cantonese and English onset, nucleus and 
coda positions (see Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8). 
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Fig. 2.7 Permissible segments in Fig. 2.8 Permissible segments in 
Cantonese onset, nucleus and coda English onset, nucleus and coda (Roach, 
(Xianggang yuyanxue xuehui Yueyu 1991) 
pinyin zibiao bianxie xiaozu, 2002, Onset Nucleus Coda 
p. 19) p 1 : P 
Onset Nucleus Coda b 1 b 
p i’i i，y t u : t 
p h y u d u d 
t u,u p k e k 
t h s, e t g 3 : 9 
k o, o k m 9 m 
k h e m n A n 
kw oe n t j o : r) 
kw h b r) d3 D t j 
I m a f a : d 3 
n m v ® f 
r) rj 0 m v 
ts 6 n 0 
ts h s g 6 
f z s 
s J z 
h 3 S 
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The possible combinations of consonants and vowels in English are not 
illustrated here as they are of less importance to our present study on possible 
Cantonese syllables. If a piece of data contains syllables which conform to both 
English and Cantonese syllable structure, i.e. forms like V, CV, VC, CVV and CVC, 
we will first look at whether the segments are permissible in the corresponding 
syllable positions in Cantonese. If so, we will further look at the phonotactics. For 
example, the syllable [pin] and [tuk] are not considered Cantonese as Cantonese requires [i] 
or [u] before [m] or [n] but [i] or [u] before [p, t，k] in a syllable. In addition, the nucleus 
vowel [e] can only combine with the coda vowel [i]; the nucleus vowel [o] with the coda 
vowel [u]; and the nucleus vowel [e] with the coda vowel [y] (Xianggang yuyanxue 
xuehui Yueyu pinyin zibiao bianxie xiaozu, 2002，p.19). 
In this study, a word is included for analysis only if it satisfies the following two 
criteria. First, it must conform to the Cantonese syllable structure. Second, it must 
contain only Cantonese permissible segments which are placed in possible syllable 
positions and whose combination obeys the Cantonese phonotactics. 
2.4 Comparison of Cantonese and English autosegments 
Cantonese is known to be a tone language whereas English is a stress language. 
A tone language is so called for its manipulation of pitch to contrast meaning, but it 
can also have stress since both tone and stress are independent of each other. Stress 
12 
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can be further divided into word stress and phrasal stress. English employs both word 
stress and phrasal stress. Though Cantonese uses stress for emphasis beyond the 
word level, it does use word stress to contrast meaning. 
To give a brief idea to readers who may not have access to Cantonese tones, the 
tonal system of Cantonese will be briefly discussed below. 
Every syllable in Cantonese has a tone. Cantonese exploits six tones which 
contrast meanings. These six tones can be indicated with tone letters and pitch 
number with 5 denoting the highest pitch and 1 the lowest. The syllable [fen] 
carrying each of the six Cantonese tones is illustrated in Fig. 2.9 with their 
contrastive meanings: 
Fig.2.9 Different meanings of [ftn] with different Cantonese tones 
Tone 1 分 “to separate" 
Tone 2 ftn135 粉 “powder” 
Tone 3 ftrH33 糞 “faeces�’ 
Tone 4 frnivl21 焚 " t o burn" 
Tone 5 ftn/113 奮 “diligent，’ 
Tone 6 fen-122 份"(own) part" 
Note that for some syllables, there are no attested words for all the six tones. An 
example is [hoi] whose combination with the six tones is illustrated in Fig 2.10. 
Fig.2.10 Different meanings of [hoi] with different Cantonese tones 
Tone 1 hoi!55 開 “to open，’ 
Tone 2 hoi135 海 “ocean，， 
Tone 3 hoH33 — — 
Tone 4 hoivl21 - - - -
Tone 5 hoi�13 — — 
Tone 6 hoi-122 害 “to harm�’ 
13 
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In Fig. 2.10, [hoH33], [hoivJ21] and [hoi/113] does not have meaning in 
Cantonese. However, each of them is a possible Cantonese syllable. It contains 
possible consonants and vowels in a possible combination and carries a possible tone. 
Data composed of this kind of syllables are also regarded as Cantonese loanwords in 
this study. 
Due to the relationship between English word stress and Cantonese tones in 
loanwords, it is useful to see how stress is assigned in English words. Unlike 
Cantonese tones which are already specified in the lexicon and should be learnt with 
the word, English word stress is predictable though rules governing stress placement 
in English words are rather complicated. 
There are different levels of stress, namely primary stress, secondary stress and 
the unstressed. Primary stress is more prominent than the secondary stress in terms of 
loudness, pitch height, duration and vowel quality. The unstressed simply gains no 
prominence. In phonetic transcription, the superscript1 indicates primary stress 
whereas the subscript, indicates secondary stress. The unstressed is not marked. 
All monosyllable words are spoken with primary stress in isolation. Words with 
more than one syllable have to be dealt with separately according to its 
morphological composition. Words with only one morphological unit, i.e. the stem, 
involve simple word stress whilst words with more than one morphological unit, that 
14 
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is affixed or compounded, may involve complex word stress. 
First, we will look at simple word stress. Different mechanisms of stress 
placement are applied in words of different grammatical categories. Since the present 
study targets at loanword nouns, only stress placement in nouns is discussed here. 
Roach (1991, pp.89-90) describes the stress placement in simple nouns as 
follows. In disyllabic nouns, if the second syllable contains a short vowel, the stress 
will be on the first syllable (e.g. "money" /'mAni/); otherwise, the stress will be on 
the second syllable (e.g. "balloon" /b9'lu:n/). 
There are three types of stress placement in trisyllabic nouns. In the first type, if 
the final syllable contains a short vowel or /su/, and the second syllable contains a 
long vowel or diphthong or ends with more than one consonants, the final syllable 
will be unstressed and the second syllable will be stressed (e.g. "potato" /ps'teitsu/). 
In the second type, if the final syllable contains a short vowel and the second 
syllable contains a short vowel and ends with not more than one consonant, both the 
last two syllables will be unstressed and the first syllable will be stressed (e.g. 
"cinema" /'sinsms/). 
In the third type, if the final syllable contains a long vowel or diphthong or ends 
with more than one consonants, the first syllable will be stressed and the final 
syllable may receive secondary stress (e.g. "alkali" /'aelkslai/ or /'^lklai,/). 
Tone-stress Interaction: 
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As mentioned earlier, a complex word resulting from affixation or compounding 
involves a different set of stress assignment mechanisms. Roach (1991, pp. 97-101) 
describes the stress placement in complex nouns as follows. 
In the former case, the affix can be a prefix or suffix. A word with a prefix 
follows English word stress rules identical to those without prefixes (Roach 1991, 
p.98). Suffixes such as “~ee”�"-eer", “-ese”, "ette", -"esque" and "-ique" will receive 
primary stress themselves. Suffixes such as "-age", "-al", "ment" and “-ness” do not 
affect stress assignment in the stems. Words with suffixes such as "-graphy", "-ion" 
and “-ty” will have the primary stress placed on the last syllable of the stem. Words 
with suffixes such as “-ance”, “-ant，，and "-ary" will have the primary stress placed 
on the final syllable of the stem if it contains a long vowel or diphthong or ends with 
more than one consonant; otherwise, the penultimate will be stressed. 
For a compound noun which combines two nouns into one word, the stress is 
placed on the first word. There are also word class pairs in which the pairs of 
disyllabic words, in the form of prefix plus stem, have the same spelling but different 
stress placement depending on the word class. Primary stress is usually placed on the 
first syllable of a noun (e.g. "conduct" /丨kt>ndAkt/(N) but /k9n'dAkt/(V)). 
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To conclude this chapter, we have drawn comparisons between Cantonese and 
English sound systems in terms of their inventories of consonants and vowels, their 
syllable structures, and their autosegmental structures. This information serves as the 
fundamentals of data collection and analysis in this study. 
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Chapter 3 Literature Review 
With reference to the aims of this study, this chapter reviews literature on the 
tonal assignment in Cantonese loanwords and the relationship between tone and 
stress. At the end of this chapter, the research questions will be proposed. 
3.1 Tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords 
A number of studies have worked on the loanwords of English in Cantonese 
from the descriptive approach (Zhang, 1972; Zhang, 1986; Chan & Kwok, 1990; 
Bauer & Benedict, 1997) and from the theoretical approach (Silverman, 1992, Yip, 
1993). The majority of them focused on the change of segments, deletion and 
insertion of segments. Few focused on tones. 
The most detailed study on the tonal patterns of loanwords is Zhang's study 
(1986, p.50) which comes up with the following findings: First, primary stress or 
secondary stress in the donor English word corresponds to 155 tone in the Cantonese 
loanword. Second, the first syllable of the Cantonese loanword, if resulting from 
epenthesis, gets a -122 tone; if corresponding to an unstressed syllable in the English 
donor word, gets a ~I33 tone. Third, the second syllable of a disyllabic loanword, if 
not stressed in the English donor word, gets a 135 tone or nJ21 tone depending on the 
English proficiency of the speaker. Fourth, the second syllable of a trisyllabic 
loanword, if not stressed in the English donor word, gets a -I22 tone; sometimes, it 
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gets a 155 tone with unknown criterion. Fifth, if the first syllable of a trisyllabic 
loanword carries 155 tone, its third syllable can get either a 135 or 155 tone. The 
criteria are as follows: the third syllable gets 155 if it corresponds to an existing 
syllable in the English donor word; otherwise, it gets 135. He further concludes that, 
in most cases, except that a 135 tone is used in the last syllable of a polysyllabic 
loanword, 155, H33 and -122 are used to represent different levels of stress in English. 
One important insight of Zhang (1986)'s findings is the effect of English stress 
on tonal assignment in Cantonese loanwords. 155 tone is assigned to loanword 
syllables that correspond to stressed syllables in the donor word, H33 tone to 
loanword syllables that correspond to unstressed syllables, and -122 tones to 
epenthetic loanword syllables. 
Based on his own observations, Zhang raises three questions: (1) Does 
Cantonese speakers perceive English stress as different pitch heights? (2) Which 
among fundamental frequency, duration and intensity plays the most important role 
in perception? (3) Are the cues for stress perception the same as tone perception? 
Zhang's questions are raised from a phonetic perspective. They are insightful in 
assuming that the phonetic cues for stress perception affect tone assignment. His 
detailed observation has also provided a solid basis for further studies. Inspired by 
Zhang (1986)，s study, this study aims to identify the tonal patterns of Cantonese 
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loanwords in the new millennium and investigates how stress is related to tone in 
phonological terms. More data will be collected in addition to Zhang's, and all data 
will be retranscribed according to Hong Kong youngsters' pronunciations nowadays. 
Silverman (1992) conducts an analysis of pitch contrasts drawing evidence from 
the stress-to-tone phenomena in Cantonese loanwords based on Zhang (1986)'s 
findings. Silverman (1992, pp.302, 303) restates Zhang (1986)'s findings as (1)-(3) 
below: 
(1) A monosyllabic English form which necessarily receives primary stress in 
English receive H tone when the form enters Cantonese. 
(2) A disyllabic form which receives final stress in English will enter Cantonese 
with a H tone on the final syllable, and a M tone on the initial syllable which is 
unstressed in English. 
(3) A form in which epenthesis is applied to break up consonant cluster has its 
epenthetic segment assigned a L tone instead of a M tone. 
Silverman (1992, p.302) assumes that “English phonetic pitch patterns" are 
represented at the "Perceptual Level"2 as "phonological tonal patterns". Based on 
this assumption, a stressed syllable is assumed to be "higher in pitch" (Silverman, 
1992, p.302) and its corresponding syllable in the loanword will receive a H tone. 
Examples given by Silverman (1992, p.302) are the loanwords for card and gin, 
which are represented as [kat[H]] and [tsin[H]] respectively at the Perceptual Level. 
Silverman (1992, p.293) proposes a two-scansion model for loanword phonology, which consists of 
a perceptual level and an operative level. The perceptual level parses non-linguistic acoustic input into 
preliminary linguistic output, which is constrained by native Cantonese segmental and tonal inventory. 
This perceived input then undergoes the operative level, in which native phonotactic constraints and 
preferences trigger corresponding phonological processes, and becomes the final output. 
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Since no further tonal process applies, these forms are surfaced as [kat[H]] and 
[tsin[H]] without change (Silverman, 1992, p.302). 
Similarly, a disyllabic loanword will have its initial syllable assigned a M tone if 
its corresponding syllable in the donor word is unstressed, i.e. "lower in pitch", and 
its final syllable assigned a H tone if its corresponding syllable in the donor word is 
stressed, i.e. "higher in pitch，，(Silverman, 1992, p.302). Silverman (1992, p.302) 
cites two instances for this type of loanwords, respectively the loanwords for cigar 
and guitar. These loanwords will be represented as [siit[M] ka[H]] and [kit[M] t ha[H]] 
at the perceptual level. They remain unchanged in the surface forms as there is no 
application of further tonological processes such as tone insertion to epenthetic 
syllables and H tone suffixation to a final L or M tone (Silverman, 1992, pp.303, 
304) 
Silverman (1992, p.303) assumes that, in the input of the Perceptual Level, no 
tone material is perceivable in a consonant cluster, so the consonant cluster does not 
possess any toneme in the output of the Perceptual Level. However, when a syllable 
results from vowel insertion to a consonant cluster at the Operative Level, a tone is 
inserted to the epenthetic syllable (Silverman, 1992, p.303). Silverman (1992, p.303) 
explains that L tone is assigned to the epenthetic segments due to its least tonal 
prominence and its best mimic of the input. 
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Based on Silverman (1992)，s distinction, only syllables recognized at the 
Perceptual Level can gain H or M tone depending on the presence of stress while 
syllables not recognized at the Perceptual Level must gain L tone. Silverman (1992, 
p.303) illustrates the derivational processes involving epenthesis and tone insertion 
with two examples, namely loanwords for "stamp" and “stick，’，which are cited as 
follows in Table 3.1: 
Table 3.1 Silverman (1992, p.303)'s model illustrated with "stamp" and "stick" 
Input stamp stick 
Perceptual Level [s tam[H]] [s tik[H]] 
Operative Level 
a. epenthesis [si tam[H]] [si tik[H]] 
b. tone insertion [si[L] tam[H]] [si[L] tik[H]] 
Surface |[si[L] tam[H]] |[si[L] tik[H]] 
The main insight of Silverman's study is the Perceptual Level he proposes. In 
my analysis framed in Optimality Theory, this Perceptual Level is necessary to scan 
only perceivable stress/non-stress for evaluation by the constraint hierarchy. For 
instance, secondary stress in English words may not always be perceived by native 
Cantonese speakers as it can receive different tones in the Cantonese loanwords. 
For example, though both the first syllables of composition /^Dmps'zijn/ and 
sociology /^susi'oibdsi/ carry secondary stress, their corresponding loanword 
syllables get 155 (high) tone and -122 (low mid) tone respectively. 
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Silverman (1992) addresses Zhang (1986)，s first question by assuming that 
stress is perceived as pitch heights at the Perceptual Level. However, pitch height is 
not the only cue for stress, but so are intensity and duration. To assume that pitch 
holds the major responsibility for the mapping of stress to tone, one should give 
evidence to show that pitch overrides intensity and duration in Cantonese's 
perception of English stress, but it is difficult to find such eveidence. Besides, it is 
still not clear how tone and stress are related to each other in Cantonese loanwords in 
phonological terms. In this study, I will address this issue. 
Another insight of Silverman (1992) is his treatment of the final high rising tone 
(MH) in Cantonese loanwords as suffixation of a H boundary tone to the final L or M 
tone. Silverman (1992: 303) notes that all final syllables in Cantonese loanwords, if 
not perceived as possessing a H tone, surface with a pitch rise. Based on this 
observation, he generalizes that almost all Cantonese loanwords end with a H tone. 
He attempts to account for this phenomenon by assuming the independent status 
of H as a boundary morpheme in compliance with Whitaker (1955/56, cited in 
Silverman, 1992). This H boundary tone attaches form finally at some stage in the 
operative level of the loanword phonology according to Silverman (1992, p.303). He 
illustrates the attachment of the H boundary tone with three types of cases. 
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In the first case, the final syllable of the loanword already gains a high tone at 
the perceptual level as its corresponding syllable in the English donor word is 
stressed. The attachment of this H boundary tone does not exert an explicit influence. 
Examples of such a case are the loanword for "buffet", [pow[M] fey[H]] and the 
loanword for “stick，，，[si[L] tik[H]] (Silverman 1992，p.304). 
In the second case, the final syllable of the loanword gains a mid tone at the 
perceptual level as its corresponding syllable in the English donor word is unstressed. 
The attachment of the H boundary tone to the final mid tone leads to the surface of a 
MH tone. Examples of such a case are the loanword for "motor", [mo[H] ta[MH]] and 
the loanword for “soda’，，[so[H] ta[MH]] (Silverman 1992: 304). 
In the third case, the final syllable of the loanword gains a L tone at the 
perceptual level as it is a derived/epenthetic syllable not originally present in the 
English donor word. The attachment of the H boundary tone to the final L tone, 
however, leads to the surface of a MH tone instead of LH, due to the lack of LH in 
Cantonese's tonal inventory. Examples of such a case are the loanword for "lace", 
[ley[H] si[MH]] and the loanword for “film”�[fey[H] l^m[MH]] (Silverman 1992: 304). 
Silverman claims that the H tone suffixation occurs in the Operative Level 
where rules are applied specifically to loanword phonology, but it is not true. Much 
literature (Bauer & Benedict, 1997; Chen 2000; Chinese University of Hong Kong 
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Institute of Chinese Studies T.T. Ng Chinese Language Research Centre, 1980; Gao, 
1980; Phoon, 1976; Yip, 2000, 2002; Yip & Matthews, 2001; Yue, 1972; Zhang, 
1972) note the regular tone change in Cantonese which requires a prosodic word to 
end with a H tone in hypocoristic as illustrated in (4): 
(4) Familiar names 
a. addition of the prefix [lou1 ] "old" to the surname 
lou 1 3 + t s W 1 + lou 1 3 ts h ^n 3 5 "old Chan" 
lou 1 3 + yip 2 2 -> lou 1 3 yip 3 5 “old Yip" 
lou 1 3 + k w ok 3 3 + lou 1 3 k w ok 3 5 “old Kwok" 
lou 1 3 + tsoeg55 + lou 1 3 tsoeg55 "old Cheung" 
b. addition of the prefix [a: ] to birth order 
a: 3 3 + ta:i 2 2 a:33 ta:i 3 5 "the eldest" 
a: 3 3 + yi 2 2 + a:33 yi 3 5 "the second" 
a: 3 3 + kmi 3 5 + a: 3 3 kmi 3 5 "the ninth" 
a: 3 3 + sa:m5 5 今 a: 3 3sa:m 5 5 "the third" 
c. reduplication of names 
hug 2 1 + hug 2 1 + hug 2 1 hur)35 
lrai 2 1 + b m 2 1 lmi 2 1 l^m 3 5 
lok 2 2 + lok 2 2 今 lok 2 2 lok 3 5 (or stay as lok 2 2 lok 2 2) • 55 , -55 _v „-55 „-55 SI + SI ~7 SI SI 
(4) shows that the tone change in loanwords also occurs in native Cantonese 
words in the same way, i.e.from L or M tone to MH, and in the same position, i.e. 
morpheme final. In other words, this kind of tone change ought not to be regarded as 
specific to loanword phonology. However, Silverman's formalization serves as good 
reference for addressing the Cantonese regular tone change in phonological terms. 
Zhang (1986)，s study and Silverman(1992)'s study are essentially different from 
each other. Zhang (1986) focuses on investigating the tonal patterns of Cantonese 
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loanwords whereas Silverman (1992) proposes a perceptual level to deal with 
Zhang's findings. 
Though Yip (1993)，s study does not address the tonal assignment in Cantonese 
loanwords, it has two important insights. First, Yip (1993) views repair strategies as 
being triggered by native Cantonese constraints. It is different from Silverman 
(1992)，s view that repair strategies are applied specifically to Cantonese loanwords. 
Her approach is consistent with the principles of Optimality theory (OT), and her 
findings supports the homology of Cantonese loanword phonology and the native 
Cantonese phonology.. Silverman (1992), on the contrary, opts for the separation of 
Cantonese loanword phonology from the native Cantonese phonology. His concern 
about the different repair strategies applied only to loanwords is in line with the 
principles of the rule-based theory. 
Second, Yip (1993)'s formalization of Well-formed syllables in terms of OT 
constraints set an example for further studies on native Cantonese words and 
Cantonese loanwords. Yip (1993) names the set of constraints that determine a 
well-formed syllable as OK-a. OK-a should include all constraints that govern the 
onset, nucleus, coda in a well-formed syllable. Though Yip (1993) may not have 
included in OK-a all the necessary constraints for a well-formed syllable, such 
formalization is on the right track. According to Yip (1993: 275), a "fully 
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assimilated" loanword will never violate OK-a. In other words, each syllable of a 
fully assimilated loanword is a "well-formed Cantonese syllable". 
In this study, loanwords which both have an English origin and satisfy possible 
Cantonese syllable structure are targeted for collection and investigation. However, 
this requirement is not imposed in the investigation of loanwords created by the 
participants in our Loanword Creation Task. These loanwords cannot have been 
fully assimilated by the stage of creation and it is just natural that they do not observe 
all the constraints for a well-formed syllable. 
3.2 Relationship between tone and stress 
As revealed from the previous section, there is a close relationship between 
English word stress and Cantonese tones in Cantonese loanwords. Stress matches a 
high tone and non-stress matches a low tone. Though eligible for supporting the 
correlation between tone and stress, tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords is not 
the only evidence for the relationship between tone and stress. There have been 
studies on tone-stress interaction within one single language which exploits both tone 
and stress such as Mandarin, Shanghai and Fuzhou (Woo，1969; Yip, 1980; Wright, 
1983; Chan, 1985; Shih, 1986; Ao, 1993; and Jiang 1999), Lithuanian, Zulu, Digo, 
Golin, Mixtec and Vedic Sanskrit (de Lacy, 1999). 
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Previous studies deal with the relationship between tone and stress in a single 
language that exploits both tone and stress. Different from them, the current study 
examines the relationship between tone and stress with respect to two languages in 
contact, namely English and Cantonese. The former has lexical stress and the latter 
has lexical tone. It will be intriguing to see how stress that Cantonese lacks is 
represented in Cantonese loanwords, and how tones which English lacks are assigned 
to the loanwords. This study has therefore provided a new context for the 
examination of the relationship between tone and stress. 
There are two issues concerning the relationship between tone and stress: (1) the 
similarities and differences between tone and stress, and (2) tone-stress interaction. 
3.21 Comparison of Tone and Stress 
There are some similarities between tone and stress which make them worth 
comparing. From the phonetic point of view, stress is associated with the following 
perceptual cues: loudness, duration and pitch, with the latter two imposing greater 
effect on perception (Wu & Zhu, 2001). Tone, which makes use of pitch as the 
phonetic cue, however, makes no manipulation of loudness and duration (Yip, 2002). 
From the phonological perspective, two most significant similarities are the 
autosegmental status of tone and stress (Goldsmith, 1976) and the analogy of tone 
bearing unit (TBU) and weight bearing unit (WBU) (Hyman, 1985) in spite of the 
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metricality of stress. Tone is mapped to TBU while syllable weight affecting stress in 
some languages is mapped to WBU. 
In spite of the similarities between tone and stress, Halle and Vergnaud (1987, p. 
6) identify two characteristics that distinguish them. One has to do with their 
placement. Tone placement is specified in the lexicon whereas stress placement is 
also sensitive to position. Another difference is associated with their succession. Two 
successive tonal autosegments occupy two consecutive tone bearing slots whereas 
two successive stress autosegments may not occupy two consecutive stress bearing 
slots. The above comparison suggests that tone and stress are independent of each 
other in terms of phonological status. 
3.22 Tone-Stress Interaction 
Tone-stress interaction can be seen as two-way: On one hand, tone can affect 
stress; on the other hand, stress can affect tone. In the case of tone-driven stress, it is 
generally accepted that high tone attracts stress (Jiang-King, 1999b; de Lacy, 2000). 
In the case of stress-driven tone, two types of phenomena occur. One phenomenon is 
that stress attracts H tone (Jiang-King, 1999b; de Lacy, 2000). The other 
phenomenon is that stress affects tone sandhi (Woo, 1969; Wright, 1983; Jiang-King, 
1999a; Chen, 2000). Examples are shortened duration and loss of part or all of the 
original distinctive tonal contour in weakly stressed syllable in Fuzhou and Shanghai 
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(Wright, 1983)，and tone sensitive stress in Fuzhou whose feet are built solely on 
full-toned syllables but not on syllables with neutral tone (Chan, 1985). 
It has been agreed in the literature that, in Cantonese loanwords, syllables that 
are originally stressed in the donor word are assigned high tone. It supports 
Jiang-King (1999b) and de Lacy (2000)，s formalization of the attraction between 
high tone and stress. However, there is no clear consensus on whether Cantonese 
loanword syllables originally not stressed in the donor word get low or mid tone. 
Thus, I raise a question concerning the attraction between lower tones and the 
absence of stress following de Lacy (2000). Does the absence of stress attract low 
tone or mid tone? In answering this question, the attraction between tone and stress 
can be further consolidated. 
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3.3 Research Questions 
The gaps in previous studies and the question raised in the previous section lead 
to the research questions below in accordance with the objectives of this study: 
1) What are the present tonal patterns of English loanwords in Cantonese? 
2) Is there an interaction between tone and stress in these loanwords? 
3) If so, how should we capture English stress in loanwords of a tonal language? 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed literature on the tonal assignment in Cantonese 
loanwords and the relationship of tone and stress which both act as the basis for my 
analysis of stress effect on tonal assignment. Following the review, a set of research 
questions was proposed. These questions will be answered in Chapter 5, 6 and 7. 
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Chapter 4 Methodology 
To investigate the tonal patterns of English loanwords in Cantonese in the 
present days, I designed three tasks to be performed in this study. The three tasks are 
(1) loanword collection and classification, (2) loanword verification, and (3) 
loanword creation. The purposes of these tasks, selection criteria, test methods and/or 
participant information are described in details in the coming sections. 
4.1 Data collection and classification 
In this study, 356 English loanwords in Cantonese have been collected from the 
literature and from my own lexicon (as a Hong Kong Cantonese native speaker). 
Seventy-three loanwords have been eliminated due to their parts of speech other than 
nouns, their embedded meanings associated with Chinese, the origin of their donor 
words other than English, as well as the art of creating brand names or proper names. 
The tonal patterns of the remaining 283 loanwords will be classified before 
investigation. The classification is based on the number of syllables in each loanword, 
the presence/absence of stress in the donor word syllable each loanword syllable 
corresponds to, and the occurrence of epenthesis or truncation. 
Before the collection of English loanwords in Cantonese, it is important to 
define loanwords. Loanwords are characterized as being used to fill lexical gaps in 
the host language (here as Cantonese); being restricted to morphological words 
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(which may stand alone as free morphemes or result from affixation or 
compounding); being restricted to a lexicon accepted by the community of the host 
language (here as Hong Kong); being integrated into the host language 
morphologically, syntactically or phonologically; and lastly, being widespread and 
known in general by monolingual speakers of the host language (Bhatia & Ritche, 
1989; Romaine, 2000). 
However, it has been confusing as to whether one is considered to be a 
loanword or just a code switch. Code-switching refers to a case in which a speaker 
changes from one language to another during an utterance. The switch can be in the 
form of a word, a phrase, a clause or any other longer utterance. It is the code-switch 
of a word which is easily mixed up with a loanword. A non-native English speaker's 
utterance of an English word may carry some features of the speaker's native 
language as a loanword does. It all depends on whether the speaker intends to speak 
in English for that particular word. A competent non-native speaker of English may 
pronounce an English word significantly different from the loanword for that English 
word, but it can well be the case that the phonological context of that conversation 
affects his/her pronunciation of the English word. 
Due to the blurred distinction between loanwords and code-switches of 
Cantonese-accented English, I will simply include in this phonological study all 
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those English-origin words which follow the Cantonese segmental and tonal 
inventory as well as the Cantonese syllable structure.In other words, only 
English-origin words with all its syllables composed of possible Cantonese segments 
and possible Cantonese tones in a possible Cantonese syllable structure are 
investigated. These may include all possible combinations. 
For example, though the syllable [thei] cannot occur with any tones in 
Cantonese, it is eligible to be a possible Cantonese loanword syllable as well as a 
possible native Cantonese word because [t h] is a both a permissible consonant and a 
possible onset in Cantonese, and its rhyme [ei] is a permissible Cantonese diphthong 
which is possible to end final in a Cantonese syllable. 
Another example is the syllable [k hs 5 ] which has a possible phonotactic 
sequence [k he] but is not attested in Cantonese with a 155 tone. It is an accidental gap 
because there is the word Jp [k h s 3 5 ] meaning "tomato" or "eggplant" and the word 
騎[k hs 2 1] meaning "to ride". Such accidental gaps are still seen as possible 
Cantonese loanword or native Cantonese syllable due to its conformity with the 
Cantonese tonal and segmental inventories as well as the Cantonese syllable 
structure. 
Syllables like [mom], [pom] and [kwop] which involves the coocurrence of 
[+labial] segments in a syllable, which is forbidden by phonotactic rules, are also 
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regarded as possible syllables as they occur in Cantonese baby talk or onomatopoeia. 
Thus, loanwords such as [p^m 5 ] are included in our analysis. On the contrary, 
Examples such as consonant clusters and syllable final [s] which are native to 
English but foreign to Cantonese are not permissible in Cantonese loanwords. 
More formally, English words which pass Silverman (1992)'s perceptual scan 
and are evaluated as the optimal output by Yip (1993)'s constraint hierarchy for 
Cantonese loanworda (see Yip (1993) for more details), are identified as loanwords 
in this study. 
Three hundred and fifty-six loanwords fulfilling the above were collected. They 
are listed alphabetically in Appendix I according to the number of syllables. Three 
hundred and fourty-two of them are adapted from Zhang (1972), Zhang (1986), Chan 
& Kwok (1990) and Bauer & Benedict (1997), Sun (2002) and Yahoo! Holdings 
(Hong Kong) Limited (2004). Fourteen were from my own lexicon or collected 
through my observation of daily life examples or elicitation from my informants. 
English words that are borrowed into Cantonese via other spoken languages such as 
Mandarin (e.g. hysteria 歇其斤底里，romantic 羅曼蒂克 and boycott 杯葛)are not 
investigated here since they involve the sound system of another language. 
3 They are loanwords for block, computer, demo, facial, Jacuzzi, Max Factor, memo, philosophy, 
potential, professor, psychology, smug, tutorial and twins. 
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I have verified the data taken from the above sources with the confirmation by 
five informants who are all native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese. Since some 
data have become outdated, they were revised to the up-to-date version for analysis. 
Loanwords which are no longer used by the new generation of Hong Kong 
Cantonese were noted. It was found that the sources used mid level tone (H33) and 
low level tone (-122) interchangeably or that the transcription was just based on 
others' without further verification. I have retranscribed all these data. 
For ease of comparison, all the loanwords and their English donor words were 
transcribed using the IPA system. The tones of the loanwords were indicated by using 
pitch numbers in superscript whereas the primary and the secondary stress of the 
original English words were indicated by the superscript1 and the subscript, 
respectively. The written forms of the Cantonese loanwords are also provided in case 
they really exist. However, it is important to note that not all written forms represent 
the real pronunciation. It is the IPA transcription of the loanwords which best 
represents their pronunciation. The written forms were just introduced for the 




A Study of English Loanwords in Cantonese 
In this study, loanwords borrowed from English directly into Cantonese are 
targeted with focus on nouns. Nouns are selected for analysis as they are the most 
common type of phonetic borrowings whose meanings can be referred to concrete 
objects. In addition, there are Cantonese loanwords borrowed from the same English 
donor word which has different tone patterns for different parts of speech. For 
example, the Cantonese loanword for the English donor word pass is [p ha: 5 5 si 3 5] as a 
noun meaning “traveling document" but [p ha: 5 5 si 2 1] as a verb meaning "to go past" 
or “to succeed in an exam", which differ in the tones of their second syllables. 
Apart from the loanwords' parts of speech, the loanwords' embedded meanings 
associated with Chinese, the origin of the donor words as well as the art of creating 
brand names or proper name may also affect the tonal assignment in the loanwords. 
To facilitate systematic patterning, loanwords which are used only as verbs or verb 
•a c C • « • i 
phrases such as [ts a: ] charge, those which are used only as adjectives such as 
[ts hip 5 5] cheap, those which have embedded semantic meanings in their written 
forms such as 的石萑、涼 Dacron, those that are borrowed from words that are not 
English-origin such as buffet, and those come from brand names or proper nouns 
such as Arsenal and Whisky were eliminated. Altogether, 73 loanwords were 
eliminated (see Appendix II). The other 283 loanwords were kept in Appendix III. 
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These 283 loanwords were classified before investigation. The classification is 
based on the number of syllables in each loanword, the presence/absence of stress in 
the donor word syllable that corresponds to a loanword syllable, and the occurrence 
of epenthesis or truncation (see Appendix IV). 
The 283 kept loanwords were first classified into four major types, namely 
monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic loanwords. None of them has 
more than five syllables. 
A monosyllabic Cantonese loanword can be formed either directly from a 
monosyllabic English word or by truncation of subsequent syllables of a polysyllabic 
English word (see la and b). 
1. Monosyllabic Cantonese loanwords 
a) resulting from monosyllabic English words, 'a 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"card" /ka:d/ k h a:t 5 5 
"ball" /boil/ po 5 5 
b) resulting from truncation of subsequent syllables of polysyllabic English words, 
'o... 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"Literature" / 丨 litsratjs/ lit 5 5 
"microphone" /'maikrsfsun/ m^i 5 5 
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Apart from being formed directly from a disyllabic English word or by truncation 
of subsequent syllables of a polysyllabic English word, a disyllabic Cantonese 
loanword can be formed by the addition of a syllable (resulting from epenthesis) to a 
normally monosyllabic English word. As a result, there are more combinations of 
syllables in a disyllabic loanword (see Table 4.1 for all the possible syllable 
combinations in a disyllabic loanword). 
Table 4.1 Possible syllable combinations in a disyllabic loanword 
Originally Pattern One Epenthetic Pattern Truncation of Pattern 
Disyllabic Syllable subsequent 
syllables 
'a,a or ,o'o 1 'aD 4 'a,a... or ,o'a... N/A 
'oo 2 D'a 5 'aa... or 6 
ajCT 3 a D N/A a'a... 7 
gq WA:, Do ‘ ' ^ N / A ‘ aa.. . N/A 
'aD... 8 
D'a.. . N/A 
aD. . . N/A 
• g . . . N/A 
D P . . . N/A 
a and a here refer to an originally primarily stressed syllable and an originally secondarily stressed syllable respectively. 
a here refers to an originally unstressed syllable. 
O here refers to an epenthetic syllable. 
...here refers to any number of truncated syllables. 
N/A means that such pattern is not found in the collected loanwords while the numbers indicate the types of patterns found in the collected loanwords which are referred to in the below main text. 
Shaded patterns are not possible in loanwords because there are no corresponding patterns in English (here, as an English word must contain stress. For more details of English word stress, please refer to Chapter 2). 
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Only the following patterns are found in the collected disyllabic loanwords: 
1) one syllable originally primarily stressed and the other secondarily stressed, 'a,a 
or (a'a, 2) an originally stressed syllable (i.e. a loanword syllable corresponding to a 
stressed donor word syllable) before an originally unstressed syllable,丨CTG, 3) an 
originally unstressed syllable before an originally stressed syllable, o'c, 4) the 
originally only stressed syllable before an epenthetic syllable, 'aD, 5) an epenthetic 
syllable before the originally only stressed syllable, D'cj, 6) an originally primarily 
stressed or secondarily stressed syllable before an originally unstressed syllable with 
other following syllables truncated, 'oo...or ,aa..., 7) an originally unstressed 
syllable before an originally stressed syllable with other following syllables truncated, 
a'a..., and 8) an originally only stressed syllable before an epenthetic syllable with 
the following syllables truncated, 'GD... (see 2a-c). 
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2. Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords 
a) resulting from disyllabic English words with 
i) one syllable originally primarily stressed and the other secondarily stressed, 
'a,o or ,o'a I I 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
“bow tie" /.bau'tai/ poi^Vaii 5 5 
"sardine" /^ai'diin/ sa: tin 
ii) an originally stressed syllable before an originally unstressed syllable, 'GO 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"order" / 丨 o 5 5 ta: 3 5 or o 5 5 ta: 2 1 
"cushion'VkuiJsn/ k h u 5 5 sen 3 5 
iii) an originally unstressed syllable before an originally stressed syllable, c'o 
English donor word Cantonese loanword "cassette" / ka'set / l^et^set 5 5 
"percent" /ps'sent/ p hoe 2 2 sen 5 5 4 
b) resulting from monosyllabic English words with 
i) the originally only stressed syllable before an epenthetic syllable, 'aD 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"boss" /bo:s/ po 5 5 si 3 5 
“film，， /film/ fei 5 5 l W 5 
ii) an epenthetic syllable before the originally only stressed syllable, D'a 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"stick" /stik/ si 2 2 tik 5 5 
"brake" /breik/ pik 2 2 lik 5 5 
c) resulting from truncation of subsequent syllables of polysyllabic English words 
with 
i) an originally primarily stressed or secondarily stressed syllable before an 
originally unstressed syllable with other following syllables truncated, 
'ao...or ,oa... 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"composition" /丨komps丨zijon/ k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 3 5 or k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
"geography" /d3i:'o:gr9fi/ tsok 5 5 ka: 3 5 5 
“sociology” ^ausi'oiladsl sou 2 2 si 2 2 
"economics" /^'.ks'noimiks/ j i 2 2 kon 5 5 
4 The loanword for percent has another surface form, [pa：5 sin 5 5], which is pronounced exactly the 
22 55 
same as its written form 巴f山.I prefer to use [phoe sen ] here because it has no corresponding 
written form which may have influence on its pronunciation. 
5 The first two syllables, i.e. [d3i:] and [o:], of the original English word are combined into one, i.e. 
[tsok] in its Cantonese loanword. 
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ii) an originally unstressed syllable before an originally stressed syllable with 
other following syllables truncated, a 'a. . . 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
“biology’， /bai'o:bd3i/ pa:i 2 2 o 5 5 
"philosophy" /fi'lo:s9fi:/ f i 2 2 b 5 5 
iii) an originally only stressed syllable before an epenthetic syllable with the 
following syllables truncated, 'cD.. . 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
“custard” /'kAstsd/ km 5 5 si 3 5 
A trisyllabic Cantonese loanword can be formed directly from a trisyllabic 
English word, or by addition of a syllable (resulting from epenthesis) to a normally 
disyllabic English word, or by addition of two syllables (each resulting from 
epenthesis) to a normally monosyllabic English word. No collected trisyllabic 
loanwords involve truncation. Possible syllable combinations are tabulated in Table 
4.2: 
22 22 
6 The loanword for economics was transcribed as [i kon ] by Zhang (1986). 22 22 The loanword of economics has been pronounced as [ji: ko:n ], but is now more commonly 22 55 pronounced as [ji kon J 
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Table 4.2 Possible syllable combinations in a trisyllabic loanword 
Originally Pattern One Epenthetic Pattern Two Epenthetic Pattern 
Trisyllabic Syllable Syllables 
000 N/A 'o.gD or .a'aD 4 ' aDD 11 
'a,aa or ,a'aa N/A 'aD.a or ,aD'a 5 D 'aD 12 
'aa.A or .GG'G 1 • ' a .aor D.g'g N/A DD'a N/A 
o'aa, or o,ao' N/A 'aoD 6 a•口 N/A 
'oao 2 c 'aD 7 D a D N/A 
a'aa 3 'aDa 8 D D a N/A 
編ii纖纖ili 毅麵纏纖翁纖纖線驗纖毅: 
oa'a N/A aD'o 9 
000 : : : : � : ' ; ' 'N/A„,/ D'aa 
Da'a N/A 
. 资•釋f纖！^^^象赫惑麵绘=¾ 縫滅縫麵纖纖j ______________________ 
G r \ a N/A S T ： MA 
a here refers to an originally stressed syllable, no matter if it is originally primarily 
stressed or secondarily stressed. 
'a and ,o here refer to an originally primarily stressed syllable and an originally 
secondarily stressed syllable respectively. 
o here refers to an originally unstressed syllable. 
O here refers to an epenthetic syllable. 
N/A means that such pattern is not found in the collected loanwords while the numbers indicate the types of patterns found in the collected loanwords which are referred to in the below main text. 
Shaded patterns are not possible in loanwords because there are no corresponding patterns in English (here, as an English word must contain stress and there should only be one stress in each (bimoraic or bisyllabic) feet. For more details of English word stress, please refer to Chapter 2, Background). 
The collected trisyllabic loanwords cover the following patterns: 1) an 
originally unstressed syllable between an originally primarily stressed syllable and an 
originally secondarily stressed syllable, 'gg^ or ^c 'a , 2) an originally stressed 
syllable followed by two originally unstressed syllable, 'aaa, 3) an originally stressed 
syllable between two originally unstressed syllables, a'ao, 4) an originally primarily 
stressed syllable and an originally secondarily stressed syllable, followed by an 
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epenthetic syllable, ' a ^ D or ^ ' a D , 5) an originally primarily stressed syllable and 
an originally secondarily stressed syllable, with an epenthetic syllable in between, 
•丨a or 丨cjCTcj, 6) an originally stressed syllable followed by an originally 
unstressed syllable and an epenthetic syllable respectively, 'aaD, 7) an originally 
unstressed syllable followed by an originally stressed syllable and an epenthetic 
syllable respectively, o'oD, 8) an originally stressed syllable followed by an 
epenthetic syllable and an originally unstressed syllable respectively, 'aDa, 9) an 
originally unstressed syllable followed by an epenthetic syllable and an originally 
stressed syllable respectively, aD'a, 10) an epenthetic syllable followed by an 
originally stressed syllable and an originally unstressed syllable respectively, D'aa, 
11) the originally only stressed syllable followed by two epenthetic syllables, 'aDD, 
and 12) the originally only stressed syllable between two epenthetic syllables, D'aD 
(see 3a-c). 
3. Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords 
a) resulting from trisyllabic English words with 
i) an originally unstressed syllable between an originally primarily stressed 
syllable and an originally secondarily stressed syllable, 'aa,a or ,aa'a 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"gabardine" /^aebs'diin/ ka:p 3 3pa: 5 5tin 5 5 
"number one" /丨nAmbs 'wAn/ l^m 5 5 pa: 5 5 w^n 5 5 
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ii) an originally stressed syllable followed by two originally unstressed syllables, 
'aaa 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
“vaseline” /丨vaessliin/ fa: 5 5 si: 2 2 lir)35 7 
"saxophone" /'saeksafeun/ sek 5 5 si 2 2 fug 5 5 
iii) an originally stressed syllable between two originally unstressed syllables, 
a'oa 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"commission" / ks'mijsn/ khvm22 mit 5 5 seen3 5 
“potential，，/ p h9'tenj9l/ p h ou 2 2 t h en 5 5 sou 3 5 
b) resulting from disyllabic English words with 
i) an originally primarily stressed syllable and an originally secondarily stressed 
syllable, followed by an epenthetic syllable, ' a ^ D or ^ ' a D 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"forecast" /'fo:,ka:st/ fo 5 5 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 * 
ii) an originally primarily stressed syllable and an originally secondarily stressed 
syllable, with an epenthetic syllable in between, ' c D ^ or ^ D ' a 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"postcard" /'psust.kaid/ p h ou 5 5 si 2 2 k ha:t 5 5 * 
"passport" /'pais.poit/ p h a: 5 5 si 2 2 p h ot 5 5 * 
iii) an originally stressed syllable followed by an unstressed syllable and an 
epenthetic syllable respectively, 'ooD 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"office" /'ofis/ o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 2 1 * 8 
"tennis" /'tenis/ t h en 5 5 nit 2 1 si 2 1 * 9 
* These loanwords are less commonly used or not used now. 
21 22 21 
7 The loanword for vaseline has another surface form, [fain si: IBHI ]，which is pronounced 
r t 22 35 . exactly the same as its written form 凡士林.I prefer to use [fa: si: liq ] here because, though it 
55 22 35 has a written form 花士令 whose pronunciation is very close to [fa: si: lig ]，the pronunciation of 
21 22 21 
[fa:n si: lBm ] is more altered from the English pronunciation of vaseline due to the addition of a 
nasal final to its first syllable not existing in the English donor word. 
8 The loanword for office was transcribed as [o 5 5 fe i 5 5 s i 3 5 ] by Zhang (1972)，but as a native Hong 
55 21 21 
Kong Cantonese speaker, I have just heard of [o fit si ]. In fact, the loanword for office is seldom 
used now. Instead, people either code-switch office or use its Chinese translation 公司，寫字樓 or 辦 
公室. 
55 22 35 . 9 The loanword for tennis was transcribed as [teq nei si ] by Zhang (1972)，but as a native Hong 
55 21 21 
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iv) an originally unstressed followed by an originally stressed syllable and an 
epenthetic syllable respectively, a 'aD 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
‘‘massage，，AmE /ms'sa^/ m^t 2 2 sa: 5 5 ts h y 2 1 
“model” /'modi/ mou 2 1 t^k 2 2 j i 2 1 
v) an originally stressed syllable followed by an epenthetic syllable and an 
originally unstressed syllable respectively, 'aDa 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
“whisky” /丨wiski/ wm 5 5 si 2 2 kei 3 5 
“disco” /'diskau/ tik 5 5 si 2 2 kou 5 5 
vi) an originally unstressed syllable followed by an epenthetic syllable and an 
originally stressed syllable respectively, aD 'a 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"cashmere" /k^J'mis/ k h e 5 5 si 2 2 me 5 5 
"outspan" /aut'spaen/ mi 5 5 si 2 2 pain 5 5 * 
vii) an epenthetic syllable followed by an originally stressed syllable and an 
originally unstressed syllable respectively, D'aa 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"brandy" /'braendi/ b坑22 lain5 5 tei 3 5 
"spanner" /'sp^ns/ si 2 2 pa: 5 5 la: 3 5 
c) resulting from monosyllabic English word with 
i) the originally only stressed syllable followed by two epenthetic syllables, 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
“golf, /golf/ ko 5 5 j i 1 3 fu 5 5 
ii) the originally only stressed syllable between two epenthetic syllables, D 'aD 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"clutch" /klAtJ/ kik 2 2 lik 5 5 tsi 3 5 
"switch" /switj/ s i 2 2 wit 5 5 t s V 1 * 
* These loanwords are less commonly used or not used now. 
Quadrisyllable Cantonese loanwords are rare. Most polysyllabic English donor 
words are truncated to form disyllabic Cantonese loanwords as shown in the above 
examples of disyllabic loanwords. The only quadrisyllabic Cantonese loanword 
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collected results from a trisyllabic English donor word. The loanword has an 
epenthetic syllable followed by two originally stressed syllables and one originally 
unstressed syllable respectively (see 4). 
4. Quadrisyllabic Cantonese loanword 
resulting from trisyllabic English word with 
an epenthetic syllable followed by two originally stressed syllables and one 
originally unstressed syllable respectively, D ' ^ a c 
English donor word Cantonese loanword 
"strawberry" /'stro^bari/ si 5 5 to 5 5 pe 5 5 lei 3 5 
Such categorization is important to the analysis because donor words with 
different number of syllables have different stress patterns which may hinder the tone 
assignment in the loanwords. 
As seen in Table 4.1 and 4.2, the number of tonal patterns grows with the 
number of syllables present in the loanword. In addition, loanwords which involve 
epenthesis require tone assignment to an extra syllable. For example, ball /boil/ and 
boss /bo:s/, though both monosyllabic, has monosyllabic loanword [po5 5 ] and 
55 .35 • i • 
bisyllabic loanword [po si ] respectively, as the latter undergoes epenthesis to 
rescue the final /s/ in the English donor word. Since every Cantonese syllable must 
have a tone, the loanword [po5 5] has one tone and the loanword [po 5 5 si 3 5] has two 
tones. 
Epenthetic syllables at different positions also have different tonal realizations. 
For example, both the first syllable of the loanword [si 2 2 to 5 5] (borrowing from store 
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/sto:/) and the second syllable of the loanword [to 5 5 si 3 5] (borrowing from toast /tsust/) 
result from epenthesis, but their epenthetic syllables [si] carry -122 tone and 135 tone 
respectively. 
Loanwords which have the same number of syllables, regardless of how many 
their donor words have, may have similar tone patterns. For example, the disyllabic 
loanword [o 5 5 ta: 3 5] borrowed from the disyllabic donor word order /'oids/ has the 
1 . cc ,25 1 
same tonal pattern as the disyllabic loanword [po si ] borrowed from the 
monosyllabic donor word boss /bo:s/. Both loanwords have their first syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables in their donor words. 
4.2 Loanword Verification Task 
Eighteen of the collected loanwords have inconsistent transcriptions in the 
sources or have transcriptions that I do not agree to. To identify which transcription 
the loanword users of the new generation prefer for each loanword, I designed 
Questionnaire A for the loanword verification task (see Appendix V). Thirty-eight 
Hong Kong Cantonese native speakers participated in the questionnaire survey. 
As shown in Questionnaire A Section 2 (see Appendix V), each of the 18 
Cantonese sentences contains an English word. During the task, I uttered each 
sentence four times. In each time, the English word was replaced by a different 
loanword candidate. Each loanword candidate corresponded to a different 
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transcription by any of the sources or me. The participants then picked the utterance 
which sounded the best in their opinions. The participants were only given the 
questionnaire version shown in Appendix V but not Appendix VI, so they listened to 
my utterances and then chose the corresponding option they preferred rather than 
judged by reading the transcriptions in Appendix VI. 
In order to maintain the objectivity of the verification task, participants were 
given a questionnaire version shown in Appendix V only and picked their 
corresponding option without being influenced by the transcriptions in Appendix VI. 
For example, for the first question of Questionnaire A Section 2，I first uttered 
佢患khsn55s^5碰，大家都好傷心\ next,佢患k hen 5 5sa^死佐’大家都好傷心 
and then,佢患khtm55saP死佐，大家都好傷心.,last,佢患J^vr^sa： 21死佐’大家 
都好傷心-[khen55sa:35] and [k hen 5 5sa: 2 1] in the first two utterances have almost the 
same transcription except that their second syllables have different tones. [kh汜n55sa:35] 
and [kh <Bn5 5sa:2 1] in the last two utterances are different from the previous two 
loanword versions as both of them have the vowel Ivl in their first syllables instead 
of lei. They are almost identical to each other except that their tones in their second 
syllables are different. The participants were required to pick the utterance which 
they used or liked most in Questionnaire A. 
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I distributed thirty-eight copies of Questionnaire A. All were completed and 
returned. The background of the participants is shown in Table 4.3. The results of 
questionnaire A will be presented in Chapter 6. 
Table 4.3 Background of participants completing Questionnaire A 
age 115-19:3(7.9%) 
20-24: 35 (92.1%) 
sex F: 33 (86.8%) 
M: 5 (13%) 
Education CUHK students: 38 (100%) 
MLC department: 37 (97.4%) 
Other departments: 1 (2.6%) 
1st Language Cantonese: 36 (94.7%) 
English: 0 Mandarin: 1 (2.6%) (both have been learning Cantonese Others: 1 (2.6%) for 11-15 years) 
2nd Language Cantonese: 0 English: 33 (86.8%) Mandarin: 4 (10.5%) English and Mandarin: 1 (2.6%) 
Years of residence in HK Since birth: 33 (86.8%) Not since birth but over 20 yrs: 1 (2.6%) 16-20 yrs: 1 (2.6%) 11-15 yrs: 3 (7.9%) 
Years of English learning >20 yrs: 4 (10.5%) 16-20 yrs: 28 (73.7%) 111-15 yrs: 6(15.8%) 
Table 4.3 shows that all the participants were aged between 15 and 24 by the 
time of investigation, i.e. 2002, which suggests that they are all youngsters at the 
beginning of the new millennium 2000. 
More than 85% of the participants were born in Hong Kong and nearly 95% are 
native speakers of Cantonese. All have lived in Hong Kong for more than 10 years 
and the only two non-native Cantonese speakers have learnt Cantonese for more than 
10 years. Thus, there is strong evidence that the participants have mastered or are 
highly familiarized with Hong Kong Cantonese. This entails the high reliability of 
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their verified data. 
All have learnt English for more than 10 years, nearly 90% of which claimed 
English as their second language. This further implies that they are all bilinguals10 of 
Cantonese and English. All the participants received their tertiary education in the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Except one participant, all the others were 
studying in the Division of Modern Languages and Intercultural Studies (now named 
as Linguistics and Modern Languages). Presumably, these students are strong in 
languages to be admitted to the department. Their English proficiency should be able 
to allow them to distinguish the pronunciation of an English word and the 
pronunciation of its corresponding loanword. 
I recognize that over 80% of the participants are female. Though gender 
difference may be a factor for different acceptability of pronunciation, it is seen as 
less important than study field and education background in this context. In fact, it 
has long been the tradition that the Arts Faculty or language departments have more 
female students. Despite this, there is no obvious and systematic difference between 
female students' answers and male students'. 
1 0 Though the collected data are best judged by Cantonese monolinguals to be Cantonese loanwords, 
most monolinguals in Hong Kong are the elderly people. To investigate the use of loanwords among 
Hong Kong youngsters, we have to get young monolingual subjects, but it is hard to as most Hong 
Kong youngsters are bilinguals of Cantonese and English under the nine-year compulsory education 
adopted since 1978. 
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4.3 Loanword Creation Task 
Following the verification task, I conducted the loanword creation task. The 
loanword creation task is essential to learn how the new Hong Kong generation 
grasps the relationship between Cantonese tones and English stress in loanwords. 
Instead of reciting loanwords created by earlier generation, the participants had to 
create loanwords for English words not yet been borrowed into Cantonese. The 
words created may not be defined as loanwords in terms of their generosity of 
acceptance, but they can be considered as potential loans to be introduced in the 
future. This task demonstrates most directly how the new generation assigns 
Cantonese tones in loanwords borrowed from English. 
I designed Questionnaire B for this task (see Appendix VII). The participants 
were asked to create loanwords for the following 17 English words: stimulation, 
anthropology, wax, factor, logistics, relation, editor, linguist, liar, gate, wallet, 
cousin, blouse, spy, frog, rush and badge. These English words have different 
number of syllables, namely one, two, three, four or five syllables. Some of them 
also contain consonant clusters or unsyllabifiable segments. The participants were 
asked to write Chinese characters and give Jyutping and IPA transcription for their 
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I distributed 34 questionnaires and 13 were returned. The background of the 
participants who responded to Questionnaire B is shown in Table 4.4. Eleven 
participants attempted to create “loanwords” for the 17 English words. The results of 
Questionnaire B will be illustrated and discussed in Chapter 6. 
Table 4.4 Background of participants who returned Questionnaire B 
age 120-24: 13 (100%) 
sex F: 12 (92.3%) 
M: 1 (7.7%) 
Education CUHK students: 13 (100%) 
MLC department: 13 (100%) 
Phonetics course for 1 semester: 13 (100%) 
1 st Language Cantonese: 13 (100%) 
2nd Language English: 13 (100%) 
Years of residence in HK Since birth: 10 (76.9%) 
Not since birth but over 20 yrs: 1 (15.4%) 
16-20 yrs: 2 (7.7%) 
Years of English learning >20 yrs: 3 (23.1%) 
16-20 yrs: 7(53.8%) 
11-15 yrs: 3 (23.1%) 
Experience of doing Yes: 12 (92.3%) 
Questionnaire A [No: 1 (7.7%) 
Table 4.4 shows that all the participants in the loanword creation task were aged 
between 20 and 24 by 2002. All the participants are Cantonese native speakers and 
more than 75% of them were born in Hong Kong. Even those who were not born in 
Hong Kong have lived in Hong Kong for more than 15 years. Therefore, I have 
strong beliefs that they are able to create nounces of local Cantonese style. 
All claimed English as their second language which they have learnt for more 
than 10 years, so there must be no problem for them to interpret the inner structure of 
the English words for loanword creation. All the participants were studying in the 
Division of Modern Languages and Intercultural Studies (now named as Linguistics 
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and Modern Languages) in the Chinese University of Hong Kong and had taken the 
Phonetics course. Thus, these students are supposed to be able to provide both 
Jyutping and IPA transcription, which they have learnt during the course, for their 
created nounces. 
All but one had done Questionnaire A, so most participants of Questionnaire B 
must have been able to recognize how minor differences (no matter segmental or 
tonal) will affect loanword recognition and may hence have been more careful in 
attaining the accuracy of their transcriptions. 
Only one participant is male. As there is no obvious and systematic difference 
between female and male participants' answers to Questionnaire A, it is taken for 
granted that there will also be no significant difference between female and male 
participants' answers to Questionnaire B. 
In this chapter, I have described the methodology of this study, including data 
collection and classification, data verification and conduction of the loanword 
creation experiment. The overall tonal patterns in Cantonese loanwords will be 
investigated in the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 5 Tonal Patterns of Loanwords 
This chapter aims to investigate the tones of Cantonese loanwords and establish 
generalizations on their tonal patterns. The tones of the 283 loanwords will be 
investigated (see Appendix IV). These loanwords had been categorized into four 
groups based on the number of syllables in each loanword: 
i) monosyllabic, 
ii) disyllabic, 
iii) trisyllabic and 
iv) quadrisyllable loanwords. 
The syllables in each of these loanwords had also been classified into four types: 
i) syllables corresponding to primarily stressed syllables in the donor words, 
ii) syllables corresponding to secondarily stressed syllables in the donor words, 
iii) syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables in the donor words, and 
iv) syllables resulting from epenthesis. 
Loanwords which involve truncation had been sorted out. The general tonal patterns 
will be identified. 
5.1 Monosyllabic Loanwords 
This section will look into the tonal patterns of monosyllabic loanwords. There 
are two types of monosyllabic loanwords: 
i) monosyllabic loanwords formed directly from monosyllabic donor 
words (see (1), more examples of this type are listed in Appendix VIII), 
and 
ii) monosyllabic loanwords formed by truncation of polysyllabic donor 
words (see (2)). 
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(1) — a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
ball boil 今 po 5 5 波 
card ka:d -> k h a:t 5 5 暗/卡 
gin d3in tsin 5 5 S 
lift lift + lip 5 5 車立 
pie pai p h 它 i 5 5 批 
tie tai -> t h a:i 5 5 呔 
(2)丨cj."今 C J 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
chemistry 'kemistri -> k h sm 5 5 --
library 'laibr3ri + la:i 5 5(kei 3 3) 拉(記） 
•laibri 
literature 'litsrstjs + lit 5 5 ~ 
microphone 'maikrsfsun m^i 5 5 咪 
monitor 'mDnits mon 5 5 芒 
All the loanwords in (1) and (2) have a 155 tone. Examining the correlation 
between the monosyllabic loanwords and their corresponding donor words, we found 
that, in each of the loanwords in (1), the only syllable corresponding to the only 
stressed syllable in its donor word is assigned a 155 tone since English monosyllabic 
words take primary stress when pronounced individually (Roach, 1991, p.89). In (2), 
the first syllables of all the donor words take primary stress. Therefore, in each of the 
loanwords in (2), the only syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable is 
assigned a 155 tone. This suggests that English word stress is the major factor for the 
high level tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords. 
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Nevertheless, there are two types of possible counter-examples that can 
challenge our generalization on monosyllabic loanwords: 
i) loanword syllables which correspond to stressed syllables in donor 
words are not assigned with 155 tones (see 3), and 
ii) loanword syllables which correspond to unstressed syllables in donor 
words are assigned with 155 tones (see 4). 
(3) a-^ a n o t 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
grease gri:s kBi 3 5(j^u 3 5) 谒(¾¾ 
pound paund 今 pog 2 2 [pound] 榜 
pog [scale] 
sir S3： -> (a: 3 3)soe 2 1 
(a: 3 3)se 2 1 (亞)蛇 
(4) a...-> a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
certificate ss'tifikst -> soet5 5 
sa: 5 5(tsi 3 5) 沙(紙） 
In (3), the monosyllabic loanwords correspond to the only stressed syllables in 
their donor words. However, they are assigned with 135，-J22 and \I21 tone 
respectively. In (4), the monosyllabic loanword which corresponds to an unstressed 
syllable in its donor word carries a 155 tone. These apparent counter-examples can be 
explained by the tonal influence from their Chinese written forms. 
All the loanwords in (3) and (4) are pronounced the same as or with the same 
tone as their Chinese written forms. As later generations may acquire the loanwords 
through their written forms in Chinese characters, the tones of the written forms may 
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influence the pronunciation of the loanwords over time. 
In addition, it is possible that the loanword variation [soet55] in (4) is borrowed 
from the abbreviation Cert, instead of the full form certificate. In such case, /s3it/ 
becomes the only syllable of the English donor word and is therefore stressed. 
In short, a monosyllabic loanword carries a 155 tone because the only syllable 
corresponds to the stressed syllable in its donor word. Table 5.1 shows a summary of 
the tone assignment in monosyllabic loanwords. 
Table 5.1 Summary of Tone Assignment in Monosyllabic Loanwords 
Stress patterns Tonal Number of loanwords or 
of donor patterns of their variations 
words loanwords ^ “63 
others 4 
'a... “ a 5 5 5 
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5.2 Disyllabic Loanwords 
We shall now examine the tones of disyllabic loanwords. Disyllabic loanwords 
can be roughly divided into four types: 
I) those formed directly from disyllabic donor words, 
II) those formed by epenthesis from monosyllabic donor words, 
III) those formed by truncation of polysyllabic donor words, and 
IV) those formed by both epenthesis and truncation from disyllabic donor 
words 
Type I disyllabic loanwords can have the following four syllable patterns: 
i) The first and second syllables correspond to the primarily and 
secondarily stressed syllable respectively, (see (5)), 
ii) The first and second syllables correspond to the secondarily and 
primarily stressed syllable respectively, (see (6)), 
iii) The first syllable corresponds to the primarily stressed syllable and the 
second syllable to an unstressed donor word syllable, (see (7)，more 
examples of this pattern are shown in Appendix IX), and 
iv) The first syllable corresponds to an unstressed donor word syllable and 
the second syllable to the primarily stressed syllable (see (8)). 
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(5)丨( j丨cjW 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
floor show 'floijsu 今 fo 5 5 sou 5 5 科騷 
( 6 )丨 c t ' C T W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
bow tie ,b9u'tai p o u 5 5 ^ : ! 5 5 褒口太 
sardine 丨 sa:丨 di:n sa:55tin55(jy35)沙甸(魚） 
sa:55tii]55ay35)沙丁(魚） 
(5) and (6) are mirror images of donor words containing primary stress and 
secondary stress. Yet, all the loanword syllables in (5) and (6) carry a 155 tone. Thus, 
in disyllabic loanwords, it is assigned with a 155 tone no matter if a syllable 
corresponds to the primarily stressed or the secondarily stressed syllable. 
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(7) a.丨CKJ今 a 5 V 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
boxing 'boksiq — pok 5 5 siq 3 5 __ 
cushion 'ku:j9n + k h u 5 5 sen 3 5 咕喂 
jelly 'd 3eli -> tss 5 5 lei 3 5 啫哩 
motor 'msuts 今 mo 5 5 ta: 3 5 摩打 
salad 'saebd 今 sa: 5 5 let 3 5 沙律 
sofa 'ssufs so 5 5 fa: 3 5 梳化 
, I X 55—21 b. aa~7a a 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cookie 'kuki -> k ^ k 5 5 k h ei 2 1 曲奇 
daddy 'daedi te 5 5 ti 2 1 爹哋 
facial 'feijsl -> fei 5 5 sou 2 1 -
mummy 'mAmi — ma: 5 5 mi 2 1 媽味 
party 'paiti -> p ha:t 5 5ti 2 1 -
sauna 'sauna — son 5 5 na: 1 桑拿 
sor)55 la:21 
c. ' a a ^ a 5 5 a 3 5 / 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cover 'kAvs -> k h ^p 5 5 fa: 3 5 --
k V 5 5 fa：21 
demo 'demau -> tem 5 5mou 3 5 — 
<55 21 tsm mou 
number 'nAmbs — l^m pa: 冧把 
l^m 5 5 pa: 2 1 
order 'o:d9 今 o 5 5 ta: 3 5 柯打 
o 5 5 ta:2 1 
partner 'paitna pa:t5 5 la:3 5 拍拿 
pa:t5 5 la:21 
pizza 'pi:ts9 今 p h i 5 5 sa: 3 5 比薩 
h.55 21 p i sa: 
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In all the loanwords in (7), the first syllables correspond to the primarily stressed 
syllables and the second syllables to the unstressed syllables. All their first syllables 
carry a 155 tone. The only difference is the tones assigned to their second syllables. 
(7a) can only take ^35 for their second syllables, and (7b) can only take \I21 for their 
second syllables. Interestingly, those in (7c) have the free variation of ^35 or \I21 
tone for their second syllables. 
Therefore, in disyllabic loanwords, the first syllable corresponding to the 
stressed syllable in their donor words carries a 155 tone, and the second syllable 
corresponding to the unstressed syllable in their donor words carries 135 or \I21 tone. 
(8) a ' a - ^ a 2 2 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cologne ks'bun ko 2 2lug 5 5 -
percent ps'sent 今 phoe 2 sen 5 5 ~ 
cassette ks'set 今 k h et 2 2 set 5 5 -
In (8), the first syllable in each loanword corresponds to an unstressed syllable 
in the donor words, and it is assigned a -122 tone. The second syllable corresponds to 
a stressed syllable and is assigned a 155 tone. 
The data in (7) and (8) show that, in disyllabic loanwords, syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables are assigned 155 tone in whichever position 
However, syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables are sensitive to position. If 
it precedes a syllable that corresponds to a stressed syllable, it is assigned a -122 tone. 
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If it follows a stressed syllable, then it is assigned ^35 or \I21 tone. 
Thus far, we have examined all the Type I disyllabic loanwords. We shall now 
proceed to the investigation of Type II disyllabic loanwords formed from 
monosyllabic donor words, which undergo epenthesis to gain the extra syllable. 
Such loanwords have two syllable patterns: 
i) The first syllable corresponds to the primarily stressed syllable and the 
second syllable results from epenthesis (see (9), more examples of this 
pattern are shown in Appendix X), and 
ii) The first syllable results from epenthesis and the second syllable 
corresponds to the primarily stressed syllable (see (10), more examples 
of this pattern are shown in Appendix XI). 
(9) a . ' C J O W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
bus bAs 今 pa: 5 5 si 3 5 巴士 
film film + fei 5 5 l^m 3 5 菲林 
lace leis lei 5 5 si 3 5 呢士 
pose psuz — p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 甫士 
size saiz 今 sa:i5 5 si 5 哂士 
wire wais 今 wm 5 5 ja: 3 5 威地 
b. ' a D - > a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cash kaej 今 k h 8 5 5 sy 2 1 --
deuce dju:s — tiu 5 5si 2 1 习士 
F ef e 5 5 fu 2 1 --• X .+55 -21 
miss mis mit si ~ 
punch pAntJ 今 p ^ n ^ t s V 1 -
R a: + a: 5 5lou 2 1 -
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In (9), the first syllable in a loanword corresponds to a stressed syllable, and the 
second syllable is epenthetic. All their first syllables carry 155 tone. This further 
proves that syllables corresponding to stressed syllables are assigned 155 tone. The 
difference between (9a) and (9b) is the tones assigned to the second epenthetic 
syllables. The loanwords in (9a) have their second syllables carrying 135 tone, while 
those in (9b) have their second syllables carrying \I21 tone. 
The tonal patterns in (9a) and (9b) are the same as those in (7a) and (7b) 
respectively. It indicates that, in disyllabic loanwords, the second syllable, whether 
corresponding to an unstressed syllable or resulting from epenthesis, carries 135 or 
NJ21 tone. 
(10) •丨cj 今 ( j 2 V 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
brake breik + pik 2 2 lik 5 5 逼力 
cream kri:m — kei lim 5 5 忌廉 
fluke fluik 今 fu 2 2 luk 5 5 符碌 
spare spes — si ps 士啤 
store sto: si 2 2 to 5 5 士多 
Z zed + j i 2 2 sst 5 5 -
In (10), the first syllables of all loanwords are epenthetic and carry -J22 tone. 
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From (7) to (10), we observe that, in disyllabic loanwords, syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables are always assigned 155 tone, no matter where 
they are. Yet, both epenthetic syllables and syllables corresponding to unstressed 
syllables are sensitive to position. Those preceding a syllable that corresponds to a 
stressed syllable are assigned -122 tones, and those following a stressed syllable are 
assigned either 135 or >121 tone. 
Up to now, we have examined all the Type II disyllabic loanwords. We shall 
now move on to the investigation of Type III disyllabic loanwords formed by 
truncation of polysyllabic donor words. Type III loanwords have three syllable 
patterns: 
i) The first syllable corresponds to the primarily stressed syllable and the 
second syllable correspond to an unstressed syllable (see (11)), 
ii) The first syllable corresponds to the secondarily stressed donor word 
syllable and the second syllable corresponds to an unstressed syllable 
(see (12)), and 
iii) The first syllable corresponds to an unstressed syllable and the second 
syllable corresponds to the primarily stressed syllables (see (15)). 
(11) ' a a . . . - > a 5 5 a 3 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
geography d3i:丨oigrsfi + tsok 5 5 ka: 3 5 1 --
In (11), the first syllable [tsok] merges the first and the second syllables of the 
donor words. Its onset [ts] comes from [d3] of the first donor word syllable, and its 
1 1 The first two syllables, i.e. [d3i:] and [� :] , of the original English word are 
combined into one, i.e. [tsok] in its Cantonese loanword. 
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nucleus [o] comes from ['o:] of the second donor word syllable. The second donor 
word syllable [o:] is primarily stressed. Thus, the first loanword syllable is 
considered to be corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable. It carries a 155 
tone. The second loanword syllable [ka:] corresponds to [grs], the third donor word 
syllable which is unstressed. It carries a ^35 tone. This tonal pattern is identical to 
(7a). 
It shows that truncation of subsequent syllables does not affect tone assignment 
in such a disyllabic loanword. The first syllable in the loanword corresponding to the 
primarily stressed syllable in the donor word is assigned a 155 tone. The second 
syllable in the loanword corresponding to an unstressed syllable in the donor word is 
assigned a 135 tone. 
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(12) a.丨era…如 5V 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
composition ^omps'zijsn k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 3 5 ~ 
k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
qualification .kwDlifi'keiJn + k h o 5 5 li 3 5 哥厘 
1 V 22 22 b. ,aa. . . -7a a 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
economics ^ka'nDmiks j i 2 2 kon 5 5 ~ 
i 2 2 kon 2 2 1 2 
sociology 丨ssusi丨。:bd3i — sou 2 2 si2 — 
In (12)，the first syllables correspond to the secondarily stressed syllables. Yet, 
the first syllables of (12a) loanwords carry 155 tone and those of (12b) loanwords 
carry -122 tone. If secondary stress is treated the same as primary stress, all loanword 
syllables corresponding to secondarily stressed syllables should carry 155 tones 
•22 22 22 
following our generalization. However, the first syllables of [i kon ] and [sou 
si 2 2] have -122 tones. If primary stress is not distinguished from secondary stress, 
secondarily stressed syllables will be treated as any unstressed syllables. In such 
case, the first loanword syllable corresponding to the secondarily stressed donor 
word syllable will carry -122 tone following our generalization. We shall then be able 
to explain the first tones in [i 2 2 kon 2 2] and [sou2 2 si 2 2], but not the first tones in 
1 2 Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [i 2 2 kon2 2]. It had been pronounced as [ji:2 2 ko:n22], 
but is now more commonly pronounced as [ji 2 2 kon5 5]. 
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[k^m 5 5 p h o u 3 5 o r 2 1 ] and [k h o 5 5 li 3 5]. 
Silverman (1992) has attempted to explain the tonal pattern of [k h ^m M p h o u M H ] 
in contrast with [i konM] and [souM siM].Although he suggests two truncation 
strategies in Cantonese loanwords: the first applied before tone assignment1 and 
the second after, there is not any absolute way of knowing which strategy to use. 
However, selecting a truncation strategy is very important since it affects the domain 
for stress prominence comparison. Stress prominence in turn affects tone assignment; 
stressed syllables are perceived to have H tone, and unstressed syllables are 
perceived to have M tone. 
The first truncation strategy has been applied to [k h^m H p h ou M H ] . Its 
corresponding donor word /^omps'zijsn/ is first truncated to /,komp9/ which 
becomes the domain for stress prominence comparison. Within the domain /丨kompo/, 
the secondarily stressed syllable /,kom/ is more prominent than the unstressed 
syllable /pa/. Thus, [kh^m] in the loanword corresponding to /kom/ in the donor 
word gets a H tone whereas [phou] in the loanword corresponding to /pa/ in the 
donor word gets an M tone. 
The second truncation strategy has been applied to both [iM konM] and [souM 
siM]. I shall take [i M konM] as an example. The English donor word, economics 
1 3 Silverman (1992) uses the term pitch contrast analysis (PCA) in which pitch is contrasted 
relatively in a free morpheme (PCA domain) to be perceived as tone. 
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/丨iik^ nDmiks/ is the domain for stress prominence comparison. The primarily 
stressed syllable /'nD/ is more prominent than the other three syllables. Thus, in the 
loanword of economics, the syllable corresponding to /'no:/ is assigned a H tone 
while the other three syllables are assigned M tone. After the tone assignment, the 
loanword is truncated to become [iM konM]. 
The essence of Silverman's explanation is two-fold. First, truncation can take 
place before or after tone assignment. Second, comparison of stress prominence 
takes place only once such that there is only the most prominent-versus-others 
distinction. 
Silverman illustrates how to use the two truncation strategies before and after 
tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords by giving examples of native English word 
truncation applied before and after the suffixation of He points out that Maths 
comes from Mathematics after it is truncated and then added an s at the end in 
British English. In American English, s is added to Mathematic before truncation, 
hence resulting in Math. The same applies to the word Stats I Stat, However, in the 
above cases, the truncation strategies apply to two spoken languages, American 
English and British English, instead of one. In a single spoken language like 
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I will take the position that truncation takes place only at one stage (either 
before or after tone assignment), and it is the perception of secondary stress that 
leads to the different loanword tonal patterns a a and a a for the same donor 
word stress pattern ,aa. Some Hong Kong Cantonese are able to perceive secondary 
stress, but some are not. One can distinguish secondary stress in one word but not in 
the other. For a donor word of the stress pattern ,aa..., the first syllable of its 
loanword should get 155 tone if secondary stress is perceived as prominent; 
otherwise, it should get -J22. Since the present study does not concentrate on 
perception, future research is required to study the perception of secondary stress 
among Hong Kong Cantonese. 
Both Silverman and me assume that secondary stress is not always detected and 
loanword syllables corresponding to secondarily stressed syllables do not always get 
155 tones. If it is so, the loanwords shown in (5) and (6) repeated below in (13) and 
(14), will need to be reanalyzed. Each of the loanwords in (13) and (14) has two 
syllables, one primarily stressed and the other secondarily stressed. 
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(13) 丨 c j W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
floor show 'floijsu 今 fo 5 5 sou 5 5 科騷 
(14) , a ' a - > a 5 5 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
bow tie .bsu'tai p o ^ V a d 5 5 褒口太 
sardine 丨 sa:丨 di:n sa:55tin55(jy35)沙甸(魚） 
sa: 5 5tir) 5 50y 3 5)沙丁 (魚） 
The second syllable of the loanword in (13) and the first syllables of the 
loanwords in (14) correspond to secondarily stressed syllables, and they all get 155 
tones. If secondarily stressed syllables are not distinguishable from unstressed 
syllables, the second syllable of the loanword in (13) should get ^35 tone and the 
first syllables of the loanwords in (14) should get -122 tone. The reason is that, in a 
disyllabic loanword, a syllable corresponding to an unstressed syllable in the donor 
word is assigned \22 tone if it is the first syllable. On the contrary, it is assigned ^35 
tone if it is the second syllable. 
In (13) and (14), bow tie and floor show are each written separately as two 
words. It is possible that their donor words are each treated as two words instead of 
as one compound word. If bow and tie, floor and show are each a word, they will all 
carry the only (primary) stress. This explains why all their corresponding loanword 
syllables get 155 tones. 
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Notwithstanding, the same reason is not able to explain why the first syllable of 
[sa: 5 5tin 5 5] or [sa: 5 5tig 5 5] in (14) gets 155 tones as the word sardine cannot be further 
divided into free morphemes. The only reason is the tonal influence from its written 
forms 沙甸 and 沙丁 the same as which the loanword variations are pronounced. 
In short, if secondarily stressed syllables are detected, they will be treated the 
same as primary stressed syllables, and their corresponding loanword syllables will 
get 155 tones in any position. If secondarily stressed syllables are not detected, they 
will be treated the same as unstressed syllables. In a disyllabic loanword, syllables 
corresponding to undetected secondarily stressed syllable in the donor word will get 
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(15) CJ丨CT." W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
biology bai'o:l9d3i — pa:i 2 2 o 5 5 -
philosophy fi'bissfi: f i 2 2 b 5 5 ~ 
psychology sai'ko:bd3i sa:i2 2 k h o 5 5 ~ 
security si'kjusrsti 今 s^t 2 2 k h iu 5 5 實 Q 
AmE 
ss'kjursti 
tutorial tju:'to:ri9l + t h iu 2 2 t h o 5 5 --
In all the loanwords in (15)，the first syllables corresponding to unstressed 
syllables are assigned -122 tone, and the second syllables corresponding to primarily 
stressed syllables are assigned 155 tone. 
This tonal pattern is the same as (8). It shows that, no matter if truncation is 
involved, in disyllabic loanwords, the first syllable corresponding to an unstressed 
syllable is assigned a -J22 tone and the second syllable corresponding to the stressed 
syllable is assigned 155 tone. 
From (8), (10), (11) and (15), we learn that truncation does not affect tonal 
assignment in disyllabic loanwords. Syllables corresponding to primarily stressed 
syllables are assigned 155 tones. Syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables get 
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Type IV disyllabic loanwords involve both epenthesis and truncation. The only 
example is shown in (16). The loanword originates from a disyllabic donor word. 
The first syllable of the loanword corresponds to the first syllable of the donor word. 
However, their second syllables do not correspond to each other. The second 
loanword syllable [si] results from the epenthesis, while the second donor word 
syllable [tsd] is truncated. 
( 1 6 )丨 a d . . � a 5 V 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
custard 'kAstad to55si35(W5)吉士 (粉） 
In (16), the first syllable which corresponds to the stressed syllable is assigned 
a 155 tone and the second syllable which results from epenthesis is assigned a 135 
tone. This tonal pattern is the same as (9a). 
This again shows that truncation has no influence on the tonal assignment in 
disyllabic loanwords. In a disyllabic loanword, the first syllable corresponding to the 
stressed syllable in the donor word tends to be assigned a 155 tone, while the second 
syllable which is epenthetic tends to be assigned 135 tone. 
The data in (5)-(16) enable us to see the general tonal patterns in disyllabic 
loanwords. In disyllabic loanwords, syllables corresponding to primarily stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tones in whichever position. 
Epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables in the donor 
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words are assigned X12 tones if they are the first syllables; they are however 
assigned 135 or \I21 tones if they are the second syllables. 
Nevertheless, there are exceptions to the above generalizations. Disyllabic 
loanwords with atypical tonal patterns are listed in (17)-(22) and Appendix XII. 
(17) 'aa 今 neither a 5 5 a 3 5 nor a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
doughnut 'daunAt -> tor)55 M 5 5 咚甩 
pancake 'p^nkeik -> pain 5 5 k h ik 5 5 班戟 
laser 'leizs lui 2 1 se 2 2 鐳射 
party 'pa:ti + p h a:i 3 3 tey 3 3 派對 
The data in (17) are disyllabic loanwords resulting from disyllabic donor words. 
Their first syllables correspond to the stressed syllables and their second syllables to 
the unstressed syllables. However, their tonal patterns are different from the typical 
r r c c c o i tonal pattern a a or a a (see more examples in Appendix Xlla). 
(18) a 'a-^ not a 2 2 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cologne ks'bun ku35lug21(sui35)古龍(水） 
percent pa'sent + pa: 5 5 sin 5 5 巴仙 
cassette ko'set + kha:55sik55(kei55)卡式(機） 
kebab ki'baeb — k ha: 5 5pa: 5 5 卡巴 
cigar si'ga: -> syt 3 3 ka: 5 5 雪節 
guitar gi'ta: + kit 3 3 t h a: 5 5 結他 
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The donor word stress pattern of (18) is the mirror image of that of (17). In the 
loanwords in (18), the first syllables correspond to unstressed syllables, and the 
second syllables correspond to stressed syllables. Yet, their tonal patterns are 
• H c c different from the typical tonal pattern a a . 
(19) neither a 5 5 a 3 5 nor a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
puff pAf pa: 5 5 fu 5 5 芭芙 
巴夫 
pa:u 5 5fu 5 5 泡芙 
punch pAntJ + p^n 5 5tsi 2 2 賓治 
pence pens 今 pin 2 2 si 3 5 便士 
• 22 .22 pin si 
The data in (19) are disyllabic loanwords resulting from monosyllabic donor 
words. Their first syllables corresponds to stressed syllables, and their second 
syllables are epenthetic, but their tonal patterns are different from the typical tonal 
+ + 一 55 35 55 21 pattern a a or a CT . 
(20) • _ � • > not a 2 2 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
33 55 I 
plum plAm -> pou l^m 布棘 
In (20), the loanword has a syllable pattern which is just the reverse of that of 
the loanwords in (19). Its first syllable is epenthetic and its second syllable 
corresponds to the stressed syllable. It is supposed to have the typical tonal pattern 
a 2 2 c ； yet, it does not. 
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(21) neither a 5 5 a 3 5 nor a 2 2 a 2 2 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
economics ^ks'noimiks j i 2 2 kon 5 5 --
ciguatoxin 丨 si:gws 丨 toksin syt33kha:55(tuk22) 雪卡(毒） 
The data in (21) are disyllabic loanwords resulting from the truncation of 
polysyllabic loanwords. Their first syllables correspond to the secondarily stressed 
syllables and their second syllables to the unstressed syllables. However, their tonal 
55 35 22 22 patterns are different from the typical tonal pattern a a or a a . 
(22) a'a. . .-> not a 2 2 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
insurance in'Jusrans 今 jin 3 so 5 5 燕梳 
The data in (15e) are also disyllabic loanwords resulting from the truncation of 
polysyllabic loanwords. Their first syllables correspond to the unstressed syllables 
and their second syllables to the stressed syllables. Nonetheless, their tonal patterns 
22 55 
are different from the typical tonal pattern a a . 
The above exceptions can be generally accounted for by the following three 
reasons: (i) tones affected by the written forms of the loanword (see 23 and 
Appendix XXIII), (ii) compounds donor words regarded as two words (see 24), and 
(iii) misplacement of English stress (see 25). 
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(23) Tones affected by written forms 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
laser 'leizs 今 lui 2 1 ss 2 2 鐳射 
party 'pa:ti + p h a:i 3 3 tey 3 3 派對 
percent pa'sent — pa: 5 5 sin 5 5 巴仙 
punch pAntJ p^n 5 5tsi 2 2 賓治 
plum plAm 今 p o u 3 3 l W 5 布麻 
insurance in'Jusrans — jin 3 3 so 5 5 燕梳 
All the loanwords in (23) have their phonetic forms exactly the same as the 
pronunciation of their written forms. As written characters is the most common form 
of language recording, later generations can acquire the loanwords through their 
written characters. It is also possible that loanword users had learnt the loanwords 
before they learnt the English donor words or they do not even know the 
corresponding donor words of the loanwords. 
(24) Compounds donor words regarded as two words 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cocktail 'kDkteil 今 kuk 5 5 t s 5 5 唂爹 
doughnut 'dsunAt -> tor)5 5 l^t 5 5 咚甩 
pancake 'p^nkeik pa:n 5 5 k h ik 5 5 班戟 
In (24), all the donor words are compounds of two free morphemes. Each of 
these morphemes may be regarded as a separate word by Hong Kong Cantonese. 
These separate "words" are hence each the only stressed syllable，and their 
corresponding loanword syllables tend to carry 155 tones according to our 
generalization. This explains why the second syllables of these compound loanwords, 
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which correspond to unstressed syllables, are not assigned the typical -122 tone. 
(25) Misplacement of English stress 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
economics 丨i:ka丨no:miks -> j i 2 2 kon 5 5 --
The donor word in (25), Economics, is often abbreviated as Econ. It is therefore 
ambiguous to some people whether Econ. refers to economics or economy both of 
which are nouns. Moreover, both the English words economy and economics have 
four syllables, but the former has its second syllable primarily stressed while the 
latter has its second syllable unstressed. Though, very often, Econ. refers to the 
subject Economic. The stress pattern of economy is likely to influence some 
non-native speakers' stress assignment in the English word economics, hence 
affecting its corresponding loanwords' tonal assignment. 
Having justified all the atypical tonal patterns, we are able to confirm our 
generalization about the tonal patterns in disyllabic loanwords. In whichever 
position, syllables corresponding to primarily stressed syllables are assigned 155 
tones. Epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables, which 
are also the first syllables, are assigned X12 tones; those which are also the second 
syllables are assigned 135 or \I21 tones (see Table 5.2 for a summary of the tone 
assignment in disyllabic loanwords). 
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Table 5.2 Summary of Tone Assignment in Disyllabic Loanwords 
Stress patterns Tonal Number of loanwords or 
of donor patterns of their variations 
words loanwords 
'a.q a 5 5 a 5 5 1 
.a'q c i 5 V 5 2 “ 
'aa a 5 5 a 3 5 42 
^55 21 a a l J 
一 5 5 一 3 5 o r 21 i n 
CT a 1 / 
others 19 
a 2 2 a 5 5 1 
others 6 
a 5 V 5 35 
a 5 5 a 2 1 10 “ 
others 4 
"W... 7 V 5 T~ 
_ _ _55_35 o 丨cjct." a c 2 
~ 2 2 22 
a a 2 
others 3 
~ Z i Z 22 55 
a a. . . a a 5 
others 1 
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5.3 Summary of Tonal Patterns in Monosyllabic and Disyllabic Loanwords 
From our investigation of monosyllabic and disyllabic loanwords, there are 
quite clear tonal patterns (see (26) below): 
(26) Tonal Patterns in Monosyllabic and Disyllabic Loanwords 
i) All syllables in monosyllabic and disyllabic loanwords corresponding to 
perceived stressed syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tone. 
ii) In disyllabic loanwords, epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding 
to unstressed syllables in the donor words are assigned -122 tones if they 
are the first syllables. 
iii) In disyllabic loanwords, epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding 
to unstressed syllables are assigned ^35 or ^21 tones, if they are the final 
syllables. 
In the rest of this chapter, we will see if the tones assigned to loanwords with more 
than two syllables conform to the generalizations in (26). 
5.4 Loanwords with more than two syllables 
We shall now examine the tones of loanwords with more than two syllables. 
The trisyllabic loanwords in (27)-(30) best illustrate the tonal patterns generalized in 
(26). In all the trisyllabic loanwords in (27)-(30), the second syllables correspond to 
primarily stressed syllables, the first and the third syllables either correspond to 
unstressed syllables or result from epenthesis. Their second syllables carry 155 tone, 
conforming to (26i). Their first syllables are assigned -122 tone, conforming to (26ii). 
Their last syllables carry ^35 or \I21 tone, conforming to (26iii). 
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(27) a. a ' a a ^ a 2 V 5 a 3 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
computer ksm'pjuts -> k h ^m 2 2 p h iu 5 5 t h a: 3 5 --
condenser kan'denss — k h on 2 2 ten 5 5 sa: 3 5 — 
vanilla vs'nils 今 wra 2 2 lei 5 5 la: 3 5 1 4 雲呢拿 
b. a ' a a ^ a 2 V 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
bikini bi'kiini -> pi 2 2 kin 5 5 ni 2 1 --
delicious di'lijss + 地喱蛇(果） 
(apple) 
I X 22 55 35 or 21 c. a aa ->a a a 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
commission ka'mijan k h^m mit 5 5 soen 1 1 5 — 
potential pVtenjbl 今 p h ou 2 2 t h en 5 5 sou 2 1 --
professor pra'fess — p h ou 2 2 fst 5 5 sa:2 1 ~ 
In all the loanwords in (27), the second syllables corresponding to the primarily 
stressed syllables carry 155 tone, and the first syllables corresponding to unstressed 
syllables are assigned -J22 tone. Loanwords in (27a) have their last syllables 
corresponding to unstressed syllables necessarily carrying 135 tone, those in (27b) 
have their last syllables necessarily carrying 21 tone, and those in (27c) have their 
last syllables able to carry any of the 135 or \I21 tone. 
14 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [wen22 ni55 la:35]. 
1 5 Zhang (1986) uses a H33 tone for its first syllable 
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(28) a ' a D ^ a 2 2 a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
massage AmE ma � sa:3 mBt 2 2sa: 5 5ts hy 2 1 --
In (28), if we assume that the donor word massage takes the American English 
stress pattern, then the loanword should have its first syllable corresponding to the 
unstressed syllable, its second syllable to the primarily stressed syllable, and its third 
syllable epenthetic. Its second, first and last syllable should carry carries 155 tone, 
-122 tone and \I21 respectively. 
(29) •丨 c k j W V 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
snooker 'snu:k9 si 2 2lok 5 5ka: 3 5 士碌架 
spanner 丨spasns -> si 2 2 pa: 5 5 la:3 5 士巴拿 
starter 'staito 今 s P V ^ ^ t a : 3 5 士撻打 
swallow 'swoibu -> si 2 2 wo 5 5 lou 3 5 士窝偖 
All the loanwords in (29) have their first syllables epenthetic, their second 
syllables corresponding to the primarily stressed syllables, and their third syllable to 
the unstressed syllables. Their second, first and last syllables carry 155 tone, -122 tone 
and 135 tone respectively. 
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(30) a. •丨Cjd W c j 3 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
clutch klAtJ kik 2 2 lik 5 5 tsi 3 5 極力子 
switch switj 今 si 2 2 wit 5 5 t s h i 3 5 1 6 --
b. • l a D ^ a 2 V 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
switch switj si 2 2 wit 5 5 ts h y 2 1 --
All the loanwords in (30) have their first and third syllables epenthetic, and 
their second syllables corresponding to the primarily stressed syllables. Their second 
syllables carry 155 tone, and their first syllables carry -122 tone. Loanwords in (30a) 
have their last syllables necessarily carrying ^35 tone, while the loanword in (30b) 
• • " • 22 55 t_ 35 
has its last syllable necessarily carrying \I21 tone. Note that, though [si wit ts i ] 
and [si wit t s ^ ] are both loanwords for switch, the segmental composition of 
their last syllables are different which restrict the tones assigned to their last 
syllables. 
The tonal assignment in the quadrisyllable loanword in (31) also conforms to 
all the generalizations in (26). 
(31) • , a , a a - > a 2 W 5 a 3 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
strawberry 'stroi.b^ri + si 2 2to 5 5 pe 5 5 lei 3 5 士多啤梨 
1 6 Both Zhang (1972) and Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [si 2 2 wit 5 5 tsi 3 5]. 
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In the quadrisyllable loanword in (31)，the second syllable corresponds to 
primarily stressed syllable and the third syllable corresponds to the secondarily 
stressed syllable, the first syllable results from epenthesis and the last syllable 
corresponds to the unstressed syllable. Its first syllable carries a 155 tone, 
conforming to (26i). Its second syllable also carries a 155 tone. If secondary stress is 
detected and treated as primary stress, the tone assignment in its second syllable also 
conforms to (26i). Its first syllable is assigned a -122 tone, conforming to (26ii). Its 
last syllable carries a 135 tone, conforming to (26iii). 
If secondary stress is not distinguishable from unstressed syllables, the tones 
assigned to the loanword in (31) can still be justified. As suggested in Section 5.2, 
English compounds may be treated by Hong Kong Cantonese as two words. In this 
case, the compound strawberry is divided into straw and berry for loanword 
• 22 55 
transformation separately. Straw is borrowed as [si to ]. The former loanword 
syllable which results from epenthesis is assigned a -122 tone, conforming to (26ii); 
the latter syllable corresponding to the only stressed syllable is assigned a 155 tone, 
i 55 35 i i 
conforming to (26i). Berry is borrowed as [pe lei ]. The former syllable 
corresponding to the only stressed syllable is assigned a 155 tone, conforming to 
(26i). The latter syllable corresponding to the unstressed syllable is assigned a ^35 
tone, conforming to (26iii). 
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The data in (32) also conform to our generalizations, fulfilling two statements 
specified in (26). 
(32) V C I + C J W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
forecast 'foi.kaist 今 fo 5 5 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 科卡士 
The trisyllabic loanword in (32) has its first syllable corresponding to the 
primarily stressed syllable, its second syllable to the secondarily stressed syllable, 
and its third syllable epenthetic. Its first syllable carries a 155 tone, conforming to 
(26i). Its second syllable also carries a 155 tone. If secondary stress is detected and 
treated as primary stress, the tone assignment in its second syllable also conforms to 
(26i). Its last syllable carries a ^35 tone, conforming to (26iii). 
If secondary stress is not distinguishable from unstressed syllables, the tones 
assigned to the loanword in (32) can still be justified. Like the previous examples, 
forecast is divided into fore and cast for loanword transformation. Fore becomes 
[fo 5 5]. The loanword syllable corresponding to the only stressed syllable is assigned 
a 155 tone, conforming to (26i). Cast becomes [k ha: 5 5 si 3 5]. The former syllable 
corresponding to the only stressed syllable is assigned a 155 tone, conforming to 
(26i). The latter syllable corresponding to the unstressed syllable is assigned 135 a 
tone, conforming to (26iii). 
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The data in (33) also fulfill two statements in (26). Further, they provide 
additional information for our tonal generalizations. 
1 (33) a / a a D - ^ a ^ a 2 1 7 3 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
office 'ofis 今 o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 2 1 1 7 --
o 5 5 f i t 2 1 s i 3 5 
tennis 'tenis -> t h en 5 5 nit 2 1 si 2 1 1 8 --
t h 8n 5 5 nit 2 1 si 3 5 
k I 丄 55 21 2 1 / 3 5 b. (JCJG-7G a a 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
marketing 'maikitig ma:55ket21thir)21 子f 屐亭 
msn55ke t2 \^ 3 5 
c. W W V 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
carnival 'kainivl -> ka: 5 5nin 2 1wa: 2 1 嘉年華 
In the loanwords in (33), the first syllables correspond to the primarily stressed 
syllables, the second syllables correspond to the unstressed syllables, and the third 
syllables either results from epenthesis or corresponds to unstressed syllables. Their 
first syllables carry 155 tone, conforming to (26i). Their last syllables can carry ^35 
or \I21 tone, conforming to (26iii). The tonal assignment to middle unstressed 
syllables is not specified in (26). The data in (33) suggests that unstressed syllables 
1 7 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [o55 fei55 si35]. 
18 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [teg55 nei22 si35]. 
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may take \I21 tone when they are in neither initial nor final position. 
The data in (34) below also tell us about possible tones assigned to middle 
epenthetic syllables. 
( 3 4 ) a.丨CJ•丨CJ如 5 W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
passport 'pa:s,pD:t -> p h a: 5 5 si 2 2 p h ot 5 5 -
postcard 'psust^aid p h ou 5 5 si 2 2 k ha:t 5 5 --
The trisyllabic loanwords in (34) have their first syllables corresponding to the 
primarily stressed syllables, their second syllables epenthetic, and their third 
syllables corresponding to the secondarily stressed syllables in the donor words. If 
secondary stress is not distinguishable from unstressed syllables and we try to 
separate the English compounds into two words，the middle syllable will get 135 
tone which is not the surface tone. However, if secondary stress is distinguishable 
and treated as primary stress, the compounds will be regarded as one word for 
analysis. It then indicates a void to be filled by our generalization, the tone assigned 
to the middle epenthetic syllable. The data in (34) suggest that -I22 tone can be 
assigned to middle epenthetic syllables. 
As identified from disyllabic loanwords, there is no difference in the tones 
assigned to epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables in 
the same position. If we continue to hold this assumption, the data in (33) and (34) 
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will create a dilemma - whether a middle syllable corresponds to an unstressed 
syllable or results from epenthesis is assigned X12 or \I21 tone. 
The data in (33) and (34) differ in where the middle syllable is placed after the 
only stressed syllable in (33) but placed between two stressed syllables (if secondary 
stress is detected) in (34). It follows that tone assignment to syllables corresponding 
to unstressed syllables is influenced by their positions with respect to those 
corresponding to stressed syllables. 
As a result, we refine our generalizations in (26) as (35) below: 
(35) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables in the loanwords corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tone. 
ii) In the loanwords, an epenthetic syllable or a syllable corresponding to 
an unstressed syllable in the donor words is assigned: 
a) -122 tone if it precedes the syllable corresponding to a perceived 
stressed syllable in the donor word. 
b) \I21 tone if it follows syllables corresponding to a perceived stressed 
syllable in the donor word. 
c) ^35 tone sometimes if it is also the last syllable in a loanword. 
Exceptions are listed in (36)，(37) and (38) (see Appendix XIV for more 
examples). Their atypical tonal patterns can generally be accounted for with three 
reasons, namely tones affected by written forms (see 36), compound donor words 
regarded as two words (see 37) and misplacement of English stress (see 38). 
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(36) Tones affected by written forms 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
gabardine 丨gasbs 丨 dim ka:p 3 3pa: 5 5tin 5 5 甲巴甸 
'gaebsdiin 
pasteurised 丨 pa:stj3raizd pa: 5 5si 5 5t^k 5 5 巴斯德(消毒) 
dynamo 'dainamau — ta: 3 5la:m 2 1mo 2 1 打藍磨 
sexophone 's^kssfeun sek 5 5 si 2 2 fuq 5 5 色士風 
tombola tDm'baub -> t^m 3 3 po 5 5 l a : 3 5 揼、波拿 
bikini bi'kiini 今 pei 3 5kin 5 5nei 2 1 比堅尼 
In (36), all the loanwords were pronounced the same or with the same tones as 
their written forms. 
(37) Compounds donor words regarded as two words 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
chocolate , n -> tsy 5 5 ku 5 5 lik 5 5 朱古力 
' t jDkbt � 
W — t^p55pi55ju55 -
'dAblju: 
carefree 'kesfri: + k h 8 5 5 le 5 5 fe 5 5 茄哩啡 
cashmere kaej'mia + k h s 5 5 si 2 2 me 5 5 士口羊 
In (37), chocolate may have been divided into choco and late, Double-U (W) 
into double and u, carefree into care and free, and cashmere into cash and mere. The 
syllables corresponding to the stressed syllables carry 155 tones. The syllables 
corresponding to the only syllables in the morphemes also carry 155 tones. The 
middle syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables or non-existing syllables may 
have undergone high tone spreading from their neighbor tones. 
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(38) Misplacement of English stress 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
dynamo 'dainamau -> tai: 2 2lem 5 5mou 3 5 --
Lastly, the loanword in (38) is mispronounced by some Hong Kong Cantonese 
as [dai'nemsu], hence influencing the tonal patterns in its loanword. 
Having justified all the exceptions, we are able to confirm our generalizations 
about the tonal patterns in Cantonese loanwords in (35). A summary of the tone 
assignment in loanwords with three or more syllables is shown in Table 5.3 and the 
generalization in (35) is restated in (39). 
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Table 5.3 Summary of Tone Assignment in Loanwords with three or more syllables 
Stress patterns Tonal patterns Number of loanwords or 
of donor of loanwords their variations 
words 
^ c t 2 V V 5 一 3 
a 2 V 5 a 2 1 2 “ 
_ 22 5 5 ^ 3 5 or 21 
a a a 3 
Others 2 
a ' a D a 2 2 a 5 5 a 2 1 1 
D ' aa V W 5 4 
• ' a D a 2 V 5 a 3 5 “ 2 
a 2 V 5 a 2 1 “ 1 
； • ' a . a a " a 2 2 a 5 V 5 a 3 5 1 
55 5 5 3 5 i ~ ~ , 鬥 a a a 1 •G 丨 
' a a D a 5 5 a 2 1 a 2 1 o r 3 5 ~ 2 
Others 2 
" W a55 a21 a21or35 - 1 
a 5 5 a 2 1 a 2 1 1 
others 9 
~ — ^55^22^55~� o~ . _ a a a L 丨A•丨CJ 
Others 8 
Total 45 
(39) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables corresponding to stressed syllables are assigned 155 tones. 
ii) Epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables, 
preceding the syllables corresponding to the last stressed syllables, are 
assigned -122 tones. 
iii) Epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables, 
following syllables corresponding to stressed syllables, are assigned \I21 
tones. 
iv) Epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables, 
which are also the last syllables, are sometimes assigned 135 tones. 
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Chapter 6 Further Evidence on Tonal Patterns 
In this chapter, I will provide further evidence on the general tonal patterns 
established in the last chapter, restated here in (1): 
(1) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables in the loanwords corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tone. 
ii) In the loanwords, an epenthetic syllable or a syllable corresponding to 
an unstressed syllable in the donor words is assigned: 
a) -122 tone if it precedes the syllable corresponding to a perceived 
stressed syllable in the donor word. 
b) ^21 tone if it follows syllables corresponding to a perceived stressed 
syllable in the donor word. 
c) ^35 tone sometimes if it is also the last syllable in a loanword. 
The further evidence comes from the tonal patterns resulting from the loanword 
verification task and the loanword creation task respectively. The ultimate tonal 
patterns will reflect the new generalization's tone assignment in Cantonese 
loanwords. 
6.1 Results of Loanword Verification Task 
Eighteen of the collected loanwords have inconsistent transcriptions in the 
sources or have transcriptions that I do not agree to. To identify which transcription 
the loanword users of the new generation prefer to use for each loanword, I designed 
the loanword verification task. 
As shown in Questionnaire A Section 2 (see Appendix V), each of the 18 
Cantonese sentences contains an English word. During the task, I uttered each 
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sentence four times. In each time, the English word was replaced by a different 
loanword candidate. Each loanword candidate corresponded to a different 
transcription by any of the sources or me. The participants then picked the utterance 
which sounded the best in their opinions. In order to maintain the objectivity of the 
verification task, participants were given a questionnaire version shown in Appendix 
V only and picked their corresponding option without being influenced by the 
transcriptions in Appendix VI 
The results of the loanword verification task, representing all the responses to 
Questionnaire A Section 2, were tabulated in Table 6.1-6.6. Participants were asked 
to pick the loanword candidates for the donor word in the same row in Table 6.1-6.6. 
The loanword candidates differ in segmental or tonal transcription. These candidates 
come from my intuitive transcriptions of the loanword or transcriptions from the 
literature that I agree or disagree to. The most preferable loanword candidate for 
each donor word by the participants is highlighted in bold letter in the tables. 
The Cantonese loanword candidates in Table 6.1- 6.31 are disyllabic 
20 . loanwords while those in Table 6.4-6.6 are trisyllabic loanwords. 
1 9 The loanword candidates for buffet, appearing in Questionnaire A, have to be 
eliminated in our present investigation as buffet originates from French. 
2 0 The loanword candidates for Vaseline, appearing in Questionnaire A, have to be 
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Interestingly, over 60% of the subjects preferred none of the loanword candidates 
for the donor words in Table 6.5 and 6.6, switch, office and tennis. People nowadays 
either code switch these English words or use their Chinese translations,掣，公司 and 
網球 respectively. 
According to the generalization in (liib and c), the last syllables of the loanwords 
for cancer Junction, captain, number, tutor (see Table 6.1), composition (see Table 
6.3), commission and professor (see Table 6.4) should carry 135 or \I21 tone in free 
variation. Concerning the loanword candidates for composition and professor in Table 
6.3 and 6.4 respectively, the percentage of subjects who opt for 135 tone and the 
percentage of those who opt for \I21 tone for their last syllables are about fifty-fifty. 
This conforms to the generalization. 
However, results concerning the loanwords for the other six donor words show 
preference for either 135 or \I21 tone rather than equally distributed votes for both 
tones. Table 6.1 shows that the subjects favored 135 tone for the final syllable of the 
loanwords for cancer, captain, number, tutor respectively while favoring >J21 tone for 
the final syllable of the loanword for function. Table 6.4 also shows that the subjects 
prefer 135 tone for the final syllable of the loanword for commission. 
In general, the subjects tend to prefer 135 tone for the final loanword syllable 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Study of English Loanwords in Cantonese 
In conclusion, the tonal patterns identified in the loanword verification task 
conform to our generalizations established in last chapter. The by-product we got from 
the results of the loanword verification task is that Hong Kong Cantonese are able to 
distinguish \I21，-122 and -J33 tone whose relative pitch levels are very close. They can 
distinguish loanword candidates which only differ in one tone even if the different 
tones are ^21, -122 or -133. 
6.2 Results of Loanword Creation Task 
The loanword creation task is essential to learn how the new Hong Kong 
generation grasps the relationship between Cantonese tones and English stress in 
loanwords. Instead of reciting loanwords created by earlier generation, the subjects 
had to create loanwords for 17 English words not yet been borrowed into Cantonese. 
These English words are stimulation, anthropology, wax, factor, logistics, relation, 
editor, linguist, liar, gate, wallet, cousin, blouse, spy, frog, rush and badge. The 
subjects were asked to write Chinese characters and give Jyutping and IPA 
transcription for their created loanwords. This task demonstrates most directly how 
the new generation assigns Cantonese tones in loanwords borrowed from English. The 
words created may not be defined as loanwords in terms of their generality of 
acceptance, but they can be considered as potential loans to be introduced in the 
future. 
In this section, the results of the loanword creation task will be exhibited. The 
tone patterns discovered through this task will also be compared with the general tone 
patterns in (1). The results of the loanword creation task, that is the responses to 
Section 2 of Questionnaire B, are tabulated in Appendix XV. They are further 
classified based on the syllable patterns of the loanwords and presented in (2)-(10). 
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A transcription is presented and investigated only if tones are also transcribed. 
Once Cantonese tones are indicated, their tonal patterns are investigated even though 
the segmental transcriptions may include some segments or segmental combinations 
which are not normally allowed in Cantonese. 
There are three reasons for that. First, the subjects, with the experience of doing 
Questionnaire A or the demonstrations in the examples shown in Questionnaire B, are 
supposed to understand what loanwords are. Second, when the subjects are able to 
provide tonal transcription, they must have regarded the concerned syllables as having 
tones. Third, some segments or segmental combination not normally allowed in 
Cantonese may have entered Cantonese through time and cultural interaction. 
When only Chinese written characters were provided without transcription of a 
certain loanword, the lexical tones of the Chinese written characters were not taken 
into account. At the stage of loanword creation, Chinese written characters neither 
reflect the exact pronunciation of the loanwords nor are stable enough to influence 
this generation's pronunciation. 
Considering that some subjects may not be keen transcribers, their transcriptions 
were verified by one of the following two ways. One way was to set up interviews 
with the subjects. During the interviews, the subjects were asked to pronounce their 
created loanwords and I transcribed their pronunciation. Three subjects had 
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participated in such interviews. For the rest of participants who returned 
Questionnaire B and provided both Jyutping and IPA transcriptions, their two 
transcriptions of the same loanword by each subject were compared, and each 
subject's transcriptions of different loanwords using the same system were also 
compared. These comparisons lead to the adjustment of the subjects' transcriptions so 
that their transcriptions are consistent and comparable to others'. 
The created loanwords which are monosyllabic are shown in (2); those which are 
disyllabic are shown in (3) — (7); those which are trisyllabic are shown in (8) and (9); 
and those with four or more syllables are shown in (10). 
There is only one type of monosyllabic loanwords created by the subjects. All of 
them result from monosyllabic English words. 
(2) a 5 5 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
wax /wxks/ -> wes 5 5 -
gate /geit/ -> kei 5 5 機 
keit 5 5 (2) -
geit 5 5 基 




frog /frog/ + fok 5 5 (3) . . 
frok 5 5 (2) -
rush /rAj/ + r^J 5 5 (3) -
badge pet 5 5 -
pe 5 5 „ 
There is at least one subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
than one subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
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The monosyllabic loanwords in (2) correspond to the only stressed syllables in 
their donor words. They are all assigned 155 tone. This is consistent with the 
generalization in (li). 
The disyllabic loanwords created by the subjects, no matter if truncation occurs 
in the donor words, have the following five patterns: 
i) ' a a ^ a 5 5 a 3 5 / 2 1 
the first syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable, and the 
second syllable corresponding to an unstressed syllable (see 3); 
ii) , a a . . . - > a 5 5 a 3 5 o r a 2 2 a 2 2 
the first syllable corresponding to the secondarily stressed syllable, and 
the second syllable corresponding to an unstressed syllable (see 4); 
iii) CJ 丨 C J " . W 5 
the first syllable corresponding to an unstressed syllable, and the second 
syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable (see 5); 
iv) ' a D ^ a 5 5 a 3 5 / 2 1 
the first syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable, and the 
second syllable epenthetic (see 6); and 
v) • a ' ^ a 2 2 a 5 5 
the first syllable epenthetic, and the second syllable corresponding to the 
primarily stressed syllable (see 7). 
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(3) a U c i 5 V 5 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
editor /'ed.i.ta/ + et 5 5 t i 3 5 __ 
b. W W 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
factor /'faek.ts/ -> fet 5 5 t h a: 2 1 (4) __ 
fek 5 5 t h a: 2 1 ( 4 ) — 
linguist /'liq.gwist/ l ig 5 5 k w is 2 1 
lirj 5 5k wists 2 1 
I c. ' a a ^ a 5 5 a 3 5 / 2 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
liar /'lai.9/ + la:i 5 5 a: 3 5 (2) 拉卩亞/ 拉牙 
la:i 5 5ja: 3 5 拉也 
I la:i 5 5a: 2 1 (3) 拉啊/拉呀/拉牙 
la:i 5 5ja: 2 1 拉牙 
wallet /'wD.lit/ + wo 5 5 k t 2 1 (4) --/ 渦甩/ 窩 x 
1 wo 5 5 le 3 5 __ 
wo 5 5let 3 5 -
cousin /'kA.zn/ 今 k\t55sm21 ( 5 )咳晨/ 咳臣/ 咳神 
k h ^ 5 5 s m 2 1 -
k h ^t 5 5 s^n 3 5 咳腎 
I k h P s 而35 _ 
T h e r e i s a t least one subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
t h a n o n e subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In all the loanwords in (3), the first syllables correspond to the primarily stressed 
syllables and the second syllables to unstressed syllables. All their first syllables carry 
155 tone. The main difference is the tones assigned to their second syllables. The 
loanword in (3a) take 135 for its second syllable, and all those in (3b) take \I21 for 
their second syllables. Interestingly, in (3c), loanwords for the same donor word can 
have either ^35 or \I21 tone for their second syllables. Thus, in disyllabic loanwords, 
the first syllable corresponding to the stressed syllable carries a 155 tone, and the 
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second syllable corresponding to the unstressed syllable carries 1^35 or NI21 tone. This 
conforms to the generalizations in (li, iib and c). 
(4) a .丨C K J . . . W 5 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
anthropology /^n.era.'pD.la.dsi/ 今 en 5 5 9ro 3 5 
en 5 5 fou 3 5 
b.丨cjcy...~>(j22a22 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
anthropology /,3211.01 .^'pD.l3.d3i/ en 2 2 fou 2 2 (4) 
T h e r e i s a t l e a s t o n e subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
t h a n o n e subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In all the loanwords in (4)，the first syllables correspond to the secondarily 
stressed syllables. Yet, the first syllables of (4a) loanwords carry 155 tone and those of 
(4b) loanwords carry -122 tone. Following the assumption of the last chapter, this 
difference is due to the perceptibility of secondary stress. If secondary stress is 
perceived, it is treated like primary stress, and its corresponding loanword syllable 
will be assigned a 155 tone, conforming to the generalization in (li). Otherwise, 
secondary stress is treated as if there is no stress, and its corresponding syllable will 
be assigned a -J22 tone, conforming to the generalization in (liia). 
The second syllables of (4a) loanwords which correspond to unstressed syllables 
are assigned 35 tone, following the generalization in (liic). Those of (4b) loanwords 
are assigned 22 tone as their corresponding donor word syllables precede the 
perceived stressed syllables. This is consistent with the generalization in (liia). 
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(5) CJ丨(J... W 5 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
logistics /l9.'d3is.tiks/ b 2 2 t j i t 5 5 -
I b 2 2 t s i 5 5 樂之 
In the loanwords in (5), the first syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables 
are assigned -122 tone, and the second syllables corresponding to primarily stressed 
syllables are assigned 155 tone, conforming to the generalizations in (li and iia). 
(6) a .•今 C J 5 V 5 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
wax /w^ks/ wm 5 5 si 3 5 屈史 
wek 5 5 si 3 5 (2) -
blouse /blauz/ + pa:u 5 5si 3 5 (3) 包屎 
i 55 -35 pla:u si — 
b. ' a D ^ a 5 5 a 2 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
gate /geit/ 今 kei 5 5 ts h i 2 1 機池 
rush /rAj/ + w^t 5 5 sy 2 1 (2) 屈殊 
wBt 5 5Jy 2 1 屈薯 
c. ' a D ^ a 5 5 a 3 5 / 2 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
badge / b ^ / pet 5 5 t jy 3 5 -
p e t 5 V y 3 5 --
[： pet 5 5 tjy 2 1 -
ps t^ t sV 1 --
There is at least one subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
than one subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In all the loanwords in (6), the first syllables correspond to the primarily stressed 
syllables, and the second syllables are epenthetic. All their first syllables carry 155 
tone. The difference among (6a)，(6b) and (6c) is the tones assigned to the second 
syllables. The loanwords in (6a) have their second syllables carrying ^35 tone, and 
those in (6b) have their second syllables carrying \I21. In (6c), loanwords for the same 
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donor word can carry 135 or vJ21 tone for their second syllables. Thus, in disyllabic 
loanwords of this type, the first syllable which corresponds to the stressed syllable 
carries a 155 tone, and the second syllable which is epenthetic carries 仍 or \I21 tone. 
This conforms to the generalizations in (li，iib and c). 
(7) • a ' - > a 2 2 a 55 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
spy /spai/ � si 2 2pa:i 5 5 (3) --/ 士派/ 士 buy 
frog /frog/ + fo 2 2 lok 5 5 科略 
T h e r e i s a t l e a s t o n e subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
t h a n o n e subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In the loanwords in (7), the first syllables are epenthetic and they all carry -122 
tone. The second syllables correspond to stressed syllables and carry 155 tone. These 
conform to the generalizations in (li and iia). 
The created trisyllabic loanwords were found to have the following two patterns: 
i) the first and the third syllable corresponding to unstressed syllables, and 
the second syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable (see 
8)； 
ii) the first syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable, and the 
second and the third syllable corresponding to unstressed syllables (see 
9). 
(8) a. a ' a a ^ a 2 V 5 a 2 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
logistics /Is.丨 d3is.tiks/ + b ^ t j i s ^ f t k 2 1 -
b^ t j i s^r tks 2 1 -
b. a ' a a ^ a 2 V 5 a 3 5 / 2 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
relation /ri.'leijsn/ + ri 2 2lei 5 5sen 2 1 ( 3 ) -
r i 2 2 le i 5 5 ^n 2 1 -
wi 2 2lei 5 5sen 3 5 -
There is at least one subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
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t h a n o n e s u b J ' e c t s S^ing the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In all the loanwords in (8)，the second syllables corresponding to the primarily 
stressed syllables carry 155 tone, and the first syllables corresponding to unstressed 
syllables are assigned -122 tone. Loanwords in (8a) have their third syllables 
corresponding to unstressed syllables carrying 135 tone. In (8b), the loanwords, 
though for the same donor word, carry 135 or \I21 tone for their third syllables. 
Therefore, in trisyllabic loanwords, the first corresponding to an unstressed syllable is 
assigned -122 tone, the second syllable corresponding to the primarily stressed syllable 
is assigned 155 tone, and the third syllable corresponding to an unstressed syllable is 
^35 or NJ21 tone. This entirely matches the generalizations in (1). 
(9) ' a a a ^ a 5 5 a 2 1 a 3 5 / 2 1 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
editor /'ed.i.ts/ e t ^ t i t 2 1 ^ : 2 1 (3) -
丨 8 5 ¾ ¾ 2 1 (3) .. 
； 8 5 ¾ 2 1 ^ 3 5 .. 
T h e r e i s a t l e a s t one subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
t h a n o n e subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In the loanwords in (9), the first syllables correspond to the primarily stressed 
syllables, the second and the third syllable correspond to unstressed syllables. Their 
first syllables carry 155 tone, conforming to (li). Their second and third syllables 
carry >J21 tone, conforming to (liib). One loanword has its third syllable carrying 135 
tone, conforming to (liic). 
Finally, we shall look into loanwords with four or more syllables (see 10). 
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(10) Loanwords with four or more syllables 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Characters 
stimulation / 丨 stim.ju.丨 leijsn/ — si 2 2 t im 5 5 mu 5 5 lei 5 5 sen 2 1 是掂 xx 荀 
sti 5 5 mju 5 5 lei 5 5 Jen 2 1 . . 
sti 5 5 mu 5 5 lei 5 5 sen 2 1 . . 
I n t h e loanwords in (10)，the syllables corresponding to the stressed syllables are 
assigned 155 tone, conforming to (li). In the first loanword, the first syllable is 
epenthetic and is assigned a 422 tone, conforming to (liia). The last syllables 
corresponding to unstressed syllables are assigned \I21 tone, conforming to (liib). 
The 155 tone assigned to the syllable between the two stressed syllables, though 
beyond the descriptions in (1)，does not violate (1). In fact, in 5.4 (38) of the last 
chapter, we have come across certain loanwords which have their syllables 
corresponding to unstressed syllables getting 155 tones, repeated here in (11). 
(11) 155 tone assigned to loanword syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
s P e l l i n g Characters 
chocolate ^ -> tsy 5 5 ku 5 5 朱古力 
lik 5 5 
W u + 呻5 5pi5 5ju5 5 -dAblju: 
carefree 'kesfri: 今 k h e 5 5 le 5 5 fe 5 5 萠哩啡 
In (11), the last syllables of the donor words chocolatQ, double-U (W) and, 
carefree are separated from their preceding syllables by the loanword introducers as 
two morphemes. In their loanwords, the first syllables corresponding to the stressed 
syllables carry 155 tone. The last syllables corresponding to the only syllables in the 
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second morphemes also carry 155 tone. The middle syllables corresponding to the 
unstressed syllables or non-existing syllables get 155 tone. 
The above evidence in (10) and (11) support that loanword syllables 
corresponding to donor word syllables without stress carry 55 tones when they are 
sandwiched between two syllables corresponding to perceived stressed syllables. The 
generalization in (1) can thus be further adjusted as in (12). 
(12) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables in the loanwords corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tone. 
ii) In the loanwords, an epenthetic syllable or a syllable corresponding to an 
unstressed syllable in the donor words is assigned: 
a) -122 tone if it precedes the syllable corresponding to the perceived 
stressed syllable in the donor word. 
b) 155 tone if it is immediately between two perceived stressed syllables 
c) 421 tone if it follows the syllable corresponding to the perceived 
stressed syllable in the donor word. 
d) 1^35 tone sometimes if it is also the last syllable in a loanword. 
Cases which do not conform entirely to (12) are shown in (13). 
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(13) Created loanwords of atypical tonal patterns 
English Spelling English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese Characters 
stimulation / 丨 stim.ju.丨 lei.Jsn/ + s i 2 1 t im 5 5 miu 2 1 le i 2 1 士掂苗黎 
anthropology / 丨 aen.Grs.丨 pD.l3.d3i en 3 3 f ro 3 3 „ 
/ 8 n 2 2 f o u 2 2 p o 5 5 b 2 2 t s i 2 1 -
8n 3 3 eo 3 3 po 5 5 b 1 3 t s i 2 2 „ 
wax /w^ks/ we 5 5 s i 5 5 -
logistics /l9.'d3is.tiks/ -> lo 5 5 ts i 3 5 囉治 
b ^ t j i s ^ f t k s 2 1 „ 
editor / 丨 ed.i.ts/ + e t ^ t i t 2 2 ^ : 2 1 „ 
linguist /'lirj.gwist/ + l in 3 3 k w ist 2 1 . . 
wallet /'wD.lit/ 今 wo 5 5 lm 2 2 (2) „ 
blouse /blauz/ + pla:u 5 5si 1 3 (2) „ 
frog /frog/ -> fo 3 3 b k 5 5 貨 lock 
There is at least one subject giving each of the above transcriptions. In cases of which there are more 
than one subjects giving the same transcription, the number of subjects are indicated in brackets. 
In the loanwords in (13), except one syllable, all syllables corresponding to 
perceivable stressed syllables are assigned 155 tone. The major inconsistence with (12) 
is the tones assigned to epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed 
syllables in the donor words. The tonal variations are H33，422, \I21 a n d � 1 3 which are 
very close in terms of relative pitch levels. Though the subjects may be able to 
distinguish them, there is a possibility that they mistranscribed them. 
There are four possibilities that lead to such tonal difference in the results of the 
loanword creation task. First, these loanwords are newly created and therefore have 
no stable forms. (13) lists just the atypical examples of the newly created loanwords. 
Second, a few (though not all) subjects are not able to distinguish two or more 
tones of close pitch levels. One evidence is the rare choices of "133 tone over -122 tone 
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on syllables preferring \22 tone in the loanword creation task. 
Third，the subjects distinguished all the tones but transcribed them by mistake. 
Even if the Jyutping and IPA transcription match each other, it does not necessarily 
mean that the pronunciation represented is verified. The subjects may not have done 
the transcriptions separately. They may have transcribed the created loanwords using 
just one system and transform the transcription to another one using the other system. 
Fourth, the subjects were asked to write written forms as well if they could find 
any, so they may have transcribed the written forms instead of the spoken forms. 
From (2)-(10) and (12), some generalizations can be made. The loanword 
syllables corresponding to perceived stressed syllables in the donor word always get a 
155 tone. Concerning loanword syllables which are epenthetic or correspond to 
unstressed syllables in the donor word, there are two tendencies. If they are word-final, 
they prefer vl21 tone to 135 tone. If they precede syllables corresponding to the 
perceived stressed syllables, they prefer -I22 tone to -I33 tone. 
6.3 Tonal Assignment by New Generation 
In conclusion, the results of the loanword verification task with further evidence 
from the results of the loanword creation task, lead to the generalizations in (12). 
Concerning final loanword syllables not corresponding to stressed syllables in the 
donor words, the subjects prefer ^35 tone in the loanword verification task but ^21 
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tone in the loanword creation task. Since the loanwords in the verification task are 
created by earlier generations, the findings of such a small-scale survey suggest that 
the new generation may prefer to assign \I21 tone to such final syllables. If it is true, it 
may imply that the characterized Cantonese final low tone change which changes low 
level tone to high rising tone in the final position is suppressed in the loanwords 
created by the new generation. This may further lead to the implication that the new 
generation has recognized the international difference between English and Chinese 
and is approaching a more native-like English variety. With limited subjects and 
tokens, these implications will have to be confirmed in future research. 
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Chapter 7 Constraints and Rankings on Tone assignment in 
Loanwords 
In this chapter, relevant constraints will be identified and ranked within the 
framework of Optimality Theory (OT) to account for the generalizations about tonal 
assignment in Cantonese Loanwords described and properly selected based on the 
criteria in the last two chapters. The following topics will be discussed in this order: a 
brief introduction of OT concepts and mechanism, the assumption of tonal features, 
the proposed account for the tonal assignment in Cantonese loanwords, the adoption 
of relevant constraints previously proposed in the literature, and the establishment of 
constraint ranking in Cantonese loanwords. 
7.1 OT concepts and mechanisms 
My analysis will be based on the Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky, 
1993). Within this framework, the optimal output can be correctly predicted (i.e. equal 
to the surface output) by figuring out the language-specific ranking of the universal 
constraints. All constraints are violable, but a constraint can only be violated to satisfy 
a higher ranked constraint. Thus, the higher ranked constraints are higher priorities. 
The optimal output is the most harmonic, which best satisfies higher ranked 
constraints at the expense of minimal lower ranked constraints. 
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OT is a more convincing linguistic theory when compared to previous theories as 
it better accounts for language universality and language variation. In OT terms, 
world languages are common because they consist of the same set of violable 
constraints which constitute the universal grammar (UG). World languages are 
however different because their grammars result from different rankings of the same 
set of violable constraints. 
OT is generally preferred over the traditional rule-ordering theory for two main 
reasons. One reason is that OT focuses on constraint interactions at the output level, 
thus abandoning Morpheme Structure Constraints (MSCs) prominent in traditional 
generalist phonology, which duplicates information in phonological rewrite rules 
(Kager, 1999, p.20). The other reason is that OT constraints evaluate the output 
candidates in a parallel fashion such that no intermediate stages are required to derive 
the surface output from its input as the rule-ordering theory does. Thus, no rewrite 
rule is needed to map inputs onto outputs (Kager, 1999, p.20). 
One major advantage of applying OT to the present investigation of Cantonese 
loanwords is that it allows more than one optimal output. Different from the 
rule-based theories which lead strictly to one output, OT is more capable to account 
for the free variation between the \I21 or the 135 tone in most final unstressed or 
epenthetic syllables in Cantonese loanwords. 
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The OT grammar is composed of three components — Lexicon, Generator {Gen) 
and Evaluator {Eval). The Lexicon stores all lexical representations of morphemes, 
which are input to Gen. Gen produces output candidates for an input. Then, Eval 
assesses the harmonic values of the output candidates through a specific constraint 
ranking and selects the most harmonic one as the optimal output. Tableau 7.1 outlines 
a typical tableau used in an OT analysis: 
Tableau 7.1 A Typical Tableau used in OT Analysis 
Underlying Constraint 1 Constraint 2 i Constraint 3 Constraint 4 
form ！ 
Candidate a **! j * 
Candidate b *! j * 
Candidate c * ： **! * 
^Candidate d * i * ** 
In Tableau 7.1，the possible output candidates generated by Gen are listed in the 
first column. Due to the property Freedom of Analysis, Gen can posit any amount of 
output candidates. For more efficient computation, the infinite set of possible output 
candidates are often reduced in tableaux by eliminating the suboptimal output 
candidates. Each suboptimal candidate has at least one violation in addition to those 
made by the listed output candidates. 
The different constraints are arranged on the first row. The constraints are 
ordered from left to right. A constraint to the left of a solid vertical line dominates the 
one to its right. A dotted line is however used to separate two equally ranked 
constraints. For example, in Tableau 7.1，the candidates must first satisfy Constraint 1 
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in order to proceed to further evaluation by other constraints. The dotted line between 
Constraint 2 and 3 indicates that these two constraints are equally ranked. Both 
Constraint 2 and 3 dominate Constraint 4. 
Each asterisk “*” in the intersecting cells stands for one violation. A single 
constraint can be violated a few times if it specifies gradient assessment. The 
exclamation mark “！” stands for a fatal violation. A candidate is marked as fatal when 
its violation(s) has made it impossible to be considered as the optimal output. In other 
words, it has violated a higher ranked constraint which is not violated by other 
candidates or it has violated a higher ranked constraint more times than other 
candidates who have also violated the same constraint. The violation of other lower 
ranked constraints by the fatal candidates will therefore no longer be considered and 
the cells to the left of the fatal violation are shaded. 
The pointing finger “妒” indicates the optimal output. In Tableau 7.1, Candidate 
d is the optimal output as it best satisfies the higher ranked constraints at the expense 
of lower ranked constraints. 
7.2 Tonal features 
Before proposing an account for the tone assignment in Cantonese loanwords, it 
is important to represent the tones in terms of tonal features. A review of previously 
proposed tone systems will help us to decide which tone features should be used. 
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Previous models of tonal representations and tonal features fall into two main 
streams: 1) treating contour tones as basic units and 2) treating contour tones as 
sequences of level tones. 
Models belonging to the first stream (Jakobson & Halle，1956; Wang, 1967; 
Sampson, 1969; Fromkin, 1972; and Shih, 1986) use both contour features and level 
features. For example, Wang (1967) uses seven binary tonal features, namely 
[contour], [rising], [falling] and [convex] for tonal contour, and [high], [central] and 
[mid] for tone level, to specify just 13 tones, which seems uneconomical. 
To specify more than three tone heights, models belonging to the second stream 
will need three binary features (Woo, 1969; Maddieson，1970). For example, to 
specify five tone heights, Woo (1969) uses the three binary features [high tone], [low 
tone] and [modify] and Maddieson (1970) uses another three binary features [raised], 
[lowered] and [extreme]. The major difference between the two is that Woo (1969) 
uses [modify] to distinguish tone levels 2 and 4 which she claims as the most marked, 
while Maddieson (1970) uses [extreme] to distinguish the highest and the lowest tones 
which he considers as the most marked. No matter what the tonal features are, the use 
of three binary tonal features will lead to eight combinations which far exceed the 
maximum of five tone heights found in attested languages (Anderson, 1978, p. 146). 
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However, putting two binary features in hierarchical relation results in four tone 
heights (Yip, 1980; Clements, 1981; Bao, 1990; Peng, 1992). It is exactly what we 
want as both native Cantonese words and Cantonese loanwords use four tone heights, 
namely 5, 3, 2 and 1. 
Yip (1980)'s model is the first to introduce tonal register into tonal features. She 
uses the register feature [upper] and the tone feature [high], with the former 
dominating the latter. This has large influence on later proposals on tonal features 
such as Clements (1980) and Peng (1992), which pay more attention to register split 
and generally recognise the role of register as mediating between tone space and tone 
height, i.e. partitioning tone space and being partitioned by tone heights. 
Instead of using the perceptual features [upper] and [high] as Yip (1980) does, 
Bao (1999) uses the articulatory features [stiff] and [slack]. Though able to capture 
also the relation between tone and voicing, Bao (1999)'s model is not consistent with 
the development of tonal features in terms of register and tone height. 
For this reason, I will adopt Yip (1980)'s model. Yet, to avoid the possible 
confusion between the tone feature [high] and the segmental feature [high] as 
Pulleyblank (1986) suggests, I will follow his replacement of Yip (1980)'s tone 
feature [high] with the name [raised]. Thus, the feature [upper] is used to specify 
register and the feature [raised] is used to specify the minor adjustment of pitch within 
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each register. After the renaming, Pulleyblank (1986) represents Yip (1980)'s tonal 
system as in (1). 
(1) Yip (1980 )，s tonal system modified by Pulleyblank (1986) 
H = [+upper] [-f-raised] 
HM = [+upper] [-raised] 
M = [-upper] [+raised] 
L = [-upper] [-raised] 
Pulleyblank (1986) further revises (1) above by incorporating the notion of 
underspecification, proposing [-upper] and [+raised] as the default values (see (2) 
below). Thus, in a four-tone system as shown in (1)，the M tone is unmarked. 
(2) Underlying representation of tone heights in a four-tone system (Pulleyblank, 
1986, p.26) 
H = [+upper] 
HM = [+upper] [-raised] 
M = 0 
L = [-raised] 
For simplicity, I will also use H, M and L to represent the four tonal heights in 
native Cantonese words and Cantonese loanwords (see (3) below). However, to avoid 
the possible confusion between a falling tone such as 153 and a high mid tone such as 
• o 
H33,1 will represent the former as HM and the latter as M in contrast to M which 
represents a low mid tone such as 422. 
(3) Underlying representation of tone heights in a four-tone system (adapted from 
Pulleyblank, 1986, p. 126) 
5 H = [+upper] 
o 
3 M = [+upper] [-raised] 
2 M = 0 
I L = [-raised] 
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Consistent with Pulleyblank (1986)’s view of [-upper] and [+raised] as the 
default values in the light of underspecification, the lower mid M, unspecified with 
any features, is the unmarked. This can naturally account for the assignment of the 
low mid tone 422 to non-final epenthetic or originally unstressed syllables in the 
Cantonese loanwords. 
There are six tones in Cantonese: 155, "133, -122, >121 (or�11), M3 (or /123) and 435 
(or 125) in which the representation of that last three in pitch letters has been 
controversial. One may notice that the once used 153 tone is missing here, but Hong 
Kong Cantonese do not distinguish between 153 and 155 nowadays. They use only the 
155 tone. Following (3) above, the six tones can be represented as in Set A 2 1 or Set B 
in (4) or their combinations: 
2 1 The pitch letters in Set A is commonly used in the previous literature though H33 is often described as 
mid level tone (M)，-J22 as low level tone (L) and >121 as low falling tone (ML) (Zhang, 1972; Bauer & 
Benedict, 1997; Yip & Matthew, 2001; among others). 
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(4) Representation of Cantonese tones 
Set A SetB 
155 = H 155 = H 
H33 = M -\33 = M 
•122 = M m = M 
^21= ML � U = L 
^ 1 3 = L M m = MM 
135 = MH 仍 = M H 
I prefer Set B for a number of reasons, some based on Cheng (1991)'s findings. 
In Cheng (1991)'s study on speech recognition, 20 native Cantonese speakers , half 
male and half female, produced 14000 isolated utterances of 234 Chinese words and 
the pitch variations were found by averaging the pitch profiles of the same tone 
produced by different speakers. 
The result shows that the profile of the 55 tone is generally leveled across time 
whereas those of \I21 (or�11), -122 and H33 decreases (Cheng 1991, p.35, 37). Though 
the falling extent of J21 is a bit greater than -122 and 433, if we consider -122 and ~I33 as 
level, there is no reason why we should not consider \l21(or�11) as level. 
As a native Cantonese speaker, I do not perceive the tone \I21 o r�11 as a falling 
tone from level 2 to 1. Instead, I notice extra effort paid to lower the tone level, in 
support of Pulleyblank's specification of [-raised] for the L tone. The representation of 
the tone as \I21 can be explained by the pitch change from the onset time preparing the 
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Cheng (1999，p. 36, 37) also found that the -J22, /113 (or M3), -135 (or 125) start 
from about the same pitch value. It suggests that the initial levels of these tones are 2. 
,， 22 
Thus, M3 should be represented as M3 and 135 should be represented as 125. 
Alert readers may then question why /123 cannot be treated as \22 or H33 if \I21 
can be represented as J l l . Again, Cheng (1999: 35, 37)'s finding is able to account 
for this. He found that \I21 (or�11), -122 and H33 tended to fall whereas M3 (or /123) 
and ^35 (or 125) tended to rise. This shows that /113 (or M3) should be a rising tone 
like ^35 (or 1^25) rather than a level tone like \I21 (or�11), -122 and H33. 
If we fiirther consider the explanation for the general tonal patterns in Cantonese 
loanwords repeated here in (5), it is even clearer why Set B is preferred. 
(5) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables in the loanwords corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tone. 
ii) In the loanwords, epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to 
unstressed syllables in the donor words are assigned: 
a) -J22 tone if they precede the syllables corresponding to the perceived 
stressed syllables in the donor word. 
b) 155 tone if they are sandwiched between two perceived stressed 
syllables 
c) \I21 tone if they follow syllables corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor word. 
d) 135 tone sometimes if they are also the last syllables in the loanword. 
As shown in (5) above, four tones are employed in Cantonese loanwords. They 
are 155, >122, \I21 and ^35. Following (4), theses tones can be represented as in (6): 
2 2 One of the reasons why M3 is used previously could be that it is more easily distinguished from the 
higher rising tone ^35. 
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(6) Representation of tones used in Cantonese loanwords 
Set A SetB 
155 = H 155 = H 
•122 = M -122 = M 
O M L � 1 1 = L 
135 = MH 125 = MH 
The representation in Set B in (6), which corresponds to Set B in (4), is favorable 
for the following reasons. First, as identified in Chapter 5, donor words with the stress 
pattern of 'OGO tend to have their loanwords with the tonal pattern of a 5 5 a 2 1 o 2 1 . If we 
assume ^21 to be ML, it will be difficult to explain why there is a fall-rise-fall tonal 
pattern towards the loanword boundary. Assuming >J21 to be L simplifies the account 
for tones approaching the word boundary. 
Second, as only 155, -122, \I21 and 135 are used in loanwords, using Set B can 
keep the use of tone levels at a minimum of only three tone levels — 5(H), 2(M) and 
o 
1(L). It is less than the four tone levels in Set A where 3(M) is also used. The 
representation of all Cantonese tones will become clear below. 
Third, according to Pulleyblank (1986), a three-tone system also has M as the 
unmarked with the default values [-upper] and [+raised]. With the same unmarked 
tone level 2, the three-tone level contrast in Cantonese loanwords has no conflict with 
the four-tone level contrast in native Cantonese words. 
o 
Fourth, with the rising tone represented as MH rather than as MH, it would be 
easier to explain the occurrence of the rising tone in Cantonese loanwords as a result 
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of H-suffix attachment to the word-final syllable, a favored account for the final tone 
change in Cantonese (Whitaker, 1955/56, cited in Silverman 1992; Chen, 2000; Yip, 
1980, 2002). 
With the above justification, the representation of tones used in native Cantonese 
word and Cantonese loanwords can be finalized as in (7): 
(7) Finalized tone representation 
Native Cantonese words 
155 = H Cantonese loanwords 
H33=M 155 = H 
m = M � 2 2 = M 
� 1 1 = L � 1 1 = L 
o 仍 = M H m = MM 
125 = MH 
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7.3 My proposed account 
The generalizations about tonal patterns in Cantonese loanwords are repeated 
below in (8) with the pitch letters replaced by H, M and L as defined in (7) and (3) 
above for ease of reference: 
(8) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables in the loanwords corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned H tone. 
ii) In the loanwords, epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to 
unstressed syllables in the donor words are assigned: 
a) M tone if they precede the syllables corresponding to the perceived 
stressed syllables in the donor word. 
b) H tone if they are sandwiched between two perceived stressed 
syllables 
c) L tone if they follow syllables corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor word. 
d) MH tone sometimes if they are also the last syllables in the loanword. 
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I hypothesized (9)-(13) below to account for the generalizations in (8): 
(9) Stress attracts H (de Lacy, 1999; Jiang-King, 1999b). 
(10) Non-stress attracts M. 
(11) A M-toned syllable immediately between two H-toned syllables is reassociated 
with H tone (Goldsmith, 1976). 
(12) AM tone between a H tone and the phonological word boundary undergoes 
lowering to become L (Chen, 2000; Yip, 2002). 
(13) AH tonal morpheme denoting familiarity (Chen, 2000) is optionally suffixed to 
the M tone in the final position (Whitaker, 1955/56, cited in Silverman 1992; 
Chen, 2000; Yip, 1980，2002) to become MH. 
(9) and (10) are motivated by (8 i) and (8iia) and the attraction of H to prominent 
positions in world languages (Goldsmith, 1976; de Lacy, 1999; Jiang-King, 1999a; 
among others). (11) is motivated by (8iib) and tone reassociation in a left-to-right 
manner due to Goldsmith (1976)，s Wellformedness Conditions. (12) is motivated by 
(8iic) and universal declination referred to as gradual pitch lowering across an 
utterance regardless of other tones (Chen, 2000, p.28; Yip, 2002, pp. 9, 262). (9) to 
(12) are universal, but (13) is specific to Cantonese. It is motivated by (8iid) and the 
characterized final low tone change in native Cantonese words, which is going to be 
justified below. 
Various literature (Bauer & Benedict, 1997; Chen 2000; Chinese University of 
Hong Kong Institute of Chinese Studies T.T. Ng Chinese Language Research Centre, 
1980; Gao，1980; Phoon, 1976; Yip, 2000, 2002; Yip & Matthews, 2001; Yue’ 1972; 
Zhang, 1972) noted the regular tone change in Cantonese which requires a prosodic 
word to end with a H tone (i.e. the final syllable is in the form of T-H in which T can 
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be any tone) in hypocoristic as illustrated in (14) below: 
(14) Familiar names 
a. addition of the prefix [lou 1 3] "old" to the surname 
lou 1 3 + t s W 1 今 lou 1 3 t s h r a 3 5 "old Chan" 
lou 1 3 + yip 2 2 今 lou 1 3 yip 3 5 "old Yip" 
lou 1 3 + k w ok 3 3 今 lou 1 3 k w ok 3 5 ‘‘old Kwok" 
lou 1 3 + tsoeq55 -> lou 1 3 tsoeg55 "old Cheung" 
b. addition of the prefix [a:3 3] to birth order 
a: 3 3 + ta:i 2 2 a:33 ta:i 3 5 “the eldest" 
a: 3 3 + yi 2 2 a:33 yi 3 5 "the second，， 
a: 3 3 + kmi 3 5 a: 3 3 kmi 3 5 "the ninth" 
a: 3 3 + sa:m 5 5 a: 3 3sa:m 5 5 "the third" 
c. reduplication of names 
hur)21 + hug 2 1 今 hug 2 1 hug 3 5 
l^m 2 1 + W 1 今 lmi 2 1 l^m 3 5 
lok 2 2 + lok 2 2 + lok 2 2 lok 3 5 (or stay as lok 2 2 lok 2 2) 
•55 , -55 x -55 -55 SI + SI — SI SI 
(14) shows that the tone change in loanwords also appears in native Cantonese 
words in the same way, i.e.from L or M tone to MH, and in the same position, i.e. 
morpheme final. In other words, this kind of tone change ought not to be regarded as 
specific to loanword phonology. 
In a nutshell, I hypothesize that English stress is associated with Cantonese tones 
in loanwords by mapping English stress to Cantonese H tone and the lack of English 
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Other processes which affect the surface tones in the loanwords such as the 
assimilation of an M tone sandwiched between two H tones to H tone, the declination 
of an M tone to L tone towards the word boundary, and the final L or M tone change 
to MH owards the word boundary are regarded as phonetic, in the 
phonological-phonetic interface or intonational. They are more related to performance, 
the actual use of language, not competence, the mental ability to judge whether an 
utterance is grammatical, using Chomsky (1965)'s terms. In other words, the tonal 
assimilation, declination or raising in the loanword cases is up to the users' actual tone 
production which has nothing to do with grammaticality. That is why there are more 
variations in such cases. 
Thus, these three processes are not dealt with in the current analysis due to both 
the phonological nature of this study and the focus of this study to investigate the 
tone-stress interaction in loanwords. 
7.4 Constraints and Ranking 
To account for the stress effect on tonal assignment in Cantonese loanwords (see 
(15) below), I will adapt the constraint Prominence Attraction (Jiang-King, 1999b) as 
in (16) and apply it to the tone assignment in loanwords. 
(15) Stress effect on tonal assignment 
(i) Loanword syllables corresponding to stressed syllables are assigned H. 
(ii) Loanword syllables corresponding to originally unstressed or epenthetic 
syllables are assigned M. 
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(16) Prominence Attraction 
A syllable in a loanword carries a H tone if and only if it correlates with a 
stressed syllable in a donor word. 2 3 
A syllable in a loanword carries a M tone if it correlates with an unstressed 
syllable in a donor word, or if it results from epenthesis.3 
The first part of the constraint in (16) is based on Jiang-King (1999b) and de Lacy 
(1999). 
Jiang-King (1999a)，s tonal sonority hierarchy in (17) below captures that H tone 
([+upper]) is more sonorous than L tone ([-raised]). 
(17) Tonal Sonority Hierachy (Jiang-King, 1999a, p.4, 60) 
[+upper] > [-raised] 
Her Tonal Harmonic Hierarchy (see (18)) further captures that tonal prominence 
grows with tonal sonority. 
(18) Tonal Harmonic Hierarachy (Jiang-King, 1999a, p.61) 
NUC|I/[+upper] > NUC|Li/[-raised] (where NUCji = nuclear mora) 
(18) states that linking H tone to a nuclear mora is more harmonic than linking L 
tone to a nuclear mora. It is formalized as the ranking in (19). 
(19) Tonal Alignment Hierarchy 
* NUCjLi/[-raised] » * NUC|u/[+upper] (where * = should be avoided) 
The ranking in (19) means that linking L tone to a nuclear mora is less preferable 
than linking H to a nuclear mora. 
From (17) to (19), we can see that H and L are compared with respect to its 
sonority and prominence which leads to different mapping to stress, but it is not clear 
how M is ranked in terms of sonority and prominence and how it is mapped to stress. 
3 Special thanks to Prof. Jiang-King Ping (personal communication, August 17, 2004) for her 
stimulation of the formulation of these constraints. 
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De Lacy (1999) established the ranking in (20) below which captures also M 
tone, by adapting Prince & Smolensky (1993)'s Prominence Scale in tones. 
(20) Tone-Prominence Hierarchies (I name it after de Lacy, 1999, p.3) 
*Aa/L » *Aa/M » *Aa/H (where Aa = DTE of the prosodic category a) 
*-Aa/H » *-Aa/M » *-Aa/L (where -Aa = non-DTE of the prosodic category a) 
The symbol A refers to a DTE (Designated Terminal element) and a refers to a 
prosodic category such that the DTE of a foot is the head mora of its head syllable (de 
Lacy, 1999, p.2). (20) requires DTEs to avoid lower tones and requires non-DTEs to 
avoid higher tones. However, if we adopt de Lacy (1999)'s formalization of Tone 
Prominence Hierarchies, we will then not be able to explain why M tone rather than L 
tone is attracted to unstressed syllables in our loanwords. 
In fact, the least marked M tone has been discussed in Maddieson (1970), 
Hyman (1985) and Pulleyblank (1986). If we follow Pulleyblank (1986)，s 
underspecification of tones, the lower mid-tone which is not specified with tonal 
features is the unmarked. According to Kager (1999, p.2), there are two values, 
namely marked and unmarked, for all types of linguistic structure. Unmarked values 
are basic and favored by world languages whereas marked values tend to be avoided 
by world languages and are used only to create contrast (Kager, 1999, p.2). M tone 
which is assigned to phonologically toneless syllables in the surface phonetic form 
(Yip, 2002) is generally regarded as the unmarked. H and L tone, produced with extra 
efforts (Yip, 2002) are regarded as more marked tones. H, which is more sonorous, is 
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more marked than L as supported in (17) and (20). 
Based on the assumption that M tone is the least marked, I will put forward the 
Tonal Markedness Hierarchy in (21) and the Tone-Stress Hierarchies in (22). 
(21) Tonal Markedness Hierarchy 
H>L>M 
(22) Tone-Stress Hierarchies 
*HD f t /M » *HDft/L (where HD f t = head of a foot) 
*-HD f t/H » *-HD f t /L (where -HD f t = non-head of a foot) 
(21) states that H is more marked than L, and L is more marked than M. 
Pure Cantonese inputs can never make any violations of (22) as they have no 
stress contrast, but foreign inputs with stress contrast may. 
In the case of Cantonese loanwords with an English origin, the head of a foot 
refers to the loanword syllable corresponding to the stressed syllable of the English 
word whereas the non-head of a foot refers to the loanword syllable which is 
epenthetic or corresponding to the unstressed syllable of the English donor word. 
(22) states that M tone is avoided in the head syllable of a foot, i.e. the stressed 
syllable, and H tone is avoided in the non-head syllable of a foot, i.e. the originally 
unstressed or epenthetic syllable. In (22), * HDft/H is not specified in the first 
hierarchy and *-HDft /L is not specified in the second as they are the most unmarked 
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As Cantonese loanword syllables corresponding to stressed syllables in English 
donor words are almost always assigned H tone whereas those corresponding to 
unstressed syllables have far more variations other than M tone, the first hierarchy in 
(22) concerning the head of a foot should be more strictly observed than the second 
hierarchy concerning the non-head of a foot. Though there may be other constraints 
interacting with the second hierarchy in (22) which specifically affects the tone 
assignment in Cantonese loanword syllables corresponding to unstressed syllable in 
the donor word, I shall leave it open to future research due to the scope of the present 
study. 
Thus, I will propose the domination of the first hierarchy over the second as 
shown in (23) below. 
(23) *HD f t /M » *HDft/L » *-HDft/H » *-HD f t /L 
There is another possible ranking of the constraints in (23) which reverses the 
ranking of the middle two constraints such that *-HDft/H ranks over *HDft/L. 
However, as there are far more loanwords that satisifies *HDft/L (provided that *HDft 
/M is satisfied for its highest rank in (23)) but not *-HDft/H than loanwords that 
satisfies *-HDft/H but not *HDft/L (elaborated below), it is more likely for *HDft/L to 
rank higher than *-HDft/H. 
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There are 18 loanwords in our data that satisifies *HD f t/L (and *HDft /M) but not 
*-HD f t/H. Examples are [sa:nHa:iH] for cyanide /'saianaid/, [k^a^sik"] for cassette 
/ks'set/, [pa:HfuH] for p u f f / p \ f / , [pa:HsiHt^kH] for pasteurized /^aist^mizd/, [tsyH ku H 
likH] for chocolate /'tjoikalit/ (see Appendix XII for more examples). Their syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables in the donor words carry tones other than L (and 
M), and their epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to unstressed syllables 
carry H tone. 
Yet, there is only three loanwords in our collected data, [luiLseM] for laser /'leiza/, 
[leiLluqL] for nylon /'nailun/ and [mou Lt^kMji L] for model /'modi/, which satisfy 
*-HDft/H but not *HDft/L. Their epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to 
unstressed syllables in the donor words do not carry H tone, and their syllables 
corresponding to stressed syllables carry L tone. There is also only one loanword 
which violates both *-HDft/H and *HDft/L which is [ligLmuqH] for lemon /'lemsn/. 
Regarding the above justification, unless there is stronger evidence to show that 
*-HDft/H should rank below *HDft/L, the ranking in (23) will remain unchanged. 
The constraints in (22) (or (23)) is motivated by (24). (24) is highly ranked in 
Cantonese, a tone language whose Well-Formedness depends greatly on the presence 
of tones in almost all syllables. The faithfulness constraint in (25) (Yip, 2002) requires 
that a surface tone should have its corresponding underlying tone. It interacts with the 
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constraints in (23) to forbid tones with no underlying correspondence from being 
associated with the syllables. 
(24) SPECIFYT: A TBU 2 4 must be associated with one tone (Yip, 2002). 
(25) DEPT: NO insertion of tone (Yip, 2002) 
Nevertheless, (25) should never rank higher than (23) which will otherwise result 
in the absence of tones in all Cantonese loanwords. Therefore, it is probable that the 
constraints in (23), (24) and (25) are ranked as in (26), which will soon be confirmed 
with tableau illustrations. 
(26) SPECIFYT » * H D f t /M » *HDft/L » *-HDft/H » *-HD f t /L » DEPT 
Recalling that we have set aside the hypotheses in (11)-(13) which are out of the 
scope of the present study, we now focus on the hypotheses in (9) and (10) repeated 
below as in (27) and (28): 
(27) Stress attracts H (de Lacy, 1999; Jiang-King, 1999b). 
(28) Non-stress attracts M. 
(27) and (28) above necessarily yield the tonal patterns in (29), though the attainment 
of the ultimate surface loanword forms depends on the performance of loanword 
users. 
2 4 I assume TBU as syllable here. 
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(29) a - > a H 
aa + a H a M aa + a M a H 
aaa ^ a M a H o M aaa - » a H a M a M 
(where the unstressed syllable a, if replaced by an epenthetic syllable, yields the 
same tonal pattern) 
Tableau 7.2-7.6 illustrates how different types of loanwords are evaluated by the 
constraint ranking in (26) to yield their tonal patterns in (29). 
Tableau 7.2 Illustration of a a H 
a SPECIFYT *HDft /M *HDft/L DEPT a. a * ”~b~ “ »! — » - q m h ' ~ ~ W J 
~dT q I v I — *! *. 
1 e. I a *! I , j 1 
In Tableau 7.2, each of the Candidate a-d has only one of the possible tones in 
Cantonese loanwords, i.e. H, M, L and MH and Candidate e with no tone is included 
to show the effect of SPECIFYT. Candidate e is the earliest to be ruled out as it violates 
the highest ranked constraint, SPECIFYT. Candidate d and e are the next to be ruled 
out as each of them has an M tone for the underlyingly stressed syllable, violating 
*HDft /M which is not violated by the remaining candidates. Candidate b violates 
*HDft/L by assigning L tone to its underlyingly stressed syllable while Candidate a 
does not. Though Candidate a violates the lowest ranked constraint DEPT, it is 
evaluated to be the optimal output as it best satisfies the higher ranked constraints. 
One should have noticed that all candidates, except Candidate e which has no 
tone, violate D e p T as they bear tones that their English input does not have. 
Candidate c which has two tone units, M and H, violates DEPT twice while the others 
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violate it just once. Thus, Candidate c is even less preferred than Candidate d which 
also violates both *HD f t /M and DEPT. 
Tableau 7.3 Illustration of aa -> a H a M 
[6G SPECIFY *HD f t/M *HDft/L *-HDft/H *-HD f t/L DEPT T 
a. (jH<jH * I ** 
t b. G (j ** 
q q^MQH �二 ：/ ；"',/''',私’’ . ’ * * 
d ： ~ ~ — *j ~ 料 ‘ 
e. ~ ~ a H a L ~ * ！ ** 
I o V 1 *! ~ 
g. a c *! * ** 
L M 
h. a a 术! 氺* 
i ？ v *i ; * ^ r ™ 
In Tableau 7.3, only candidates with the tonal pattern resulting from the 
combination of H，M and L are included. Candidates with MH tone are not listed here 
for simplicity. A candidate with its first syllable carrying MH tone will be suboptimal 
to Candidate d as it will have one more violation of DEPT. It is because both the tone 
units M and H in MH do not have underlying correspondence. A candidate with its 
second syllable carrying MH tone will be suboptimal to Candidate a for the same 
reason. A candidate which has MH tone for both syllables will be even suboptimal to 
Candidate c, the least optimal candidate in Tableau 7.3, as it will have two more 
violations of DEPT. 
In Tableau 7.3，Candidates c，d and i are ruled out as their first syllables violate 
*HDft /M. Candidate f, g and h follow as their first syllables violate *HDft/L. 
Candidate a is the third to be ruled out as its second syllable violate *-HDft/H. 140 
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Candidate e is the fourth as it violates *-HD f t /L. Though Candidate b violates DEPT 
as all the other listed candidates do, it does not violate any of the higher ranked 
constraints and is thus evaluated to be the optimal output. 
In the remaining tableaux, only candidates with their tonal patterns combined 
with H tone and/or M tones are included. The effect of *HDft /M » *HDft/L » 
*-HDft/H » *-HDft /L is most obvious by evaluating these candidates with the most 
marked tone H and/or the least marked tone M. 
Tableau 7.4 Illustration ofaa-> a M a H 
[aS SPECIFY *HDf t M * H D f t / L *-HDft/H *-HD f t /L DEP T T 
a. q^q^"~ *! * * 
^ b. « — — — * 氺 
c a H o M ： — ~ ~ * . ： “ ~ — . “ * * 
d'J p l v Iq l v I *j j I J 
Tableau 7.5 Illustration of aaa-> a a o M 
aoa SPECIFY *HDft/ *HDft/ *-HDft/ *-HDf t/ DEP T M L H L T 
~ ^ ~ — **! ；:：: - ^ 
K" « � — *! 
Q H g I v I a M —氺！ * 
龙 dj a M a H a l v I 
Tableau 7.6 Illustration of caa-> a H a M a M 
aaa SPECIFY *HDft/ *HDft/ *-HDft/ *-HDft/ DEP T M L H L T 
^ g H G H a^ “ **! 
b： « c j h . _ ， ** 
a l v la HG l v l *! — » — 
才 dj a H a l v i a l v l | 丨 丨 *** 
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Tableaux 7.2-7.6 which all evaluate the surface output as the optimal output 
confirm the constraint ranking in (26). 
Tableau 7.7 show that the ranking in (26) is also able to evaluate the surface 
output as the optimal output in native Cantonese words (e.g. f少田[sa:HtinL]，Shatin, 
a district in Hong Kong). 
Tableau 7.7 Illustration of [sa: Ht hin L]今[sa: Ht hin L] 
sa:Htin L SPECIFYT *HDFT/ *HDFT/ *-HDFT/ *-HDFT/ DEPT 
二 u M L H L a. sa: H t n in H ~~ — — *! 
^ " " ^ e i n 二 ‘ — *! 
^ ~ s a : M t n i n H _ — — **! 
— d. sa: i v lt nin l v i • 
7^ s a : H t n i n L ^ “ 
f.| sa: L t h in H **! 
The native Cantonese words are different from the Cantonese loanwords in two 
aspects. First, the native Cantonese words have no stress or non-stress. Thus, the 
IT T 
output candidates for the native Cantonese word [sa: tin ] in Tableau 7.7 can never 
violate *HD f t /M，*HDft/L, *-HDf t/H and *-HD f t /L. Second, the native Cantonese 
words have tonal inputs which are the lexical tones of the Chinese characters. In 
Tableau 7.7，the tonal input is [sa:HtinL], the lexical tones of 沙 and 田 respectively. 
In Tableau 7.7, only output candidates with tonal combinations of H, M and L 
o 
are included. Those candidates with MH tone and MM tone are not listed as they will 
be ruled out for even more violations of DEPT. Candidate e, which is identical to the 
surface output [sa:HtinL] wins as all of its tones have correspondence in the input 
while other candidates have one or more tones different from the corresponding 
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underlying tone(s). 
The ranking also goes for loanwords which have two outputs due to two inputs 
such as 免、治[minMMtsiM]，the loanword for minced. It was previously pronounced as 
[minHtsiM] but now more commonly pronounced as [minM MtsiM]. 
There are two inputs for the loanword [minM MtsiM], one being the pronunciation 
of the English donor word, and the other the lexical tones of the Chinese characters 免 
and、治.The input is the pronunciation of the English word minced when it is newly 
introduced into Cantonese (see Tableau 7.8). The input is the lexical tones of the 
Chinese characters when the loanword is later more incorporated into Cantonese 
(soon becoming part of the Cantonese lexicon) which gains wide acceptance also 
through the prevalence of the Chinese written form 免治(see Tableau 7.9). The 
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Tableau 7.8 Illustration of/'minst/ |~minHtsiMl 
/'minst/ SPECIFY *HDf t/ | *HDft/ *-HD f t/ *-HD f t/ DEPT 
T M L H L 
m i n M � S i M *! 
^ m i n H t s i ^ “ ** 
c • Mi • M * I 氺氺 
c . mm tsi • d . H+ .H *1 一'WW~ u- mm tsi . 
Tableau 7.9 Illustration of [minM ! v ItsiM] [minM I V ItsiM] 
^ m i n M ^ t s i M SPECIFY *HDft/ *HDft/ *-HD f t/ *-HD f t/ D e p M L H L T T 
min M M t s i M 一 _ — 
b. min H tsi M *! 
d. min Htsi H **! 
In both Tableaux 7.8 and 7.9, Candidates b-d have their tonal patterns combined 
with H tone and/or M tones. The effect of *HD f t /M » *HDft/L » *-HD f t/H » 
*-HDft /L is most obvious by evaluating these candidates with the most marked tone H 
and/or the least marked tone M. Candidate a, which is the same as the input in 
Tableau 7.9, is included to show the effect of DEPT in Tableau 7.9 and for comparison 
in Tableau 7.8. 
Tableaux 7.8 and 7.9 evaluates [min tsiM] and [min M M tsi M ] respectively as the 
optimal output. In Tableau 7.8, Candidates a and c are ruled out as their first syllables 
violate *HDft /M. Candidate d is also ruled out as its second syllable violates *-HDft/H. 
Thus, the remaining Candidate b is the optimal output. 
In Tableau 7.9，Candidate a, which is identical to the surface output [min tsi ]， 
wins as all of its tones have correspondence in the input while other candidates have 
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one or more tones different from the corresponding underlying tone(s). 
Tableaux 7.7-7.9 serve as further evidence for the ranking in (26). Tableaux 7.7 
and 7.9 also suggest that native Cantonese words and greatly incorporated loanwords 
with widely accepted Chinese written forms are evaluated by the same set of 
constraints, except that *HDf t /M » *HDft/L » *-HDft/H » *-HD f t /L has no effect 
on them. 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, I have justified for the choice of OT as the framework of my 
analysis, the representation of the tone levels in Cantonese and Cantonese loanwords 
with the tonal features [+upper] and [-raised] (Yip, 1980; Pulleyblank, 1986), and the 
representation of tones in Cantonese and Cantonese loanwords with the combination 
o 
of H, M, M and L. I have hypothesized that stress attracts H (de Lacy, 1999; 
Jiang-King, 1999b) and non-stress attracts M in accounting for the stress effect on the 
tonal assignment in Cantonese loanwords, to which I adapted the constraint 
Prominence Attraction (Jiang-King 1999b) as in (30) below (restated for 
convenience). 
(30) Prominence Attraction 
A syllable in a loanword carries a H tone if and only if it correlates with a 
stressed syllable in a donor word. 
A syllable in a loanword carries a M tone if it correlates with an unstressed 
syllable in a donor word, or if it results from epenthesis. 
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I further formalized the above constraint as in (31) (also restated for conveneience) 
with reference to de Lacy (1999), Jiang-King( 1999a) incorporating the notion of tonal 
markedness and underspecification (Maddieson，1970; Hyman,1985; and 
Pulleyblank, 1986). 
(31) Tone-Stress Hierarchies 
*HD f t /M » *HDft/L 
*-HD f t/H » *-HD f t /L 
To evaluate the surface outputs for both native Cantonese words and Cantonese 
loanwords, SPECIFYT (Yip, 2002) and DEPT (Yip, 2002) are used to interact with the 
hierarchies in (31). The ranking is finalized as in (32). 
(32) SPECIFYT » * H D F T /M » *HDFT/L » *-HDF T/H » *-HDFT /L » DEPT 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Implication 
In this study, I investigated the tonal patterns of 283 English loanwords. The 
general patterns are shown in (1): 
(1) Tonal Patterns in Cantonese Loanwords 
i) All syllables in the loanwords corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor words are assigned 155 tone. 
ii) In the loanwords, epenthetic syllables or syllables corresponding to 
unstressed syllables in the donor words are assigned: 
a) -122 tone if they precede the syllables corresponding to the perceived 
stressed syllables in the donor word. 
b) 155 tone if they are sandwiched between two perceived stressed 
syllables 
c) \I21 tone if they follow syllables corresponding to perceived stressed 
syllables in the donor word. 
d) 135 tone sometimes if they are also the last syllables in the loanword. 
The general patterns in (1) had been verified and revised based on the tonal 
patterns of the 18 loanwords in the loanword verification task and the tonal patterns of 
the 17 loanwords (or nounces) in the loanword creation task. To account for the 
generalizations in (1), I hypothesized (2)-(6) below: 
(2) Stress attracts H (de Lacy, 1999; Jiang-King, 1999b). 
(3) Non-stress attracts M. 
(4) A M-toned syllable immediately between two H-toned syllables is reassociated to 
H tone (Goldsmith, 1976). 
(5) AM tone between a H tone and the phonological word boundary undergoes 
lowering to become L (Chen, 2000; Yip, 2002). 
(6) A M tone in the final position is optionally suffixed to a H tonal morpheme 
(Whitaker, 1955/56, cited in Silverman 1992; Chen, 2000; Yip, 1980, 2002) to 
become MH. 
(2) and (3) address the main objective of this study which is to identify the 
tone-stress interaction in English loanwords in Cantonese. They suggest that the 
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tone-stress interaction is one-way with English stress affecting the tone assignment in 
Cantonese loanwords. Loanword syllables corresponding to stressed syllables are 
assigned H (155) whereas loanword syllables corresponding to unstressed or 
epenthetic syllables are assigned M (-122). 
This finding supports Prominence Attraction (Jiang-King, 1999a) which captures 
that more prominent stress and more prominent tone attract each other. Within the 
framework of Optimality Theory, I formalized this into a hierarchy of constraints (see 
(7)) following de Lacy (1999) and with reference to tonal markedness (H>L>M). 
(7) Tone-Stress Hierarchies 
*HDft /M » *HDft/L 
*-HDft/H » *-HDft /L 
(7) states that M tone is avoided in the head syllable of a feet, the stressed syllable, 
and H tone is avoided in the non-head syllable of a feet, the unstressed or epenthetic 
syllable. (7) was ranked with reference to another two constraints SPECIFYT and 
DEPT (see (8) and (9)). 
(8) SPECIFYT : A TBU must be associated with one tone 
(9) DEPT: NO insertion of tone 
(8) is highly ranked in Cantonese, a tone language whose Well-Formedness depends 
largely on the presence of tones in almost all syllables. (9) interacts with (7) to forbid 
tones with no underlying correspondence from being associated with the syllables. 
The ranking of the constraints in (7), (8), and (9) was established as in (10) by 
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evaluating the following typical loanword cases: 
6a + a H a M , 
aa ^ a c , 
ado - ^ o M a H o H , and 
X H M M aca ~7a a a 
(where the unstressed syllable a, if replaced by an epenthetic syllable, yields the same 
tonal patterns). 
(10) SPECIFYT » * H D f t /M » *HDft/L » *-HDft/H » *-HD f t /L » DEPT 
The ranking in (10) which holds true for both native Cantonese words and 
Cantonese loanwords and the final tone change found in both native Cantonese words 
and loanwords suggests the homology of the Cantonese native phonology and 
loanword phonology 
Nevertheless, the account for the atypical patterns of certain loanwords suggests 
further investigation of Hong Kong Cantonese's perception of stress, semantic 
meanings of the written forms of the loanwords in relation to the meaning of the 
borrowed English words, the choice of the written forms and the historical 
development of the loanwords. 
From a larger perspective, this study supports the use of Optimality theory in 
explaining cross-linguistic phenomena such as loanwords though OT may not be 
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Appendix I: All Collected Loanword Data 
Table 1 Monosyllabic Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. A ei - e i 5 5 
2. B bi: - pi 5 5 
3. ball bod ^ po^ 
4. band b^nd ~ pen 5 5 
^ bar bo: 吧 pa: 5 5 
6. beat bi:t 口必 pit 5 5 
7. beer bis 啤(酒） pe 5 5(tsmi 3 5) 
8. boot bu:t -- put 5 5 
9. bun bAn 檳 p^n 5 5 
10. C si: - si 5 5 
11. call kod " kV^ 
12. cap tep 隐(帽) kip 5 5mou 3 5 
13. car ka: 卡 k h a: 5 5 
14. card ko^d 口吉/卡 k ha:t 5 5 
15. cent sent 仙 sin 5 5 
16. certificate ss'tifikot -- soet55 
沙(紙) sa: 5 5(tsi 3 5) 
17. charge tfa:d3 叉 ts ha: 5 5 
I ^ ts ha: 5 5 t s V 1 18. cheap tjiip -- ts h ip 5 5 
19. check tjok -- tsek 5 5 
I fl cc 
20. chemistry kemistri -- k em 
21. cheque tjek -- ts h sk 5 5 
22. cut kAt ^ kh它t55 
23. D di: -
24. E i： » j i ^ 
25. fare fes M fei^ 
26. fight fait ff ^ 
27. foul faul I I ftu^ 
28. friend frend -- fen^ 
29. fun fAn 紛 fen55 
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30.1 G r^ i； ri ii^ 
“ 55 
tsy 
31. game geim - kem 5 5 
32. gay gei S kei^ 33. gin d3in S tsin 5 5 
34. grease gri:s 偈(油） k^ i 3 5 ( jW 5 ) 
35. I ai I I a ^ 
36. J d3ei - tsei 5 5 
37. Jack (in Poker) d3aek 積 tsik 5 5 
38. jam d3aem 占 tsem 5 5 39. kei I k h ei 5 5 
40. library 'laibrsri 拉(言己) la:i 5 5(kei 3 3) 
'laibri 
41. lift lift « lip^ 
42. literature 'litsrstjs -- lit 5 5 
43. M em ~ em 5 5 
44. Manchester (City) 'masntjisto 曼(城） ma:n 2 2(sig 2 1) 
45. Manchester 'maentjista s “ ma:n 2 2(nyn 2 1) 
/TT •」、 芰(聯） (United) 
46. mark ma:k 唼 m^k 5 5 (noun) 
-- mark5 5 (verb) 
47. microphone 'maikrsfsun 味 m^i 5 5 
48. mile mail 味 m^i 5 5 
49. (milk) shake Jeik (奶)昔 sik^ 
50. mink migk - mig 5 5 
51. monitor 'mDnita 芒 mon 5 5 
52. mould mould 霉 mou 5 5 
53. N en -- en^ 
54. O -- ou 5 5 
55. P pii « pV； 
• h 55 
56. pair pes -- p 8 
57. pan paen B p V ) 5 5 
58. park poik tfi^ p haik 3 3 
59.1 pear pes 啤(梨） pe 5 5(lei 3 5) “ 
2 5 One of the informants points out that the Chinese word 泊 should be pronounced as 
[p hok 3 3]. However, people pronounce it as [p ha:k 3 3] to mean "parking (cars)" 
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60. pie pai 批 p � i 5 5 
61. port po:t 石本(酒) put 5 5(ts^u 3 5) 
62. pound paund 磅 poq 2 2 (pound) 
pog 3 5 (scale) 
63. press pres 啤(機) pe 5 5(kei 5 5) 
64. pump pAmp M p^m 5 5 
65. punk pAT)k 崩 p V ) 5 5 
66. Q kju: - k h iu 5 5 
67. quart kwoit 骨 kwm 5 5 
68. round raund 冷 lam 5 5 
彎 wain 5 5 
69. rum rAm 冧(酒） lpm 5 5(tsmi 3 5) 
70. seal si:l - siu 5 5 
71. set (hair) set --(頭） se t 5 5 ( t^u 2 1 ) 
恤(髮) set 5 5(fa:t 3 3) 
72. sharp Ja:p ~ sa:p 5 5 
73. shirt Jet ft set^ 
74. show Jau 騒 sou 5 5 
75. sink sigk -- siq 5 5 
76. sir S3： (亞)- (a:33)soe21 
(亞)蛇 (a: 3 3)ss 2 1 
77. start sta:t 撻 ta:t 5 5 
78. T _ti： I I t P 
79. tick tik i[I rtk^ 
80. tie tai ^ t ha:i 5 5 
81. ton _tAn 噸 ten 5 5 
82. tyre tais ^ t haii 5 5 
83. U ju： " 
84. V vi： -- wi 5 5 
85. van vaen -- wen 5 5 
86. watt wo:t 嚷 wok 5 5 
87. Y wai - wai 5 5 
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Table 2 Disyllabic Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
88. ace eis — ei 5 5 si 3 5 
M ± jin 5 5 si 3 5 
89. auntie W i -- a:n 5 5 t h i 2 1 
90. baby , 啤啤 p i 2 1 pi 5 5 
beibi 
91. barret , 巴黎(帽） pa: 5 5la:i 2 1 
baerit 3 5 
(mou ) 
92. bearing 'begriq 啤令 p e 5 � g 3 5 
93. Benz benz ~ pen 5 5 si 3 5 
P h i q 2 1 tsi 2 2 
94. biology bai'o:bd3i ~ pa:i 2 2 o 5 5 
95. block b b k - pok 2 2lok 5 5 
96. Bolton 'baultan 保頓 pou 3 5 ten 2 2 
97. boss bojs po 5 5 si 3 5 
98. bow tie .bsu'tai 褒口太 po i^V^i 5 5 
99. boxing 'boksiq ~ pok 5 5 sir)35 
100 brake breik 3 ¾ pik 2 2 lik 5 5 
101 broker 'brguks -- puk 5 5 k h a: 3 5 
102 brother 丨brAda E | T pa: 5 5tai 3 5 
103 buffet bu'fei WM p h ou 2 2 fei 5 5 2 6 
104 bumper 'bAmps 甜巴 p^m 5 5 pa: 3 5 
105 bungee Qump) 'bAndgi 笨豬(跳) p ^ n ^ t s y 5 5 ^ 3 3 ) 
106 bus bAS E ± pa:55 si 3 5 
107 cancer 'k^nss ~ k h en 5 5 sa: 3 5 
k h sn 5 5 sa: 2 1 2 7 
108 captain ' teptin -- k h sp 5 5 t h en 3 5 
k h 6p 5 5 t h en 2 1 2 8 
109 case keis 畸士 k h ei 5 5 si 3 5 
2 6 Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [pou33 fei55]. 
2 7 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [k h^n 5 5 sa 3 5]. 
2 8 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [k h sp 5 5 ten 3 5]. 
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l i d cash k x j I-- k h e 5 5 sy 2 1 
111 cassette ks丨set --(機) k h et 2 2 set 5 5 (kei 5 5 ) 
卡式(機） k ha: 5 5sik 5 5(kei 5 5) 
112 cast ko^st k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
113 chance tjains -- ts ha:n 5 5 si 3 5 
114 cheese tjhz 芝士 tsi 5 5 si 3 5 
115 cherry 'tjeri 車厘(子) ts h e 5 5 lei 2 1 (tsi 3 5 ) 
116 chowder 'tjauds 周打 tsmi 5 5ta 3 5 
117 cigar si'ga: g ^ p syt 3 3 ka: 5 5 
118 ciguatoxin .siigws'tDksin 雪卡(毒） syt 3 3k ha: 5 5(tuk 2 2) 
119 class klo^s k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
120 cocktail 'kokteil 唂爹 kuk 5 5 te 5 5 
121 cocoa 'kgukgu kuk 5 5 ku 3 5 
122 coffee fefi ka: 3 3 f s 5 5 
123 cognac 'ksunjaek 干邑 k�n 5 5 j叩 5 5 
124 coil koil -- k h oi 5 5 lou 3 5 
125 cologne ks'bun -- ko 2 2 lug 5 5 
古龍(水） ku 3 5lui] 2 1(sui 3 5) 
126 colour 'kAb 卡啦 k ha: 5 5la: 3 5 
k ha: 5 5la: 2 1 
127 composition jkomps'zijan ~ kh它m55 p h ou 3 5 
k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
128 cookie |kuki 曲奇 k \ i k 5 5 k h ei 2 1 
129 copy 'kopi -- k h o p 5 5 p h i 3 5 
k V 5 P h i 2 1 
k V 5 5 p h i 3 5 
k > 5 5 p h i 2 1 
130 corner 'koms - k h on 5 5 la: 3 5 
； k h on 5 5 la: 2 1 
131 cover 'kAvs -- k hBp 5 5 fa: 3 5 
k h ^p 5 5 fa: 2 1 
132 cream kriim 忌廉 kei 2 2 lim 5 5 
133 curry W i ft® kai 3 3 lei 5 5 
134 cushion 'kuijgn H^ Dg k V 5 sen 3 5 
135 custard 'kAstsd 吉士打 l^ t 5 5 s i 2 2 ta 3 5 
I 吉士 (粉) km 5 5 si 3 5 fen 3 5 
136 cutlet 'kAtlit 吉列 k坑55 lit 2 2 
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137 cyanide 'saisnaid 山埃 sa:n 5 5a:i 5 5 
138 daddy "dsedi 爹哋 te 5 5 t i 2 1 
139 darling 'da:liq f f ^ ta: 5 5lir) 3 5 
140 demo 'demsu - tem 5 5 mou 3 5 
demonstration ^eman'streijn tem 5 5 mou 2 1 
141 Derby 'da:bi 打口比 ta: 3 5pei 3 5 
142 deuce dju:s 刁士 t iu 5 5 si 2 1 
143 doughnut 'dgunAt P^® tog 5 51 坑5 
144 economics ^ka'noimiks ~ j i 2 2 kon 5 5 2 9 
145 encore 'oqko: - en 5 5 k h o 5 5 
on 5 5 ko 5 5 
146 engine 'end3in -- en 5 5 tsin 3 5 
147 F ef - e 5 5 fu 2 1 
148 face feis fei 5 5 si 3 5 
149 facial 'feifel -- fei 5 5 sou 2 1 
150 fail fell flE^ fei 2 1 lou 3 5 
151 fans faenz -- fen 5 5 si 3 5 
m m fa:n 5 5sy 3 5 
152 fashion 'faefen fa: 5 5 s它n35 
153 fax foks I I fet 5 5 si 3 5 
154 fibre 'faibo -- faii 5 5 pa: 3 5 
155 file fail 快勞 faii 5 5 lou 3 5 
156 film film fei 5 5 k m 3 5 
157 floor show 'floifeu P M fo 5 5 sou 5 5 
158 fluke flu± fu 2 2 luk 5 5 
159 foreman 'foimsn 科文 fb 5 5mmi 3 5 
160 freezer 'friizs -- f i 5 5 sa: 3 5 
161 Fulham 'fubm 富咸 fl^ 3ha:m 2 1 
162 function 'fAgkJsn — ffen55 sen 3 5 
fen55 sen 2 1 
163 fuse M ± fiu 5 5 si 3 5 
164 gallon 'g^bn ^ ^ ka: 5 5 len 3 5 
55 -35 165 gas gaes -- g£ si . 
166 geography d3i:'o:gr9fi -- tsok 5 5 ka: 3 5 3 0 
2 9 Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [i22 kon22]. It had been pronounced as [ji:22 
ko:n22], but is now more commonly pronounced as [ji22 kon55]. 
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167 guitar gi'ta: 結他 kit 3 3 t h a: 5 5 
168 Gurkha 'guks P届喀(兵) koe 5 5 ka: 2 1 (p iq 5 5 )^ 
169 guts gAts km 5 5 si 3 5 
170 H "eitf “ i k ^ t s V 1 
171 hard luck .haici'lAk 蝦碌 ha: 5 5luk 5 5 
172 insurance in'Jusrans 燕梳 j in 3 3 so 5 5 
173 jacket 'dgaekit 積架 tsik 5 5ka: 3 5 
174 jelly ^ e l i 啫哩 tss 5 5 lei 3 5 
175 jump ball d3Amp boil 甚斗波 t s W 5 p � 5 5 
176 kebab ki'baeb 卡巴 k h aPpa: 5 5 
177 keep fit ki:p fit 喼啡 k h ip^fi t 5 5 
178 ketchup 'ketjgp k h e 3 5 ts^p 5 5 
1 7 9 kiwi 'ki:wi: —奇異(果） k h ei 2 1 j i 2 2 (k w o 3 5 ) 
180 L el -- e 5 5 lou 2 1 
181 label leibl 二 lei 5 5pou 3 5 
182 lace leis lei 5 5 si 3 5 
183 lacquer ^ k s lik 5 5 ka: 3 5 
184 laser 'leiza — lei 5 5sa: 3 5 
J S W lm 2 1 se 2 2 
185 last Icust -- la: 5 5 si 3 5 
186 Leeds (United) 'liidz lit 2 2si 5 5 
187 Leghorn 'leg.hoin 力康(雞) lik 2 2hon 5 5 
188 lemon 'lemgn liq 2 1muq 5 5 
189 letter 'lets -- let 5 5 t h a: 3 5 
let 5 5 t h a: 2 1 
190 license 'laisans 拉 1 1 臣 la:i5 5 s它n35 
"l91 live 'laiv 1 闊 . la : i 5 5 fbt 3 3 _ 
192 madam 'maedgm me 5 5fem 2 1 
193 major 'meid59 W £ me 5 5tsai 3 5 
194 mango 'maeqgau 芒果 moq 5 5 g w o 3 5 
195 margin 'ma:d3in 子f 展 ma: 5 5 tsin 3 5 
196 mask m^sk — ma: 5 5 si 3 5 
197 maths masQs 二 met 5 5 si 3 5 
198 memo 'memsu - mim 5 5mou 3 5 
3 0 The first two syllables, i.e. [d3i:] and [�:], of the original English word are 
combined into one, i.e. [tsok] in its Cantonese loanword. 
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memorandum ^ema'raendsm 
199 message 'mesidg 馬死 ma 1 3 sei 3 5 
200 mignon 'minjon 免翁 min 1 3 jug 5 5 
201 minced minst 免、治 min 1 3 tsi 2 2 
202 mini mini: 迷你 mm 2 1 nei 1 3 
203 miss mis -- mit 5 5 si 2 1* 
204 model 'modi - mo 5 5 tou 2 1 
模特兒 m o u 2 � k 2 2 j i 2 1 
205 mother W d s 媽打 ma: 5 5ta: 3 5 
206 motor 'msuts 摩打 mo 5 5 ta: 3 5 
207 mousse mu:s 髦士 mu 5 5 s i 3 5 
208 movie 'mu:vi -- mu 5 5 f i 3 5 
209 mummy W m i ma: 5 5 mi 2 1 
210 notes nsuts -- luk 5 5 si 3 5 3 1 
211 number 'nAmbs 爾巴 l^m 5 5 pa: 3 5 
h m 5 5 pa: 2 1 
212 nylon 'nailpn ® f | lei 2 1luq 2 1 
213 omelette 'o:mlit 奄歹[( j^m 5 5 lit 2 2 
W 5 lit 2 2 
214 oral 'o:r9l 柯佬 o 5 5 lou 3 5 
o 5 5 lou 2 1 
215 order 'oids 柯打 o 5 5 ta: 3 5 
o 5 5 ta: 2 1 
216 ounce auns 安士 on 5 5 si 3 5 
217 outside .aut'said 勾西 ^u 5 5 s^i 5 5 
218 pancake 'paenkeik MM pain 5 5 k h ik 5 5 
219 partner 'paitns 拍拿 part5 5 la: 3 5 
pa:t 5 5 la:2 1 
220 party 'pa:ti - p ha:t 5 5ti 2 1 
^ MM P ha:i 3 3tey 3 3 
i h 55 *35 
221 pass pa:s ~ p a : si 
222 pence pens 便士 pin 2 2 si 3 5 
223 percent ps'sent -- p hoe 2 2 sen 5 5 
m i ] pa: 5 5 sin 5 5 224 philosophy fi'loisafi: ~ f i 2 2 lo 
225 pizza 'pi:ts9 比薩 p h i 5 5 sa: 2 1 
3 1 transcribed as [nuk 5 5 si 3 5 ] by 張（1986) 
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~~lr55 35 p i sa: 
226 place pleis 披士 p h e i 5 5 si 3 5 
227 plum plAm 布穌 p o u 2 2 k m 5 5 
228 porter 'po:t9 波打 po 5 5ta: 3 5 
229 pose psuz p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 
230 post paust ~ p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 
231 powder 'paud9 t f i f j p h a:u 5 5 ta: 3 5 
232 psychology sai'ko:bd3i - sa:i 2 2 k h o 5 5 
233 pudding 'pudig 布甸 pou 3 3 t in 5 5 
^ T pou 3 3tir) 5 5 
234 puff p^f pa: 5 5 fo 5 5 
巴夫 
i m p a A 5 5 
235 punch pAntJ - p ^ n ^ t s V 1 
m ^ P^n 5 5tsi 2 2 
236 qualification ,kwplifi'keij'n ffg k h o 5 5 l i 3 5 
237 R a: - a: 5 5lou 2 1 
"238 rally 'raeli 拉力(賽） la:i 5 5lik 2 2(ts hoi 3 3) 
239 S es -- e力si21 
240 salad 'saebd sai 5 5 let 3 5 
241 salmon 'saeman 三文(魚) sa:m 5 5m^n 2 1 
242 sample 'sasmpsl — sem 5 5 p h ou 3 5 
sem 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
55 h 35 
— sa:m p ou 
saim 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
243 sardine .sai'diin 沙甸(魚） sa: 5 5tin 5%y 3 5) 
沙丁(魚) sa: 5 5tii3 5 5ay 3 5) 
244 sauna 'sauna 桑拿 son 5 5 na: 2 1 
soq 5 5 la: 2 1 
245 score _sko: ± 5 si 2 2 ko 5 5 
246 security si丨kjusrsti 實 Q s^t 2 2 k h iu 5 5 
AmE ss'kjurati 
247 Sherbet 'faibst B E syt 3 3pa: 5 5 
248 sergeant 'sa:d39nt 沙展 sa: 5 5 tsin 3 5 
249 shutter |]At9 s^t 5 5ta 3 5 
250 sirloin 's3ibin sm55 laig5 5 
251 size saiz 哂士 saii5 5 si 3 5 
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252 smart sma:t 時唼 si 2 1ma:t 5 5 
253 smug smAg 薯唼 s y : 2 W k 5 5 
254 sociology ^susi'oibdsi -- sou 2 2 s i 2 2 
255 soda so 5 5 ta: 3 5 
256 sofa 's9uf9 ^ f c so 5 5 fa: 3 5 
257 soft so± so 5 5 fu 2 1 
258 sorry 'so:ri - so 5 5 li 2 1 
259 source so:s 梳士 so 5 5 si 3 5 
260 spare spes 士啤 si 2 2 pe 5 5 
261 stamp st«mp 士擔 s i 2 2 ta:m 5 5 
262 starter 'sta:t9 士撻(打) si 2 2t hait 5 5(ta: 3 5) 
263 steam sti:m - si 2 2 t im 5 5 
264 stick stik ±&9 si 2 2 tik 5 5 
265 store sto: 士多 s i 2 2 1 � 5 5 
266 sundae 'sAndei 亲斤地 s^n 5 5 tei 3 5 
267 taxi 'taekshi tik 5 5 si: 3 5 
268 thinner ^ 天拿(水) t hin 5 5la: 2 1(sui 3 5) 
t hin 5 5la: 3 5(sui 3 5) 
269 tips tips tip 5 5 si 3 5 
270 toast t9ust 多士 to 5 5 si 3 5 
~271 toffee 'toifi ffiSG t h o 5 5 fei 3 5 
272 tonic (water) 'tpmk 湯力(水) t hon 5 5nik 2 2(sui 3 5) 
273 trouble W b l tsa: 2 1pou 5 5 
274 tuna 'tjuing 吞拿(魚) t^n 5 5 na: 2 1 
275 tutor 'tjuits -- t h iu 5 5 t h a: 3 5 
t h iu 5 5 t h a: 2 1 
276 tutorial tjui'toirigl -- t h iu 2 2 t h o 5 5 
v T 5 5 -35 
277 twins twinz -- ts nin si 
278 typhoon tai'fuin Mfil t h oi 2 1 fbq 5 5 
279 uncle 丨八啦1 » 岡55 k h ou 2 1 
280 volley W i wo 5 5lei 3 5 281 volume 'vo:lju:m ~ wo 5 5 l^m 3 5 
wo 5 5 lrnii21 
282 wafer 'weifg w^i 5 5 fa: 3 3 
283 waffle W l wo 5 5 fu 5 5 
284 waiter 'weits 二 wei 5 5 t h a: 3 5 
285 walkman 'woikman - wok 5 5m^n 3 5 
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286 warrant 'woirsnt ®輪 wo 5 5 len 3 5 
287 waste weist 威士 wBi 5 5si 3 5 
288 winner 'wins 溫拿 win 5 5 la: 3 5 
w^n 5 5 la: 3 5 
289 wire waia 威卩也 wm 5 5 ja: 3 5 
290 X eks -- ik 5 5 si 2 1 
291 Z zed - j i 2 2 set 5 5 
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Table 3 Trisyllabic Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
292 Arsenal 'aissnl 阿^[山奴 a: 2 2sin 5 5nou 2 1 
293 bikini bi'kiini - pi 2 2 kin 5 5 ni 2 1 
I 比堅尼 pei 3 5kin 5 5nei 2 1 
294 Birmingham 'b3:mig9m ,丄…从 pa:k 3 3min 2 1hon 2 2 
w 、 伯明翰 (City) 
295 Blackburn 'blaekbsin 布力般 pou 3 3 l ik 2 2 pun 5 5 
296 brandy 'braendi 拔蘭地 b坑22 lain 5 5 tei 3 5 
"297 carefree 'kegfri: Ifi哩啡 k h e 5 5 l e 5 5 fe 5 5 
298 carnival 'kaimvl 嘉年華 ka: 5 5nin 2 1wa: 2 1 
299 cashmere k对丨mi9 gg士哮 k h 8 5 5 si 2 2 me 5 5 
300 Charlton 'tfailtsn 查爾頓 ts h a: 2 1 j i 1 3 ten 2 2 
"301 Chelsea 'tjelsi 、路士 ts h e 5 5 lou”si 2 2 
302 chloroform 'kbrgfoim 哥羅芳 ko 5 5 lo 2 1 foq 5 5 
303 chocolate 'tjotolit 朱古力 tsy 5 5 ku 5 5 lik 5 5 
304 clutch klA f^ 極力子 kik 2 2 lik 5 5 tsi 3 5 
305 commission ks'mijsn — k h ^m 2 2 mit 5 5 soen35 k h^m 2 2 mit 5 5 soen21 
32 
306 computer ksm'pjuts -- k h ^m 2 2 p h iu 5 5 t h a: 3 5 
307 condenser ksn'denss -- k h on 2 2 ten 5 5 sa: 3 5 
308 custard 'kAstod 吉士打 km55s严ta35 
吉士 (粉) to55si35fen35 
309 dacron 'daskron 的確涼 一 tik 5 5k hok 3 3loeq 2 1 
310 delicious di'lijss 地喱蛇(果) tei 2 2 lei 5 5 se 2 1 (k w o 3 5 ) 
； (apple) tei 2 2 lei 2 2 ss 2 1 (k w o 3 5 ) 
蛇(果) S821 (k w 0 3 5 ) 
311 disco 'diskQu 的士高 tik5 5 si 2 2 kou 5 5 
312 dynamo 'dainamsu — tai: 2 2lem 5 5mou 3 5 
打藍磨 ta:35la:m21mo21 
313 Everton 'evstan 愛華頓 oi 3 3 wai 2 1 ten 2 2 
314 fashion show 'faefajau 花生騷 f a : 5 5 s^ 5 5 sou 5 5 
315 forecast 'fc^kaist 科卡士 fo 5 5 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
3 2 Zhang (1986) uses a 433 tone for its first syllable 
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316 gabardine 丨 g a e b s 丨 d i : n 曱巴甸 ka:p 3 3pa: 5 5tin 5 5 
'gaebsdiin 
317 golf golf 哥爾夫 ko 5 5 j i 1 3 f l i 5 5 
318 Guinness 'ginis 健力士 k i n 2 i k 2 2 s i 2 2 
319 Jacuzzi d33'ku:zi --池 tsa:k 2 2 ku 5 5 ts h i 2 1 
320 Jamesbond 'd3eimzbo:nd 占士邦 tsim 5 5 si 2 2 pog 5 5 
321 Leicester (City) " W g 李斯特(城) lei 1 3si 5 5t^k 2 2(sir) 2 1) 
322 Liverpool 'livopu:l 利物浦 l e i 2 2 nM 2 2 p h ou 3 5 
323 marketing 'ma:kitir) 孖屐亭 m a P k e l ^ f t g 3 5 
m a i ^ k s t 2 1 ^ 2 1 
324 massage 'maesa:3 ~ m^t 2 2 sa: 5 5 ts h y 2 1 
AmE ma1 sa:3 
325 model 'mDdl - mo 5 5tou 2 1 
模特兒 mou 2 1tBk 2 2ji 2 1 
326 Newcastle 'njui.kaisl ^ ^ lmi 1 3k ha: 5 5sou 3 3 
T T . 」 紐卡素 United 
327 number one nAmbs 'wAn S E f f i 1 它m5 pa: 5 5 w^n 5 5 
328 office 'ofis -- o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 2 1/ 
o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 3 5 3 3 
329 outspan aut'sp^n 歐士班 皿55 si 2 2 pain 5 5 
330 paraffin 'paergfin 巴拿芬 p a : 5 5 l a : 2 W 5 
331 passport 'pa:s,po:t __ p h a: 5 5 si 2 2 p h ot 5 5 
332 pasteurised 'paistjoraizd 巴斯德(消毒） pa: 5 5 si 5 5 fek 5 5 
333 postcard 'paust^aid -- p h ou 5 5 si 2 2 k ha:t 5 5 
334 potential p^' tenjsl -- p h ou 2 2 t h en 5 5 sou 3 5 
h 22 55 21 p ou t en sou 
335 professor prs'fess — p h ou 2 2 fet 5 5 sa: 5 
h 22 r. .55 „21 p ou fet sa: 
336 rock V roll .rokgn'rgul 樂脚怒 lok 2 2qy 1 3)lou 2 2 
337 sexophone 's^kssfeun 色士風 sek 5 5 si 2 2 fug 5 5 
338 snooker 'snuikg 士碌架 si 2 2lok 5 5ka: 3 5 
339 Southampton saue'smptsn _ s^u 5 5ha:m 2 1 
F 修咸頓 + 22 ten 
340 spanner 'sp^ng 士巴拿 si 2 2 pa: 5 5 la: 3 5 
34l| starter 'staita 士撻(打） si 2 2t ha:t 5 5(ta: 3 5) 
3 3 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [o55 fei55 si35]. 
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342 swallow 'swoibu 士离偖 si 2 2 wo 5 5 lou 3 5 
343 switch switf si 2 2 wit 5 5 t s V 1 3 4 
344 tennis Wns -- t h £n 5 5 nit 2 1 si 2 1 3 5 
345 tombola tDm'baub 揼波拿 t^m 3 3po 5 5la: 3 5 
346 tuxedo tAk'siidau 踢死兔 t ^ ^ s e P V o u 3 3 
347 vanilla vg'nib 雲呢拿 wmi 2 2 lei 5 5 la: 3 5 3 6 
348 vaseline 'vaessliin 花士令 fa: 5 5 si: 2 2 lir)35 
凡士林 fa:n 2 1 si: 2 2 lmi 2 1 
349 vitamin 'vitamin 維他命 wpi 2 1t ha: 5 5mig 2 2 
AmE 'vaitamin 
350 W dAblju: -- tBp 5 5pi 5 5ju 5 5 
351 whisky 'wiski 威士忌 w^i 5 5 si 2 2 kei 3 5 
Table 4 Quadrisyllable Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
352 strawberry 丨str�:丨bari 士 多 啤 梨 si 2 2 to 5 5 pe 5 5 lei 3 5 
353 Max Factor 丨 m a e k s 丨 f a s k t s 蜜 絲 佛 陀 mBt 2 2si 5 5 
f f eP tV 1 
354 Middlesbrough 'midlzbrs mai 1 3tou 2 2 
米 杜 士 堡 .22 35 si pou 
355 Portsmouth 'po:tsm99 ^ p h ok 3 3 t s h i 3 3 
樸 次 茅 夫 55 ma:u fu 
Table 5 Pentasyllable Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
356 Aston Villa 'asstan .vib t 士狐从 a: 3 3 si 2 2 tug 5 5 
阿 士 東 維 拉 . 2 1 l .55 wai Ian 
The loanword transcriptions in brackets and the Chinese written forms in brackets are 
those which are not phonetically borrowed from the English donor word. 
3 4 Both Zhang (1972) and Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [si22 wit55 tsi35]. 
3 5 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [teq55 nei22 si35]. 
3 6 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [wen22 ni55 la:35]. 
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Appendix II Eliminated Loanword Data 
The following loanwords are used as verbs or verb phrases only: 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. charge tfa:d3 叉 ts h a: 5 5 
- ts h a: 5 5 t s V 1 
2. check tjek - tsek 5 5 
3. cut kAt 0¾ k h ^t 5 5 
fail fell ffi^ fei 2 1 lou 3 5 
5. fight fait 揮 fei55 
6. foul faul -- ffeu55 
7. jump ball d3Amp bo:l 甚斗波 t s W 5 p o 5 5 
keep fit "klip fit 喼口弗 " k > 5 5 f i t 5 5 
9. mark ma:k -- ma:k 5 5 (verb) 
10. park pcuk ^ p h a:k 3 3 
11. seal si:l -- siu 5 5 
12. set (hair) set --(頭） s e t ^ t 1 1 ^ 2 1 ) 
恤(髮). set 5 5(fa:t 3 3) 
13. start sta:t 撻 ta:t 5 5 
The following loanwords are used as adjectives only: 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
14. cheap tjiip - ts h ip 5 5 
15. gay _gei S kei 5 5 
16. hard luck ,ha:d'lAk 4¾¾ ha: 5 5luk 5 5 
17. last la:st -- la: 5 5 si 3 5 
； "TsT live 'laiv IS闊 la:i5 5fiit3 3 
19. minced minst 免治 min 1 3 tsi 2 2 
20. mini mini: ^ N mm 2 1 nei 1 3 
21. outside .aut'said 卯5s它i5 
22. punk pA^k 崩 p 1 ^ ) 5 5 
3 7 One of the informants points out that the Chinese word 泊 should be pronounced as 
[p hok 3 3]. However, people pronounce it as [p ha:k 3 3] to mean "parking (cars)" 
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23. sharp Ja:p -- sa:p 5 5 
24. smart smait 時唼 si 2 1ma:t 5 5 
25. smug smAg 薯唼 sy: 2 1m^k 5 5 
26. soft so^ft ^ so 5 5 fu 2 1 
27. sorry 'so:ri -- so 5 5 li 2 1 
28. trouble 'trAbl 茶煲 tsa: 2 1pou 5 5 
There are embedded semantic meanings in the following loanword written forms: 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
29. bungee (jump) 'bAnd3i —笨豬(跳） pm22tsy55^iu33) 
30. dacron "daekron — 的確涼 tik55khok33loeg21 — 
31. fail fell ffi^ fei 2 1 lou 3 5 
32. fashion show 'fasjnjau 花生騷 f a : 5 5 s^ 5 5 sou 5 5 
33. hard luck .haid'lAk ha:5 5luk5 5 
34. ketchup 'ketjgp ffitf k h s 3 5 t s^p 5 5 
"35? kiwi " W i : 奇異(果） k h ei 2 1 j i 2 2 (k w 3 3 5 ) 
36. live "^iv 拉闊 la:i55fUt33 
37. minced minst 免、冶 min 1 3 tsi 2 2 
38. mini mini: 迷你 mm 2 1 nei 1 3 
39. rock ‘n’ roll T P^'^" 1 樂(與)怒 bk 2%y 1 3)lou 2 2 
40. trouble 丨trAbl 茶褒 tsa:2 1pou5 5 
41. tuxedo tAk'siidou 踢死兔 ^ e k ^ s e i 3 5 ^ 3 3 
42. typhoon tai'fu:n M ® 1 ¾ 2 % ¾ 5 5 
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The following donor words that are not English-origin or of uncertain origin: 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
43. baby ~ ^ pi 2 1 pi 5 5 3 8 beibi 
44. Benz benz ~ pen 5 5 si 3 5 
^ p h ig 2 1 tsi 2 2 
45. buffet "Wfei “蒲飛 p h ou 2 2 fei 5 5 3 9 
46. coffee fefl ka: 3 3 fe 5 5 4 0 
47. cognac 'ksunjask 干邑 kon 5 5jFp 5 5 
48. curry W i ¢0¾ ka: 3 3 lei 5 5 4 1 
49. encore 'ogko: - en 5 5 k h o 5 5 
安哥 3n 5 5 ko 5 5 
50. Sherbet 'J3ib9t 8 ¾ syt 3 3pa: 5 5 
51. sirloin 's3:bin 西冷 s^i 5 5 la:g 5 5 
The following loanwords come from brand names or proper nouns: 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
52. Arsenal 'a:s9nl 阿仙奴 a: 2 2sin 5 5nou 2 1 
i i . 2 2 
53. Aston Villa '«st9n .vib m t 士似灿 ai^si^tur)" 
阿 士 東 維 拉 . 2 1 . .55 war la:i 
54. Benz benz — pen 5 5 si 3 5 
g V tsi 2 2 
55. Birmingham (City) 'baimiqgm 伯明翰 pa:k 3 3miq 2 1hon 2 2 
56. Blackburn 丨blaekb3:n 布力般 pou 3 3lik 2 2pun 5 5 
57. Bolton 'bsultsn 保頓 pou 3 5 ten 2 2 
58. brandy 'braendi 拔 蘭 地 b坑22 lain55 tei 3 5 
59.1 Charlton | ' t j a t o n | 查爾頓 | t s ^ ^ j P t e n 2 2 
3 8 It is hard to determine whether [pi 2 1pi 5 5] is Cantonese or originates from the English 
word "baby" as world languages prefer bilabial sounds for baby talk. 
3 9 Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [pou3 3 fei 5 5]. 
4 0 It is unknown whether [ka:33 fe 5] is just borrowed from the English word "coffee" 
or actually borrowed from the French word cafe. 
4 1 There is doubt whether [ka:33 lei 5 5] is borrowed from the English word curry or its 
Tamil origin kari. 
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60. Chelsea 'tjelsi 車路士 ts he 5 5lov^ 2si 2 2 
61. Derby 丨da:bi ^ ] ¾ ta: 3 5pei 3 5 
62. Everton 'evatan 愛華頓 oi 3 3 wa: 2 1 ten 2 2 
63. Fulham 丨fulsm 富咸 fU 3 3lia:m 2 1 
64. Guinness |gmis 健力士 kin 2 2 l ik 2 2 si 2 2 
65. Gurkha 'guks 喔喀(兵） koe 5 5ka: 2 1(pir) 5 5) 
66. Jacuzzi d33丨ku:zi --池 tsa:k 2 2 ku 5 5 ts h i 2 1 
67. Jamesbond 'd3eimzbo:nd 占士手P tsim 5 5 si 2 2 pog 5 5 
68. Leeds (United) ^ d z ^ li t 2 2 si 5 5 
69. Leghorn 丨leg丨h�:n 力康(雞) lik 2 2hon 5 5 
Leicester (City) ~'lest9 一 李斯特(城） 1 ^ 1 ¾ 5 ¾ ] ^ 2 ^ ¾ 2 1 ) 
71. Liverpool 'liv9pu:l 利物浦 l e i 2 W 2 2 p h o u 3 5 
72. Manchester (City) 'msntjista 曼(城） ma:n 2 2(sig 2 1) 
73. Manchester (United) 'maentjista 曼(聯） ma:n 2 2(nyn 2 1) 
74. Max Factor .m^ks'faskta 蜜絲佛陀 m坑22si55 
fetW1 
75. Middlesbrough 'midlzbro mai 1 3 tou 2 2 
术杜士堡 .22 35 
si pou 
76. Newcastle United 'nju:丨ka:sl 紐卡素 lmi 1 3k ha: 5 5sou 3 3 
77. Portsmouth 'poitsmsG 桃 p h o k 3 3 t s h i 3 3 
樸,人矛天 21 55 ma:u m 78. Southampton sauQ'^mptan .. s^u 5 5ha:m 2 1 
修咸頓 , 2 2 ten 
79. Vaseline 'vaessliin 花士令 fa: 5 5 si: 2 2 lig 3 5 
凡士林 fain 2 1 si: 2 2 Imi 2 1 
80. whisky 'wiski 威士忌 w h 5 5 si 2 2 kei 3 5 
Altogether 73 loanwords were eliminated. 
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Appendix III Kept Loanword Data 
Table 1 Monosyllabic Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. A ei - ei 5 5 
2. B bi: - pi 5 5 
3. ball bo l^ ^ po^ 
4. band baend — pen 5 5 
bar bo: DQ pai^ 
6. beat bi:t 口必 pit 5 5 
7. beer bis 啤(酒） pe 5 5(tsmi 3 5) 
8. boot bu:t -- put 5 5 
9. bun bAn 檳 p^n 5 5 
10. C si: 二 si^ 
11. call koA I I kV^ 
12. cap k^p 隐(帽) kip 5 5mou 3 5 
car "k^i 卡 " ^ 5 5 
14. card kcud 暗/卡 k ha:t 5 5 
15. cent sent f山 sin 5 5 
16. certificate so'tifikst -- soet55 
沙(紙) sa: 5 5(tsi 3 5) 
17. chemistry 'kemistri -- k h sm 5 5 
18. cheque ^ek -- ts h sk 5 5 
19. D di: - t i 5 5 
20. E i： -- j i ^ 
21. fare fea M fei^ 
22. friend frend -- fen55 
23. ^ i n fXn ^ ftn^ 
24. G d3i: -- tsi 5 5 
> 55 
tsy 
25. game geim -- ksm 5 5 
26. gin d3in S tsin 5 5 
“ Tr Tc “ 
27. grease gri|s 渴(油) kd (jmi ) 
28. J ai -- a ^ 
29. J d3ei 二 tsei 5 5 
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30. Jack (in Poker) c^ask 積 tsik 5 5 
31. jam d3^m 占 tsem 5 5 
32. K “ k h ei 5 5 
33. library 'laibrsri 拉(記) la:i 5 5(kei 3 3) 
'laibri 
34. lift lift lip^ 
35. literature 'litsrstjs - lit 5 5 
36. M em -- em 5 5 
37. mark ma:k 唼 m汜k 5 (noun) 
38. microphone 'maikrsfsun 咪 m^i 5 5 
39. mile mail ^ m^i 5 5 
40. (milk) shake Jeik (奶)昔 sik^ 
i ^ 5 5 41. mink migk -- mig 
i l i l Z 5 5 
42. monitor mtrnite 亡 mon 
43. mould mauld 霉 mou 5 5 
44. N en en^ 
45. O so - ou 5 5 
- u . 5 5 46. P pi： -- pV_ 
47. pair peg 二 p h e 5 5 
48. jpan paen ^ p h a:q 5 5 
49. pear pea 啤(梨) pe 5 5(lei 3 5) 
50. pie pai 批 p � i 5 5 
51. port po t^ 石本(酒) put 5 5(tsBu 3 5) 
52. pound paund 磅 pog (pound) 
poq 3 5 (scale) 
53. press pres 啤(機) ps 5 5(kei 5 5) 
-y—p 55 
54. pump pAmp M p它m 
55. Q ^ -- k h iu 5 5 
56. quart kwo:t 骨 kw^t 5 5 
57. round raund 冷 la:n 5 5 
彎 wain 5 5 
7 8 ? rum rAm 穌(酒) l^m 5 5(ts^u 3 5) 
59. shirt Jet 11 set^ 
60. show Jsu sou 5 5 
61. sink siqk 二 siq 5 5 
S3： (亞)- (a:3 3)soe2 1 
I (亞)蛇 (a: 3 3)se 2 1 
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63.1 T ti: 丨- | t i 5 5 
64. tick tik m rtk^ 
65. tie tai 口太 t h a:i 5 5 
66. ton tAn 噸 ten 5 5 
67. tyre tais ^ t h a:i 5 5 
68. U ju: — j u ^ 
69. V vi： I I wi^ 
70. van vaen -- wen 5 5 
71. watt wo:t 嘰 wok 5 5 
72. Y wai -- wai 5 5 
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Table 2 Disyllabic Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If loanwords 
any) 
^ 5 5 ~ ~ . 3 5 
73. ace eis -- ei si 
' M ± jin 5 5 si 3 5 
74. auntie W i I I ain 5 5 t h i 2 1 
75. barret ‘ 巴黎(帽) pa: 5 5la:i 2 1 basrit K (mou 3 5) 
76. bearing 'bearirj 啤令 pe 5 5 l iq 3 5 
77. biology bai'o:l9d3i -- pa:i o 5 5 
78. block bbk - pok 2 2lok 5 5 
19. boss bojs po 5 5 si 3 5 
80. bow tie .bsu'tai 煲呔 pou^^aii 5 5 
81. boxing 'boksig -- pok 5 5 siq 3 5 
82. brake breik W l pik 2 2 lik 5 5 
83. broker 'brsuko -- puk 5 5 k h a: 3 5 
84. brother 'brA59 E f T pa: 5 5ta: 3 5 
85. bumper 'bAmps 栗把 p^m 5 5 pa: 3 5 
86. bus bAs E ± pa: 5 5 si 3 5 
87. cancer 'kaensa — k h en 5 5 sa: 3 5 
k h sn 5 5 sa:2 1 4 2 
88. captain 'teptin -- k h ep 5 5 t h en 3 5 
k h sp 5 5 t h en 2 1 4 3 
89. case keis k h ei 5 5 si 3 5 
90. cash k2d[ » k h 8 5 5 sy 2 1 
91. cassette k ^ W ^ m ) k h8t 2 2sst 5 5(kei 5 5) 
j 卡式(機） k ha: 5 5sik 5 5(kei 5 5) 
92. cast kcust k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
93. chance tja:ns -- ts ha:n 5 5 si 3 5 
94. cheese tsi 5 5 si 3 5 
~95. cherry 'tjeri 車厘(子） "^? 5 l e i 2 1 ( t s i 3 5 ) 
~%7 chowder 'tfauds 周打 tsmi 5 5ta 3 5 
4 2 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [k h^n 5 5 sa 3 5]. 
4 3 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [k hsp 5 5 ten 3 5]. 
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97. cigar si'ga: g j p syt 3 3 kai 5 5 
98. ciguatoxin .siigwa'tDksin 雪卡(毒） syt 3 3k ha: 5 5(tuk 2 2) 
99. class klcus k ha: 5 5 si 3 5 
100 cocktail 'kokteil 唂爹 kul<^te55 
101 cocoa 'kgukgu kuk 5 5 ku 3 5 
102 coil koil -- k h oi 5 5 lou 3 5 
103 cologne ka'laun -- ko 2 2lur) 5 5 
古龍(水） ku 3 5 luq 2 1 (sui 3 5 ) 
104 colour 'kAb 卡啦 k ha: 5 5la: 3 5 
k ha: 5 5la: 2 1 
105 composition ^ompa'zijsn -- k \ m 5 5 p h ou 3 5 
k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
106 cookie ^ j k i fi^ k ^ k 5 5 k h ei 2 1 
107 copy 'kDpi -- k hop 5 5 p h i 3 5 
k hop 5 5 p h i 2 1 
rtp55 p h i 3 5 
k h 叩55 p h i 2 1 
108 corner 'koins -- k h on 5 5 la: 3 5 
k h on 5 5 la:2 1 
109 cover 'kAva -- k \ p 5 5 fa:35 
k V 5 5 fa: 2 1 
110 cream kriim 忌廉 kei 2 2 lim 5 5 
111 cushion 'kuijsn 0¾¾ k V 5 sen 3 5 
112 custard 'kAstsd 吉士打 km 5 5 si 2 2 ta 3 5 
! 吉士 (粉） to55si35fen35 
113 cutlet 'kAtlit ^ [ J to55 lit 2 2 
114 cyanide 'saisnaid 山埃 sa:n 5 5a:i 5 5 
115 daddy ^ d i ts 5 5 t i 2 1 
116 darling 'dailiq fT^ ； ta: 5 5liq 3 5 
117 demonstration .deman'streijn -- tsm 5 5 mou 3 5 
demo 'demau tsm 5 5mou 2 1 
118 deuce djuis tiu 5 5si 2 1 
119 doughnut 'douriAt P^® tog 5 5 LM55 
120 economics 丨 i i k s W m i k s — j i 2 2 kon 5 5 4 
4 4 Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [i 2 2 kon2 2]. It had been pronounced as [ji: 2 2 ko:n22], 
but is now more commonly pronounced as [ji 2 2 kon ]. 
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121 engine 'end3in ~ en 5 5 tsin 3 5 
122 F ef - e 5 5 fu 2 1 
123 face feis 飛士 fei 5 5 si 3 5 
124 facial 'feifcl -- fei 5 5 sou 2 1 
125 fans fenz - fen 5 5 si 3 5 
f a : n 5 V 5 
126 fashion 'faejgn fa: 5 5 s^n 3 5 
127 fax feks I I fet55si35 
128 fibre 'faibs faii 5 5 pa: 3 5 
129 file fail tt^ fad 5 5 lou 3 5 
130 film film fei 5 5 l W 5 
131 floor show 'floifeu f � 5 5 s o u 5 5 
132 fluke flu± WB. fu 2 2 luk 5 5 
133 foreman 'foiman 科文 fo 5 5 m^n 3 5 
134 freezer 'friizs - f i 5 5 sa: 3 5 
fi55 sa: 2 1 
135 function 丨fAqkjbn -- frni 5 5 sen 3 5 
fen55 sen 2 1 
136 fuse fiu 5 5 si 3 5 
137 gallon 'gaebn JP^ ； ka: 5 5 len 3 5 
55 .35 138 gas gaes -- ge si . 
139 geography d3i:'o:gr9fi — tsok 5 5 ka: 3 5 5 
1 4 0 guitar g iW ISffi kit 3 3 t h a: 5 5 
141 guts gAts 吉士 to55 si 3 5 
"l42 H eitf — "Tk^tsV 1 一 
143 insurance in'Jusrsns 燕梳 j in 3 3 so 5 5 
1 4 4 jacket 'd5aekit W ^ tsik 5 5kai 3 5 
"l45 jelly ^ e l i ^ f i tss 5 5 lei 3 5 
~146 kebab ki'basb 卡巴 k ha: 5 5pa: 5 5 
147 L _el -- e 5 5 lou 2 1 
148 label 丨leibl -- lei 5 5pou 3 5 
149 lace leis lei 5 5 si 3 5 
150 lacquer lik 5 5 ka: 3 5 
r; 7^55 35 
151 laser leizs -- lei sa: \ m M lui 2 1se 2 2 
4 5 The first two syllables, i.e. [d3i:] and [� :] , of the original English word are 
combined into one, i.e. [tsok] in its Cantonese loanword. 
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152 lemon 'lemon 檸檬 lig 2 1mug 5 5 
153 letter 'lets -- let 5 5 t ha: 3 5 
1st55 t ha: 2 1 
154 license 'laissns 拉D臣 la:i55 s^n35 
155 madam 'maedam 哮揼 me 5 5t^m 2 1 
156 major 'meid39 視乍 me55tsa: 5 
157 mango 'masqgau 芒果 mog 5 5 g w o 3 5 
158 margin 'ma:d3in 子f展 ma:55 tsin 3 5 
159 mask massk — ma:55 si 3 5 c c r 
160 maths m^0s — met si 
161 memorandum ^ems'raendsm -- mim 5 5mou 3 5 
memo 'memau 
162 mignon 'minjon 免翁 min 1 3jug 5 5 
163 miss mis — mit 5 5 si 2 1* 
164 model 'modi - mo 5 5tou 2 1 
模特兒 m O U 2 1 fek 2 2 j i 2 1 
165 mother W d a 女1 打 ma:55ta:35 
166 motor 'mgutg 摩打 mo 5 5 ta:35 
167 mousse mu:s 髦士 mu 5 5 si 3 5 
1 广o • 丨 • 55 r-35 
168 movie mu:vi — mu ri 
169 mummy 'mAmi 媽咪 ma: mi 
170 notes nguts » luk 5 5 si 3 5 4 6 
171 number 'nAmba 稱巴 bm 5 5 pa: 5 
55 21 mm pa: 172 nylon 'nailpn E f l lei 2 1luq 2 1 
173 omelette 'oimlit 奄歹!J j W 5 lit 2 2 W 5 lit 2 2 
174 oral 'oirsl 柯佬 o 5 5 lou 3 5 
55 i 21 o lou 
175 order 'oids 柯打 o 5 5 ta:35 
o 5 5 ta:21 
176 ounce auns 安士 on 5 5 si 5 
177 pancake 'pasnkeik MM pain55 k h ik 5 5 
178 partner 'paitns 拍拿 pa:t55 la:35 
pa:t55 la:21 
179 party 'paiti -- p ha:t 5 5ti 2 1 
4 6 transcribed as [nuk 5 5 si 3 5 ] by 張（1兇6) 
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?
 | | I 派對 P h a:i 3 3 tey 3 3 
180 pass pa:s -- p h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
181 pence pens 便士 pin 2 2 si 3 5 
182 percent ps丨sent -- p hoe 2 2 sen 5 5 
m b pa: 5 5 sin 5 5 
183 philosophy fi'loisgfi: -- f i 2 2 b 5 5 
184 pizza 'pi:ts9 比薩 p h i 5 5 sa: 2 1 
h.55 35 p i sa: 
185 place pleis p h e i 5 5 si 3 5 
186 plum plAm 布穌 pou 2 2 l^m 5 5 
187 porter 'poits 波打 po 5 5ta: 3 5 
188 pose psuz 甫士 p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 
189 post paust p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 
190 powder 'paud9 泡打 p h a:u 5 5 tai 3 5 
191 psychology sai'ko:l9d3i -- sa:i 2 2 k ho 
192 pudding 'pudig 布甸 pou 3 3 tin 5 5 
^ T pou 3 3 t iq 5 5 
193 puff PAf 芭芙 pa: 5 5 fb 5 5 
巴夫 
^ pa:u 5 5fu 5 5 
194 punch PAntJ __ p ^ n ^ t s V 1 
賓治 pmi 5 5 t sP 
195 qualification .kwplifi'keijn WM k h o 5 5 l i 3 5 
196 R a: - a: 5 5lou 2 1 
~191 rally 'r^li 拉力(賽） "Tad 5 5 l ik 2 2 ( ts h oi 3 3 )— 
198 S _es 二 e 5 5 s i 2 1 
199 salad W o d ^ f t sai 5 5 let 3 5 
200 salmon 'sasmon 三文(魚) sa:m 5 5m^n 2 1 
201 sample 'sasmpsl — sem 5 5 p h ou 3 5 
sem 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
55 h 35 
— sa:m p ou 
sa:m5 5 p h ou 2 1 
202 sardine _sa:丨dim 沙甸(魚) sa: 5 5tin 5 5(jy 3 5) 
沙丁 (魚） s a : 5 5 t i i] 5 5 Gy 3 5 ) 
203 sauna 'sauns 桑拿 son 5 5 na: 2 1 
soq 5 5 la:2 1 
204 score sko: 士哥 si 2 2ko 5 5 
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205 security si'kjuarati 實 Q s^t 2 2k hiu 5 5 
AmE so'kjursti 
206 sergeant 丨sa:d33nt 沙展 sa:55 tsin3 5 
207 shutter 'jAts 失打 sm”ta 3 5 
208 size saiz 哂士 sa:i55 si 3 5 
209 sociology 丨 s s u s i 丨。 : b d 3 i -- sou 2 2 si 2 2 
210 soda 's9ud9 ^ f j so 5 5 ta:35 
211 sofa 's9uf9 ^ f c so 5 5 fa:3 5 
212 source so:s 梳士 so 5 5 si 3 5 
213 spare spes 士啤 si 2 2 ps 5 5 
214 stamp st^mp 士擔 si 2 2 ta:m55 
"215 starter 'sta:t9 士撻(打） sP^ai t 5 5 ^: 3 5 ) 
216 steam stiim -- si 2 2tim 5 5 
217 stick stik si 2 2 tik 5 5 
218 store sto: 士多 si 2 2 to 5 5 
219 sundae 'sAndei 新地 s^n55 tei 3 5 
220 taxi 'taekshi tik 5 5 si:3 5 
221 thinner ^ 天拿(水) ^in^la^^sui3 5) 
ftn^la^Csui35) 
222 tips _tips 貝占士 tip5 5 si 3 5 
223 toast tsust 多士 to 5 5 si 3 5 
224 toffee W i ffiffi t h 3 5 5 fei 3 5 
225 tonic (water) 'tpmk 湯力(水) ^on^nik^Csui35) 
226 tuna 'tjuing 吞拿(魚) tW 5 na: 2 1 
227 tutor 'tju:t9 -- t hiu 5 5 t ha: 3 5 
t hiu 5 5 t hai 2 1 228 tutorial tjui'toirigl -- t h iu 2 2 t h o 5 5 
v T 5 5 -35 229 twins twinz -- ts in si 
230 uncle 丨八肿1 -- 岡55 k hou 2 1 
231 volley W i S W wo 5 5lei 3 5 
55 35 232 volume vo:lju:m -- wo lmn 
wo 5 5 l^m21 
233 wafer 'weifo M f t w d 5 5 fa:33 
234 waffle 'wpfl 高夫 wo 5 5 fu 5 5 
235 waiter 丨weit� - wei 5 5 t hai 3 5 
236 walkman 'woikmsn ~ wok5 5m^n3 5 
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238 waste weist 威士 w d 5 5 s i 3 5 
239 winner 'wins 溫 拿 win 5 5 la：35 
w^n 5 5 la: 3 5 
240 wire waia wm 5 5 j a : 3 5 
241 X eks : ik 5 5 si 2 1 一 
242| Z zed ~ ~ j i 2 2 set 5 5 
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Table 3 Trisyllabic Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
243 bikini bi'kiini L l pi 2 2 kin 5 5 ni 2 1 
比堅尼 pei 3 5 kin 5 5 nei 2 1 
244 carefree 'kesfri: 茄哩啡 k h e 5 5 l e 5 5 f e 5 5 
245 carnival 'ka:nivl 嘉年華 ka: 5 5nin 2 1wa: 2 1 
246 cashmere k^J'mi9 | 茄士咩 k h e 5 5 s i 2 2 me 5 5 
247 chloroform ^kbrgfoim 哥羅芳 k o 5 5 b 2 1 f b q 5 5 
248 chocolate 'tjoikalit 朱古力 tsy 5 5 ku 5 5 \ik55 
249 clutch klAtJ — 極 力 子 kik 2 2 lik 5 5 tsi 3 5 
250 commission ks'mijsn - k h ^m 2 2 mit 5 5 
35 
seen 
k h ^m 2 2 mit 5 5 
soen21 4 7 251 computer ksm'pjuts -- k h ^m 2 2 p h iu 5 5 
j V ^ 
252 condenser ksn丨densa ~ k h on 2 2 ten 5 5 
0 0 , 35 SA> 
253 custard 'kAstad 吉士打 k^t 5 5si 2 2ta 3 5 
I 吉士(粉) kBt 5 5 si 3 5 ftn 3 5 
254 delicious (apple) di'lijas 地 喱 蛇 ( 果 ） tei 2 2lei 5 5se 2 1 
(k w o 3 5 ) 
tei 2 2lei 2 2ss 2 1 
(k w o 3 5 ) 
I 蛇(果) se 2 1 (k w o 3 5 ) 
255 disco 'diskgu | 的士高 tik 5 5 si 2 2 kou 5 5 
256 dynamo 'dainamau ~ tai: 2 2lsm 5 5mou 3 5 
打藍磨 ta:35la:m21HK)21 
257 forecast 'foi.kaist | 科卡士 fo 5 5 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
258 gabardine ^asbs'diin 甲巴甸 ka:p 3 3pa: 5 5tin 5 5 
'gaebsdim 
259 golf golf 哥爾夫 ko 5 5 j i 1 3 fu 5 5 
260 marketing 'maikitig f f屐亭 maPket 2 1 ^^ 3 5 
I m a i ^ k s t 2 1 ^ 2 1 
4 7 Zhang (1986) uses a H33 tone for its first syllable 
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261 massage 'maesa:3 - m^t^sai^tsV 1 
AmE ma1 sa:3 
262 model 'mDdl — mo 5 5tou 2 1 
模特兒 mou 2 1 fek 2 2 j i 2 1 
263 number one nAmbs W n 冧巴溫 l^m5 5 pa:55 
w 它 n 5 5 
264 office ^hs ~ 0 5 5 fit21 si 2 1/ 
o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 3 5 4 8 
265 outspan aut'sp^n 歐士班 m 5 5 si 2 2 pa:n 5 5 
266 paraffin 'paergfin 一 巴拿芬 p a i 5 5 l a : 2 1 f e n 5 5 ~ 
267 passport 'pQ:s,po:t -- p ha: 5 5 si 2 2 p hot 5 5 
268 pasteurised 'paistjgraizd 巴斯德(消毒) pa: 5 5si 5 5tBk 5 5 
269 postcard 'psust.kaid - p h ou 5 5 si 2 2 
k h ait 5 5 
270 potential p h9 ,tenj9l ~ p h ou 2 2 t h en 5 5 
35 SOU 
p h ou 2 2 t h sn 5 5 
^ 
271 professor prs'fess -- p h ou 2 2 fet 5 5 sa: 3 5 
p h ou 2 2 fet55 sa: 2 1 
272 sexophone 's^kssfeun 色士風 ssk 5 5 si 2 2 fug 5 5 
273 snooker 'snuika 士碌架 si 2 2lok 5 5ka: 3 5 
274 spanner 'sp^ng 士巴拿 si 2 2 pa: 5 5 la: 3 5 
275 starter 'sta:te 丨 士撻(打） si 2 2t ha:t 5 5(tai 3 5) 
276 swallow 'swoibu 士窩佬 i 2 wo 5 5 lou 3 5 
277 switch switj - si 2 2 wit 5 5 t s V 1 
49 
278 tennis 'terns -- t h en 5 5 nit 2 1 si 2 1 
50 
279 tombola tpm'bgub [揼波拿 一 t^m 3 3po 5 5la: 3 5 
280 vanilla vs'nib 雲呢拿 w^n 2 2 lei 5 5 la: 3 5 
51 
281 vitamin Vitemin | 維他命 w^i 2 1t ha: 5 5mir) 2 2 
4 8 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [o55 fei55 si35]. 
4 9 Both Zhang (1972) and Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [si22 wit55 tsi35]. 
5 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [tsq55 nei22 si35]. 
5 1 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [wsn22 ni55 la:35]. 
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AmE 'vaitamin 
282丨 W dAblju: : t^p 5 5pi 5 5ju 5 5 
Table 4 Quadrisyllable Loanwords 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
283 strawberry 'stroi.bsri 士多啤梨 s i 2 2 to 5 5 pe 5 5 lei 3 5 
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Appendix IV Initial Loanword Classification: 
Syllable Numbers and Formation Types 
Monosyllabic Loanwords 
Table 1 Monosyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from monosyllabic English 
words, a 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. A ~ei I ^ 
2. B ~bii “ ^55 
3. ball bod 波 po 5 5 
4. band b^nd ~ pen 5 5 
5. bar ba: I q pa: 5 5 
6. beat bi:t 口必 pit 5 5 
7. beer bis 啤(酒） pe 5 5(ts^u 3 5) 
8. boot bu:t -- put 5 5 
9. bun bAn 檳 p^n 5 5 
10. C si: ~ si1^ 
11. call kod - k h o 5 5 
12. cap kaep 喼(帽) kip 5 5(mou 3 5) 
13. car ka: k h a: 5 5 
14. card kcud 咭/卡 k ha:t 5 5 
15. cent sent 仙 sin 5 5 
16. cheque tjek - ts h ek 5 5 
17. D di: T ^ 
18. E i: ~ "ji^ 
19. fare fes 飛 
20. friend frend - f 8 n 5 5 
21. fun fXn ^ ffen^ 
22. G ~d3i： ~ tsi 5 5 
, 5 5 tsy 
23. game geim -- ksm 5 5 
24. gin djrn S tsin 5 5 
25. grease gri:s 偈(油） kBi”(jBu35) 
26.1 I ai -
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27. J dsei - t s e i 5 5 一 
28. Jack (in Poker) d3aek 積 t s i k 5 5 
2 9 . Jam d3^m £ tsem 5 5 
30. K ^ e i “ khei55 
31. lift lift 車立 " l i ^ 
32. M e m - e m 5 5 
33. mark ma± ^ m^k55 (noun) 
34. mile mail 咪 m^ i55 
35. (milk) shake " j^k “(奶)昔 s i k 5 5 
36. mink migk — m i g 5 5 
37. mould msuld 霉 mou55 
38. N en ~ e n^ 
39. O ou ~ ^55 
40. P pi: ~ 
41. pair pes -- phe55 
42. pan paen 鐵 pha:g55 
43. pear pes 啤(梨) pe55(lei35) 
44. p i e p a i ftt ph^i55 
45. port pojt 石本(酒） put55(tsmi35) 
46. pound paund 榜 p o q 2 2 (pound) 
p o q 3 5 (scale) 
47. press pres 啤(機) pe55(kei55) 
48. pump pAmp 泵 p它m55 
49. Q k j u: ~ khiu55 
50. quart kwo:t # kw^t55 
51. round raund 冷 l a in55 
彎 warn55 
52. rum rAm 冧(酒） lBm55(tsmi35) 
53. shirt Jet 恤 s e t 5 5 
54. show Jsu 騷 s o u 5 5 
55. sink s igk -- s i g 5 5 
56. sir S3： (亞)- (a:33)soe21 
(亞)蛇 (a:33)ss21 
57. T ti: - t i 5 5 
58. tick tik m rtk^ 
59. t i e t a i ^ tha:i55 
60. ton tAn 卩頓 t e n 5 5 
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tyre taia 呔 Pai i55 一 
62. U j u: — j u 5 5 
63. V vi: - w j 5 5 
64. van vasn -- wen55 
65. watt wo:t 嚷 w o k 5 5 
66. Y w a i ~ w a i 5 5 
Table 2 Monosyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from truncation of subsequent 
syllables of polysyllabic English words, a... 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. certificate ss'tifikat - soet55 
沙(紙) sa:55(tsi35) 
2. chemistry 丨 kemistri -- khem55 
3. library 'laibrari 拉(言己) la:i55(kei33) 
'laibri 
4. literature 'litarstjs - lit55 
5. microphone 'maikrafaun 咪 m^i55 
6. monitor 'monita 芒 m o n 5 5 
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Disyllabic Loanwords 
Table 3 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with both the first and the second syllables originally stressed, 66 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. bow tie .bsu'tai 褒咏 pou 5 5t ha:i 5 5 
2. floor show 'floijsu 科騷 fo 5 5 sou 5 5 
3. sardine .sai'dim 沙甸(魚） sa: 5 5tin 5 5(jy 3 5) 
沙丁漁) sa: 5 5tii3 5 5ay 3 5) 
Table 4 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally stressed and the second syllable originally 
unstressed, a a 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. auntie 'a:nti a:n 5 5 t h i 2 1 
2. barret _ 巴黎(帽） pa: 5 5la:i 2 1 
baerit ^ (mou 3 5) 
3. bearing 'besriq 啤令 pe 5 5 l iq 3 5 
4. boxing 'bpksiq - pok 5 5 sir)35 
5. broker 'brsukg - puk 5 5 k h a: 3 5 
6. brother 'brAda 巴打 pa: 5 5ta: 3 5 
7. bumper 'bAmpg 栗把 p它m55pa:35 
8. bungee (jump) 'bAnd5i 笨豬(跳) p ^ n ^ t s y 5 5 ^ 3 3 ) 
9. cancer 'kasnss - k h en 5 5 sa: 3 5 
J k h 8 n 5 5 sa:2 1 5 2 
10. captain 'k邵tin ~ k h sp 5 5 t h en 3 5 
I k h sp 5 5 t h en 2 1 5 3 
11. cherry 'tjeri 車厘(子) ts hs 5 5lei 2 1(tsi 3 5) 
12. chowder 'tjauda 周打 tsmi 5 5ta 3 5 
13. cocktail 'kpkteil 唂爹 kuk 5 5te 5 5 
14. cocoa 'ksuksu 裕古 kuk 5 5 ku 3 5 
5 2 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [k^n 5 5 sa 3 5]. 
5 3 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [k hep 5 5 ten 3 5]. 
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15. colour 'kAb 卡啦 k h a: 5 5 la: 3 5 
k ha: 5 5la: 2 1 
16. cookie 'kuki 曲奇 k W 5 k h ei 2 1 
17. copy 'kDpi __ k h op 5 5 p h i 3 5 
k h op 5 5 p h i 2 1 
k \ p 5 5 p h i 3 5 
k V 5 5 p h i 2 1 
18. corner 'koina -- k h on 5 5 la: 3 5 
k h on 5 5 la: 2 1 
19. cover 'kAV9 -- k h叩 5 5 fa: 3 5 
kh它p55 fa: 2 1 
20. cushion 'kuifcn 咕D臣 k V 5 sen 3 5 
21. cutlet 'kAtlit ^ to55 lit 2 2 
22. cyanide 'saianaid 山埃 sa:n 5 5a:i 5 5 
23. daddy W i t s 5 5 ti 2 1 | 
24. darling 'dailig 打令 ta: 5 5lig 3 5 | 
25. demonstration 丨 d e m s n ' s t r e i j n - tsm 5 5 mou 3 5 
demo 'demau tem 5 5mou 2 1 
26. doughnut 'dsunAt 口冬甩 tog 5 5 l^t 5 5 
27. engine 'end5in -- en 5 5 tsin 3 5 
28. facial 'feifcl -- fei 5 5 sou 2 1 
29. fashion 'faejgn 花卩臣 fa: 5 5 s^n 3 5 — 
30. fibre 'faibs -- fa:i 5 5 pa: 3 5 
31. foreman 'foimsn 科文 fo 5 5mBn 3 5 
32. freezer 'fri:z9 -- f i 5 5 sa: 3 5 
33. function 'fAgkJsn ~ ffen55 sen 3 5 
fen55 sen 2 1 
34. gallon 'g^bn JP^; kai 5 5 len 3 5 
35. jacket 'd3aekit 積架 tsik 5 5ka: 3 5 
36. jelly 'd5eli 啫哩 "tse 5 5 lei 3 5 
37. label 'leibl ~ lei 5 5pou 3 5 
38. lacquer l^aeka lik 5 5 ka: 3 5 
39. laser 'leizs - lei 5 5sa: 3 5 
I ISW lui 2 1se 2 2 
40. lemon 'leman 檸檬 liq 2 1mur) 5 5 
41. letter 'lets -- 1st55 t h a: 3 5 
I let 5 5 t h a: 2 1 
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42. license 'laisans 拉喂 la:i 5 5 sm35 
43. madam 'maedsm 卩羊揼 m e 5 5 t m 2 1 
44. major 'meid39 視乍 me 5 5tsa: 3 5 
45. mango 'masqgsu 芒果 mog 5 5 g w o 3 5 
46. margin 'ma:d5in f f S ma: 5 5 tsin 3 5 
47. memo 'memau - mim 5 5 mou 3 5 
48. mignon 'minjon 免翁 min 1 3 jug 5 5 
49. model 'modi - mo 5 5 tou 2 1 
模特兒 mou 2 1 t^k 2 2 j i 2 1 
50. mother W 6 3 媽打 ma: 5 5ta: 5 5 
51. motor 'moutg 摩打 mo 5 5 ta: 3 5 
52. movie 'mu:vi -- mu 5 5 f i 3 5 
53. mummy W m i 媽咪 ma: 5 5 mi 2 1 
54. number 'nAmbs 穌f巴 l^m 5 5 pa: 3 5 
I t o i 5 5 p a : 2 1 
55. nylon 'naibn 尼育• lei 2 1lug 2 1 
56. omelette 'o:mlit 奄歹U j^m 5 5 lit 2 2 
它m5 lit 2 2 
57. oral 'oirsl 柯倦 o 5 5 lou 3 5 
0 5 5 lou 2 1 
58. order 'oids 柯打 o 5 5 ta: 3 5 
0 5 5 ta: 2 1 
59. pancake 'paenkeik 55戟 pain 5 5 k h ik 5 5 
60. partner 'paitns 拍拿 pa:t 5 5 la: 3 5 
pa:t 5 5 la:2 1 
61. party 'pa:ti - p ha:t 5 5ti 2 1 
I M M P h a : i 3 3 t e y 3 3 
62. pizza 'piitss 比薩 p h i 5 5 sa: 2 1 
I p h i 5 5 sa: 3 5 
63. porter 'po:t9 波打 po 5 5ta: 3 5 
64. powder 'pauds 泡打 p ha:u 5 5 ta: 3 5 
65. pudding 'pudig 布甸 pou 2 2tin 5 5 
: ftT pou 2 2tir) 5 5 
"66? rally " ^ l i 一 拉力(賽） la:i 5 5lik 2 2(ts hoi 3 3) 67. salad 'sasbd sa: 5 5 let 3 5 
68. salmon 'saemsn 三文(魚) sa:m 5 5mmi 2 1 
69. sample 's^mpsl — ssm 5 5 p h ou 3 5 
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sem 5 5 p h ou 2 1 
-- sa:m55 p h ou 3 5 
sa:m55 p h ou 2 1 
70. sauna 丨sauna 桑拿 son 5 5 na:21 
soq 5 5 la:21 
71. sergeant 丨sa:d39nt sa:5 5 tsin 3 5 
12. shutter 'jAta 失打 sBt 5 5ta 3 5 
73. soda 'sgudg 梳打 so 5 5 ta:35 
74. sofa 'sgufo 梳化 fa: 3 5 
75. sundae 'sAndei 新地 s^n5 5 tei 3 5 
55 -21 sm tei 
76. thinner 'Gins 天拿(水) ftn^lai^Csui35) 
t V 5 l a : 3 5 ( S U i 3 5 ) 
77. toffee W i 拖月巴 t h o 5 5 fei 3 5 
78. tonic (water) W i k 湯力(水） ^on^ni^^sui 3 5) 
19. tuna 'tjuma 吞拿(魚） t W 5 n a : 2 1 
80. tutor 'tju:t9 -- t h iu 5 5 t ha: 3 5 
t h iu 5 5 t ha: 2 1 
81. uncle 丨八_ -- 岡55 k h ou 2 1 
82. volley 'voli 窩禾fj wo 5 5 lei 3 5 
83. volume 'vo:lju:m -- wo 5 5 l^m3 5 
wo 5 5 lmi 2 1 
84. wafer 'weifg ^ f t w^i 5 5 fa:3 3 
85. waffle W f l 窩夫 w � 5 5 f o 5 5 
86. waiter 'weits - wei 5 5 t ha: 3 5 
87. walkman 'wo:km9n - wok 5 5m^n 3 5 
88. warrant 'woirsnt 嵩輪 wo 5 5 len 3 5 
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Table 5 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally unstressed and the second syllable 
originally stressed, a a 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. cassette ks'set - ( ¾ ) k h et 2 2 set 5 5 (kei 5 5 ) 
卡式(機) k h a: 5 5 sik 5 5 (kei 5 5 ) 
2. cigar si'ga: 雪茄 syt 3 3 kai 5 5 
3. cologne ka'laun - ko 2 2 lug 5 5 
古龍(水) ku 3 5lu]] 2 1(sui 3 5) 
4. kebab ki'baeb 卡巴 k ha: 5 5pa: 5 5 
5. percent ps'sent -_ p hoe 2 2 sen 5 5 
巴仙 pa: 5 5 sin 5 5 
6. guitar gi'ta: 結他 kit 3 3 t h ai 5 5 
Table 6 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from monosyllabic English words, 
with the originally only stressed syllable before an epenthetic syllable, a D 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. ace eis -- ei 5 5 si 3 5 
m ± jin 5 5 si 3 5 
2. boss bojs po 5 5 si 3 5 
3. bus bAs 巴士 pa:55 si 3 5 
4. case keis k h ei 5 5 si 3 5 
5. cash k2£[ I I k h 8 5 5 sy 2 1 
6. cast ka:st 卡士 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
7. chance tjains -- ts ha:n 5 5 si 3 5 
8. cheese tjhz tsi 5 5 si 3 5 
9. class klais 卡士 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
10. coil koil -- k h oi 5 5 lou 3 5 
11. deuce y ] ± tiu 5 5si 2 1 
12. F ^ - 8 5 ¾ 2 1 
13. face feis fei 5 5 si 3 5 
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14. fans faenz - fen 5 5 si 3 5 
m m fain 5 5sy 3 5 
15. fax feks ~ fet 5 5 si 3 5 
16- file fail faii 5 5 lou 3 5 _ 
17. film film H林 fei 5 5 l W 5 一 
18. fuse gu:z 灰士 l i u 5 5 si 3 5 
19. gas gaes ~ ge 5 5 si 3 5 . 
20. guts gAts to55 si 3 5 
21. H "eitf “ i k ^ t s V 1 
22. L el : e 5 5 lou 2 1 
23. lace leis lei 5 5 si 3 5 
24. mask mssk - ma: 5 5 si 3 5 
25. miss mis -- mit 5 5 si 2 1* 
26. maths mas0s -- met 5 5 si 3 5 
27. mousse mu:s 髦士 mu 5 5 s i 3 5 
28. notes nsuts -- luk 5 5 si 3 5 5 4 
29. ounce auns 安士 on 5 5 si 3 5 
30. pass pa:s -- p h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
31. pence pens 便士 pin 2 2 si 3 5 
32. place pleis 披士 p h ei 5 5 si 3 5 
33. pose pguz 甫士 p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 
34. post paust -- p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 
35. puff "pAf pa: 5 5 fu 5 5 
巴夫 
j m pa:u 5 5fo 5 5 
36. punch pAntJ* - p W ^ s V 1 
m ^ p 拙 5 5 tsi 2 2 
37. R a: - a: 5 5lou 2 1 
38. S es - e 5 5 s i 2 1 
39. size saiz 哂士 sa:i5 5 si 3 5 
40. source so:s 梳士 so 5 5 si 3 5 
41. taxi 't^ks hi tik 5 5 si: 3 5 
42. tips tips tip 5 5 si 3 5 
43. toast tsust 多士 to 5 5 si 3 5 
44. twins twinz — ts h in 5 5 si 3 5 
5 4 transcribed as [nuk 5 5 si 3 5 ] by 張（1986) 
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45. waste weist 威士 w^i 5 5 si 3 5 
46. wire wai9 威吔 v ^ i 5 5 j a : 3 5 
47.1 X eks - ik55si21 
Table 7 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from monosyllabic English words, 
with an epenthetic syllable before the originally only stressed syllable, D a 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. block b b k I pok 2 2 bk 5 5 
2. brake breik S J j pik 2 2 lik 5 5 
3. cream kriim 忌廉 kei 2 2 lim 5 5 
4. fluke fluik -符碌 f b 2 2 l u k 5 5 
5. plum plAm 布穌 pou 2 2 bm 5 5 
6. score sko: 士哥 si 2 2 ko 5 5 
7. spare spes 士啤 si 2 2 ps 5 5 
8. stamp stasmp 士擔 si 2 2 ta:m 5 5 
9. starter 'starts 士撻(打) s i ^ a i t 5 5 ^ : 3 5 ) 
10. steam stiim - si 2 2 t im 5 5 
11. stick stik si 2 2 tik 5 5 
12. store sto: 士多 si 2 2 to 5 5 
13. Z zed - j i 2 2 ss t 5 5 
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Table 8 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from polysyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally stressed, the second syllable originally 
unstressed syllable and other following syllables truncated, aa . . . 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If loanwords 
any) 
1. ciguatoxin .siigwa'toksin 雪卡(毒） syt 3 3k ha: 5 5(tuk 2 2) 
2. composition ^omps'zijsn -- k h ^m 5 5 p h ou 3 5 
k W 5 p h ou 2 1 
3. economics 丨 丨 n o : m i k s -- j i 2 2 kon 5 5 5 5 
4. geography d5i:'o:gr9fi -- tsok 5 5 ka: 3 5 5 6 
5. qualification .kwDlifi'keiJn 哥厘 k h o 5 5 l i 3 5 
6. sociology ls3Usi'o:bd3i -- sou 2 2 si 2 2 
Table 9 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from polysyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally unstressed, the second syllable originally 
stressed and other following syllables truncated, aa . . . 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. biology bai'o:l9d3i -- pa:i 2 2 o 5 5 
2. insurance in'Juarsns 燕梳 j in 3 3 so 5 5 
3. philosophy fi'bisgfn -- f i 2 2 b 5 5 
4. psychology sai'ko:bd3i ~ sa:i22 kho55 
5. security si'kjuarsti 實 Q s^t 2 2 k h iu 5 5 
AmE ss'kjursti 
6. tutorial tju:'to:ri9l -- thiu22 tho55 
5 5 Zhang (1986) transcribed it as [i22 kon22]. It had been pronounced as [ji:22 
ko:n22], but is now more commonly pronounced as [ji22 kon55]. 
5 6 The first two syllables, i.e. [d3i:] and [o:], of the original English word are 
combined into one, i.e. [tsok] in its Cantonese loanword. 
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Table 10 Disyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from English words with no less 
than 2 syllables, the first of which originally only stressed, the second 
epenthetic and the remaining truncated, aD... 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. custard 'kAstad 吉士 (粉） to55si35(ftn35) 
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Trisyllabic Loanwords 
Table 11 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from trisyllabic English words, 
with an originally unstressed syllables between two originally stressed 
syllables, o c t c j 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. gabardine 丨 gaeba 丨 dim 甲巴甸 ka:p 3 3pa: 5 5tin 5 5 
'gaebadiin 
2. number one •nAmbs 'wAn B巴溫 l^m55 pa:55 w^n 5 5 
Table 12 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from trisyllabic English words, 
with the originally stressed syllable followed by two originally unstressed 
syllable, aaa 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. carnival 'kainivl 嘉年華 ka: 5 5nin 2 1wa: 2 1 
2. chloroform 'kbrofoim 哥羅芳 ko 5 5 b 2 1 fog 5 5 
3. chocolate 'tjotolit 朱古力 tsy 5 5 ku 5 5 lik 5 5 
4. dynamo 'dainsmsu -- tai: 2 2lem 5 5mou 3 5 
打藍磨 ta: 3 5la:m 2 1mo 2 1 
5. marketing 'maikitig 子f 屐亭 m a : 5 ^ 2 1 ^ 3 5 
m W t V 1 
6. paraffin 'paersfin 巴拿芬 pa:55la:21ffen55 
7. pasteurised 'paistjaraizd 巴斯德(消毒) pa: 5 5si 5 5tek 5 5 
8. sexophone 's^kssfeun 色士風 ssk 5 5 si 2 2 fug 5 5 
9. vitamin 'vitamin 維他命 wBi 2 1t ha: 5 5mig 2 2 
AmE 'vaitsmin 
10. W _ ~ tBp 5 5pi 5 5ju 5 5 dAblju: 
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Table 13 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from trisyllabic English words, 
with the originally stressed syllable between two originally unstressed 
syllables, cgo 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. bikini bi'kimi - pi 2 2 kin 5 5 ni 2 1 
比堅尼 pei 3 5kin 5 5nei 2 1 
2. commission ks'mijan -- k h ^m 2 2 mit 5 5 soen35 
k W 2 mit 5 5 soen21 5 7 
3. computer ksm'pjuts __ k h ^m 2 2 p h iu 5 5 t h a: 3 5 
4. condenser ksn'denss -- k h on 2 2 ten 5 5 sa: 3 5 
5. delicious (apple) di'lijss 地喱蛇(果） tei 2 2lei 5 5se 2 1 
(k w o 3 5 ) 
tei lei se 
(k w o 3 5 ) 
蛇(果) S821 (k w 0 3 5 ) 
6. potential pVtenJsl -- p h ou 2 2 t h 8 n 5 5 sou 3 5 
p h ou 2 2 t h en 5 5 sou 2 1 
7. professor prs'fess ~ p h ou 2 2 fet 5 5 sa: 3 5 
p h ou 2 2 fet55 sa:2 1 
8. tombola tpm'bgub 揼波拿 t r a i 3 � o 5 5 l a : 3 5 
9. vanilla va'mb 雲呢拿 wmi 2 2 lei 5 5 la: 3 5 5 8 
Table 14 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with two originally stressed syllables followed by an epenthetic syllable, 
QaP 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. forecast 'foi,ka:st 科卡士 fo55 k h a: 5 5 si 3 5 
cn 
Zhang (1986) uses a "133 tone for its first syllable 
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Table 15 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with an epenthetic syllable between two originally stressed syllables, c j D g 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. passport 'pais,po:t -- p h a: 5 5 si 2 2 p h ot 5 5 
2. postcard 'pgust.kaid - p h ou 5 5 si 2 2 k h a:t 5 5 
Table 16 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally stressed, the second syllable originally 
• 
unstressed and the third syllable epenthetic, a aD 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. massage 'maesa^ - m^t 2 2 sa: 5 5 ts h y 2 1 
2. model 'modi 模特兒 mou 2 1 t^k 2 2 j i 2 1 
3. office 'ofis ~ o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 2 1 
o 5 5 fit 2 1 si 3 5 5 9 
4. tennis 'tenis -- t h en 5 5 nit 2 1 si 2 1 6 0 
Table 17 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally unstressed, the second syllable originally 
stressed and the third syllable epenthetic, aaD 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
, words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. massage AmE ma'sa^ - m^t 2 2sa: 5 5ts hy 2 1 
5 9 Zhang (1972) transcribed it as [o 5 5 fei 5 5 si 3 5]. 
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Table 18 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally stressed, the second syllable epenthetic and 
the third syllable originally unstressed, a D a 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. carefree 丨 kesfri: 節哩啡 k h e 5 5 l e 5 5 f e 5 5 
2. custard 'kAstsd 吉士打 k^t 5 5si 2 2ta 3 5 
3. disco 'diskau 的士高 tik 5 5 si 2 2 kou 5 5 
Table 19 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable originally unstressed syllable, the second syllable 
epenthetic and the third syllable originally stressed, a D a 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. cashmere kaej'mis JH士咩 k h e 5 5 si 2 2 me 5 5 
2. outspan aut'spaen 歐士班 mi 5 5 si 2 2 pain 5 5 
Table 20 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from disyllabic English words, 
with the first syllable epenthetic, the second syllable originally stressed and 
the third syllable originally unstressed, Daa 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. snooker 'snu:k9 士碌架 s i 2 2 l o k 5 � a : 3 5 
2. spanner 'spaena 士巴拿 si 2 2 pa: 5 5 la: 3 5 
3. starter 'staita 士撻(打） si2 2tha:t5 5(ta:3 5) 
4. swallow 'swoilsu 士S偖 si 2 2 wo 5 5 lou 3 5 
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Table 21 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from monosyllabic English 
words with the originally only stressed syllable followed by two epenthetic , 
syllables, <r•口 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
• words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. golf gDlf — 哥 爾 夫 k0 5 5 j i 1 3 fo 5 5 
Table 22 Trisyllabic Cantonese loanwords resulting from monosyllabic English word 
with the originally only stressed syllable between two epenthetic syllables, 
• g D 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. clutch klA^ 極力子 kik 2 2 lik 5 5 tsi 3 5 
2. switch swi^ -- si 2 2 wit 5 5 t s ^ 2 1 6 1 
Quadrisyllabic Loanword 
Table 23 Quadrisyllabic loanword resulting from trisyllabic English word with 
the first syllable epenthetic, the second and the third syllables originally 
stressed, and the last syllable originally unstressed, •CJCJG 
No Original English IPA Transcription Written forms of IPA Transcription 
. words of Original Cantonese of Cantonese 
English words Loanwords (If any) loanwords 
1. strawberry 'stroi.bgri 士 多 啤 梨 s i 2 2 t :^pe 5 5 lei 3 5 
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Appendix V: Loanword Questionnaire A 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate the use of loanwords among Hong Kong youngsters. All the information gainedfrom this survey will be used solely for the current research. Personal information will be kept confidential and will be eliminated after use. 
Section 1 Background Information 
Please tick whichever appropriate. 
1. What is your sex? 
• female [Umale 
2. Which age range do you belong to? 
• 15-19 020-24 D25-29 [I]over30 
3. How long have you been living in HK? 
• s ince birth Onot since birth but over 20 years 口 16-20 years • 11 -15 years 
• 6 - 1 0 years 口1-5 years Oless than a year 
4. Which of the following is your mother tongue / first language? 
•Cantonese (skip Q.7) •Mandarin/Putonghua [^English (skip Q.8) 
•Others (Please specify ) 
5. Which of the following is your second language? 
•Cantonese •Mandarin/Putonghua OEnglish 
•Others (Please specify ) 
6. Which of the following is your third language? 
•Cantonese •Mandarin/Putonghua [^English 
•Others (Please specify ) 
7. How long have you been learning Cantonese? 
• m o r e than 20 years • 16-20 years • 11 -15 years 口6-10 years 
• 1-5 years Oless than a year 
8. How long have you been learning English? 
• m o r e than 20 years • 16-20 years • 11-15 years Q6-10 years 
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Section 2 Use of Loanwords 
(Please note that all English words in the following statements are replaced by 
the corresponding Cantonese loanwords in the utterances) 
Please listen to the different utterances of the same statement for each question and 
tick the utterance which sounds the most normal to you. 
1 . 佢患 c a n c e r 死咗，大家都好傷心 ° 
• 1st utterance D2nd utterance [ 3 r d utterance D4th utterance 
2 . 嗰個系攪啲 f u n c t i o n真係好唔掂！ 
• 1st utterance n2nci utterance 03rd utterance 口她 utterance 
3 . 等 c a p t a i n 俾咗訊號先好開船呀！ 
• 1st utterance G2nd utterance n3rd utterance 口她 utterance 
4 . 你間房個 n u m b e r 幾號呀？ 
• 1 s t utterance n2nd utterance [I|3rd utterance 口她 utterance 
5.我個 tutor好攪笑D ！ 
• 1 st utterance 02nd utterance 
6 . 新嚟果個 m i s s 咪係我家姐囉！ 
• 1st utterance • 2 n d utterance 03rd utterance D4th utterance 
\ 7 .我要個m i n c e d牛肉飯吖，唔該！ 
• 1 st utterance 02nd utterance 
8 . 而家你想搵個 p e n c e 都幾難！ 
• 1 st utterance H]2nd utterance 
9 . 食埋呢次 b u f f e t 先減肥啦！ 
• 1st utterance 02nd utterance 03rd utterance 口她 utterance 
10.我今次composition竟然有82分喁！ 
• 1st utterance 02nd utterance 
I 1 1.今年 e c o n o m i c s考試冇人合格° 
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12.佢賺啲錢大部分都係喺commission度嚟。 
• 1 st utterance D2nd utterance D3rd utterance 口他 utterance 
13.我今日約咗professor傾嘢。 
• 1st utterance CZ^nd utterance [113rd utterance D4th utterance 
14.佢話要食vanilla雪糕。 
• 1 s t utterance • 2 n d utterance • 3rd utterance 口她 utterance 
15.個switch壞卩左，要温人嚟整。 
] 1 s t utterance n 2 n d utterance DSrd utterance D4th utterance 
16.我要返office攪攪啲嘢。 
• 1st utterance \Z\2nd utterance 0 3 r d utterance 口她 utterance 
17.亞水打^mis好水(]！ 
• 1 st utterance n 2 n d utterance 0 3 r d utterance n 4 t h utterance 
18.搽啲vaseline睇吓好唔好啲！ 
• 1st utterance 0 2 n d utterance 0 3 r d utterance 口她 utterance 
Section 3 Follow-up 
1. Would you like to be informed about the results of this survey? 
• Yes (Please write your email address ) • No 
2. Would you like to take part in further follow-up tasks (e.g. interviews) dealing 
with this research? 




Thank you very much for your kind cooperation in completing this questionnaire. The 
researcher will or will not contact you according to your will. 
� E n d of Questionnaire � 
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Appendix VI: Loanword Questionnaire A Script 
1.佢患cancer死咗’大家都好傷心° 
• k h en 5 5 sa: 3 5 • k h en 5 5 sa: 2 1 • k h B n 5 5 s a : 3 5 D k h Bn 5 5 sa: 2 1 
2.嗰個系攪啲function真係好唔掂！ 
• f^ ) 5 5 sen 3 5 • f岡5 5sen2 1 • fBn 5 5 sen 3 5 口 fBn 5 5sen 2 1 
3.等captain俾咗訊號先好開船呀！ 
| • k h ep 5 5 t h en 3 5 • k h sp 5 5 t h en 2 1 • k h ep 5 5 ten 3 5 • kip 5 5 ten 2 2 
4.你間房個number幾號呀？ 
• l W 5 p a : 3 5 • l^m 5 5pa: 2 1 • nBm 5 5 pa: 3 5 D nBm 5 5pa: 2 1 
5.我個tutor好攪笑D ！ 
• t h i u 5 5 t h a : 3 5 • t h i u 5 5 t h a : 2 1 
6.新嚟果個miss咪係我家姐囉！ 
• mit 5 5 si 3 5 • mit 5 5 si 2 1 • mi 5 5 s i 3 5 • mi 5 5 si 2 1 
7.我要個minced牛肉飯吖，唔該！ 
• min 5 5tsi 2 2 • min 1 3tsi 2 2 
8.而家你想搵個pence都幾難！ 
• pin 2 2 si 2 2 • pin 2 2 si 3 5 
9.食埋呢次buffet先減肥啦！ 
： • phou22fei55 • phou21fei55 • p o u 2 2fei5 5 • pou33fei55 
； 10.我今次composition竟然有82分喁！ 
• k W 5 p h o u 3 5 • k W 5 p h o u 2 1 
^ 11.今年economics考試冇人合格。 
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12.佢賺啲錢大部分都係喺commission度嚟。 
• k W W W 5 • k W 2 m i t 5 5 S e n 2 1 • k W 3 m i t 5 5 s e n 3 5 
• k h^m 3 3mit 5 5sen 2 1 
13.我今日約咗professor傾嘢° 
• p how 2 2f8t 5 5sa: 3 5 • p how 2 2f8t 5 5sa: 2 1 口 p h ow 2 2 fE 5 5 sa: 3 5 Q 
p h ow 2 2 fe 5 5 sa: 2 1 
14.佢話要食vanilla雪糕。 
• w^n 2 2lei 5 5la: 3 5 • w^n 2 2lei 5 5la: 2 1 • wen 2 2 ni 5 5 la: 3 5 
• wen 2 2ni 5 5la: 2 1 
15.個switch壞咗，要搵人嚟整。 
• s i 2 2 wit 5 5 ts h i 3 5 • s i 2 2 wit 5 5 ts h i 2 1 n s i ^ w i t ^ t s V 1 
• si 2 2 wit 5 5 tsi 3 5 
16.我要返office攪攪啲嘢。 
• o 5 5 f i t 2 1 s i 3 5 • o 5 5 f i t 2 1 si 2 1 Do^fe i^s i 3 5 
• o 5 5 f i 2 1 s i 2 1 
17.亞水打tennis好水[]！ 
• t h B n 5 5 n i t 2 1 s i 3 5 • t h e n 5 5 n i t 2 1 s i 2 1 D t ^ r j ^ n e i ^ s i 3 5 
j • t h 8n 5 5 ni 2 1 si 3 5 
18.搽啲vaseline睇吓好唔好啲！ 
• fa: 5 5si 2 2ler) 3 5 • fa:5 5si2 2ler)2 1 • fa:n 2 1si 2 2l^m 3 5 
• fa:n 2 1si 2 2l^m 2 1 
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Appendix VII: Loanword Questionnaire B 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate the use of loanwords among Hong 
Kong youngsters. All the information gained from this survey will be used solely for 
the current research. Personal information will be kept confidential and will be 
eliminated after use. 
Section 1 Background Information 
Please tick whichever appropriate. 
1. Have you done Loanword Questionnaire A before? • Y e s DNo 
2. What is your sex? 
• female Omale 
3. Which age range do you belong to? 
•15-19 020-24 D25-29 • o v e d O 
4. How long have you been living in HK? • s ince birth Onot since birth but over 20 years 口 16-20 years • 11 -15 years • 6 - 1 0 years 口1-5 years Qless than a year 
5. Which of the following is your mother tongue / first language? •Cantonese (skip Q.8) •Mandarin/Putonghua •English (skip Q.9) •Others (Please specify ) 
6. Which of the following is your second language? •Cantonese •Mandarin/Putonghua OEnglish •Others (Please specify ) 
7. Which of the following is your third language? ]Cantonese •Mandarin/Putonghua OEnglish •Others (Please specify ) 
8. How long have you been learning Cantonese? • m o r e than 20 years • 16-20 years • 11 -15 years 口6-10 years • 1-5 years Oless than a year 
9. How long have you been learning English? • m o r e than 20 years • 16-20 years 口11-15 years 口6-10 years • 1-5 years Oless than a year 
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Section 2 Loanword creation 
Please create a loanword for each English word which appears in the following 
sentences and write it in Chinese characters. Please provide Jyutping AND IPA 
transcription for each created loanword just in case that the loanword cannot be 
written or that the loanword is not pronounced the same way as its written form. 
Example A:佢好有potential 做演員。 
—^^一 yo6 tenl sol phou-/22 then 155 sou135 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
Example B:讀Journalism 口既人有樣目弟n ！ 
彌老 zoeml lo2 tsoen 155 lou135 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1.冇stimulation嘅話好難做啫！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
2.有班anthropology嘅同學喺度擺攤位。 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
3.拎啲wax過嚟俾我吖！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
4.有乜嘢factor會影響個結果呢？ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
5.呢排logistics呢行好吃香。 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
6.搞好啲relation對將來嘅工作有幫助。 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
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7 .嗰個 e d i t o r都唔知點做嘢’重覆咗都唔知！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
B .我見過好多外國嘅 l i n g u i s t s都識講普通話。 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
9 .你信佢呢個 l i a r講嘅嘢就死啦！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1 0 .有隻狗喺個 g a t e後面吠呀！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1 1 .不如買呢個 w a l l e t俾佢吖！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1 2 .你個 c o u s i n好型仔喁！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1 3 .你件 b l o u s e好覯喁！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1 4 .做 s p y唔會有好下場D ！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
1 5 .佢着埋隻蛙鞋就成隻 f r o g咁嘅樣喇！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
2 0 5 
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1 6 .咁 r u s h嘅時候仲打電話嚟阻住哂！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
17 .帶住個badge好似威啲喁！ 
Chinese characters JyutPing IPA Transcription 
Section 3 Follow-up 
3. Would you like to be informed about the results of this survey? • Yes (Please write your email address ) • No 
4. Would you like to take part in further follow-up tasks (e.g. interviews) dealing 
with this research? 




Thank you very much for your kind cooperation in completing this questionnaire. The 
researcher will or will not contact you according to your will. 
� E n d of Questionnaire � 
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Appendix VIII More Examples of a-> a5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
A ei ^ ei 5 5 -
B bi: 今 pi 5 5 --
ball boil 今 po 5 5 波 
band basnd — pen 5 5 --
bar ba: pa: 5 5 口巴 
beat bi:t + pit 5 5 口必 
beer bis pe 5 5 ( t sW 5 ) 啤(酒） 
boot bu:t — put 5 5 — 
bun bAn p^n55 檳 
C si: + si 5 5 -
call ko:l — k h o 5 5 --
cap kaep k i p 5 5 ( m o u 3 5 )喼(帽 ) 6 2 
car ka: — k h a: 5 5 卡 
card ka:d 今 k h a:t 5 5 咭/卡 
cent sent sin 5 5 仙 
cheque tjek — ts hek 5 5 --
D di: t i 5 5 -
E i： -> j i 5 5 --
f a r e f e s 今 f e i 5 5 飛 
friend frend + fen 5 5 — 
fun fAn + fm55 紛 
G d3i: + tsi 5 5 --
, 5 5 
tsy 
game geim 今 kem 5 5 ~ 
gin d3in tsin S 
I ai 今 a:i 5 5 --
J d3ei tsei 5 5 --
Jack (in d3aek — tsik 積 
Poker) 
jam d3«m — tsem 5 5 占 
K kei 今 k h ei 5 5 -
lift lift -> lip 5 5 車立 
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M em em 5 5 -
mark ma:k m^k55 唼 
mile mail — m d 5 5 咪 
(milk) shake Jeik + sik 5 5 (奶)昔 
mink migk mig 5 5 -
mould mauld mou 5 5 霉 
N en ^ en 5 5 -
O ^ OU55 --
P pi： + P h i 5 5 -
pair pes •> p h e 5 5 — 
pan paen -> pha:q 5 5 膨 
pear pea pe 5 5(lei 3 5) 啤(梨） 
pie pai p h m 5 5 St 
port po:t + put55(tsmi35) 砵(酒） 
press pres -7 pe 5 5(kei 5 5) 啤(機） 
pump pAmp p^m55 栗 
Q kju: + k h iu 5 5 -
quart kwoit — kw 坑5 骨 
round raund la:n55 冷 
wain55 彎 
rum rAm -> lBm 5 5(ts^u 3 5)冧(酒） 
shirt Jet + set 5 5 恤 
show Jsu — sou 5 5 S蚤 
sink siqk sig 5 5 ~ 
T ti: 今 t i 5 5 » 
tick tik -> t h ik 5 5 易[J 
tie tai t ha:i 5 5 呔 
ton tAn + ten 5 5 噸 
tyre tais + t ha:i 5 5 呔 
U ju: ju 5 5 --
V vi: wi 5 5 --
、 55 
van vaen -7 wen — 
watt w� : t ~> wok 5 5 嚷 
Y wai -> wai 5 5 ~ 
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Appendix IX More Examples of 'aa 
a•丨 c t c j W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
bearing 'besrirj + pe55lir)35 啤令 
boxing 'bDksiq -> pok 5 5 sig 3 5 ~ 
broker 'brsuka — puk 5 5 k h a: 3 5 --
brother 'brAds + pa: 5 5ta: 3 5 巴打 
bumper 'bAmpa p^m55 pa:35 栗把 
c h o w d e r ' t j a o d s 今 t s m x 5 5 t a 3 5 周 打 
cocoa 'ksuksu kuk 5 5 ku 3 5 口谷古 
cushion 'kuijsn + kNi 5 5 sen 3 5 口古咽 
darling 'dailirj + ta: 5 5lir) 3 5 打令 
engine 'end3in en 5 5 tsin 5 ~ 
fashion ' fe jsn -> fa: 5 5 smi 3 5 花1 臣 
fibre 'faiba + fa:i55 pa: 5 --
foreman 'foiman fo 5 5 m^n 3 5 科文 
freezer 'friizs f i 5 5 sa: 3 5 一-
gallon 'g®bn -> ka: 5 5 len 3 5 力口侖 
jacket 'd3askit — tsik55ka:35 積架 
j jelly 'd3eli 今 tse 5 5 lei 3 5 啫哩 
label 'leibl + lei 5 5pou 3 5 --
lacquer 'laeka — lik 5 5 ka:35 力架 
laser 'leiza — lei 5 5sa: 3 5 --
license laissns la:i srni 拉喂 
major 'meid39 me 5 5tsa: 3 5 孭乍 
mango 'maeggsu mor) 5 5gwo 3 5 芒果 
margin 'ma:d3in — ma:55 tsin3 5 子f 展 
memo 'memau — mim 5 5mou 3 5 -
mother W d s ma:55ta:35 女1 打 
motor 'mauts mo 5 5 ta:35 摩打 
• I . x 55 r-35 
movie mu:vi "7 mu ii --
porter 'po:t9 + po5 5ta:3 5 波打 
powder 'pauda pha:u5 5 ta:35 泡打 
salad 丨saebd + sa:55 let 3 5 沙律 
sergeant 'sa:d39nt -> sa:55 tsin3 5 沙展 
shutter 'jAta + sm 5 5ta 3 5 失打 
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soda 'ssuds so 5 5 ta:35 梳打 
sofa 'ssufs + so 5 5 fa: 3 5 梳化 
sundae 'sAndei s^n55 tei 3 5 新地 
toffee 'to:fi + t h o 5 5 fei 3 5 拖肥 
volley 'vDli 今 wo 5 5 lei 3 5 窩禾 fj 
waiter 'weita wei 5 5 t ha: 3 5 ~ 
I cc 25 
walkman wo:km9n wok mmi — 
warrant 'woirsnt wo 5 5 len 3 5 高輪 
• I V • 55 1 35 winner wins — win la: --
)囚金 
55 1 35 恤 手 w^n la: 
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b. ' a a ^ a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
auntie 'a:nti a:n55 t h i 2 1 ~ 
barret , + pa:55la:i21 巴黎(帽） basrit „ (mou3 5) 
cherry 'tjeri + ts hs 5 5lei 2 1(tsi 3 車厘(子） 
f 5) 
cookie 'kuki + k huk 5 5 k h ei 2 1 曲奇 
daddy 'daedi + ts 5 5 ti 2 1 爹哋 
facial 'feijsl — fei 5 5 sou 2 1 --
madam 'masdam me5 5tBm2 1 哮揼 
I cc 91 
model modi mo tou — 
mummy 'mAmi — ma:55 mi 2 1 媽咪 
party 'pa:ti p ha:t 5 5ti 2 1 --
salmon 's^msn 今 sa:m55mBn21 三文(魚） 
sample 's^mpsl — sem 5 5 p h ou 2 1 ~ 
sa:m55 p h ou 2 1 --
sauna 丨 sauna 今 son5 5 na:21 桑拿 
sor)55 la:21 
tuna 'tjuins + t^n 5 5na: 2 1 吞拿(魚） 
uncle "Agksl 岡55 k h ou 2 1 ~ 
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c. ' a c r ^ a 5 5 a 3 5 o r 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cancer 'ksenss k h en 5 5 sa:3 5 ~ 
k h en 5 5 sa:21 
captain 'k^ptin k h ep 5 5 t h en 3 5 --
k h e p 5 5 t h e n 2 1 
colour 'kAb + k ha: 5 5la: 3 5 卡啦 
1 k ha: 5 5la: 2 1 
copy 'kopi k h op 5 5 p h i 3 5 --
k h op 5 5 p h i 2 1 
k V 5 P h i 3 5 
k > 5 5 p h i 2 1 
corner 'koins k h on 5 5 la:3 5 ~ 
k h on 5 5 la:21 
cover 'kAvs k h ^p 5 5 fa: 3 5 ~ 
k V 5 5 fa : 2 1 
demo 'demau tsm 5 5mou 3 5 — 
tem 5 5mou 1 
function 'fAgkJsn — fen 5 5 sen 3 5 — 
f e n 5 5 s e n 2 1 
letter 'lets — let 5 5 t ha: 3 5 --
let 5 5 t ha: 2 1 
number 'nAmbs l^m55 pa: 5 IS巴 
b m 5 5 pa:21 
oral 'oiral 今 o 5 5 lou 3 5 柯倦 
„55 i 21 
o l o u 
order 'oids o 5 5 lou 3 5 柯打 j o 5 5 ta:21 
partner 'paitns o 5 5 lou 3 5 拍拿 
pa:t55 la:21 
pizza 'pi:ts9 p h i 5 5 sa: 3 5 t 匕薩 p hi 5 5sa: 2 1 
thinner 'Gins -> ftn^la^Csui35)天拿(7jc) 
ftPWi35) 
tutor 'tjuits + t h iu 5 5 t ha: 3 5 --
t h iu 5 5 t ha: 2 1 
55 35 volume 'voiljuim wo bm — 
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w o 5 5 h m 2 1 
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Appendix X More Examples of 'aD 
a.丨cj•今a5V5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
ace eis ei 5 5 si 3 5 — 
I jin 5 5 si 3 5 煙士 
boss bo:s + po 5 5 si 3 5 波士 
bus bAs + pa:55 si 3 5 巴士 
case keis + k h ei 5 5 si 3 5 畸士 
cast ka:st + k ha: 5 5 si 3 5 卡士 
chance tjains -> tsha:n 5 5 si ~ 
cheese tjiiz tsi 5 5 si 3 5 芝士 
class kla:s k ha: 5 5 si 3 5 卡士 
coil koil -> k h oi 5 5 lou 3 5 --
face feis -> fei 5 5 si 3 5 飛士 
fans faenz + fen 5 5 si 3 5 --
丨 fa:n 5 5sy 3 5 番薯 
fax feks + fet 5 5si 3 5 -
^ file fail + fa:i55 lou 3 5 快勞 
film film + fei 5 5 lmn3 5 菲林 
fuse Quiz fiu 5 5 si 3 5 灰士 
gas gaes -7 ge si • ~ 
guts gAts -> te55 si 3 5 吉士 
lace leis + lei 5 5 si 3 5 呢士 
mask m^sk — ma:55 si 3 5 — 
maths mae0s met 5 5 si 3 5 ~ 
mousse mu:s mu 5 5 si 3 5 髦士 
notes nauts -> luk 5 5 si 3 5 6 3 --
ounce auns — on 5 5 si 3 5 安士 
\ h 55 -35 
pass pais -> pa: si — 
place pleis + p h ei 5 5 si 3 5 披士 
pose psuz p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 甫士 
post psust p h ou 5 5 si 3 5 — 
size saiz -> sa:i55 si 3 5 口西士 
source so:s so si 
梳 士 
taxi 'taekshi + tik 5 5 si:35 的士 
6 3 transcribed as [nuk 5 5 si 3 5] by 張（1986) 214 
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tips tips -> t ip 5 5 s i 3 5 貼士 
toast tsust + to 5 5 s i 3 5 多士 
. � u . 5 5 . 3 5 
twins twinz •> ts in si ~ 
waste weist w^i 5 5 si 3 5 威 士 
wire wais + wm 5 5 ja: 3 5 威吔 
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b . 丨 c t c t W 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cash kasj + k h s 5 5 sy 2 1 --
deuce dju:s tiu 5 5si 2 1 刁士 
F ef + e 5 5 fu 2 1 -
H eitj — i k ^ t s V 1 -
L el ^ e 5 5 lou 2 1 --
miss mis mit 5 5 si * — 
punch pAntJ p ^ n ^ t s V 1 --
R a: a: 5 5 lou 2 1 -
S es e si --
X eks ik 5 5 si 2 1 -
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Appendix XI More Examples of D'a 
a. •丨a W 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
block bbk pok 2 2 bk 5 5 -
brake breik + pik 2 2 lik 5 5 逼力 
cream kri:m kei 2 2 lim 5 5 忌廉 
fluke fluik fu 2 2 luk 5 5 符碌 
score sko: + si 2 2 ko 5 5 士哥 
spare speo — si 2 pe 5 5 士啤 
stamp stasmp si 2 2 ta:m55 士擔 
j starter 'staits + s i ^ a i t 5 5 ^ : 3 5 ) 士 撻 ( 打 ） 
steam sti:m •> si 2 2tim 5 5 ~ 
stick stik + si 2 2 tik 5 5 士的 
store sto: si 2 2 to 5 5 士多 
Z zed -> ji 2 2 set 5 5 -
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Appendix XII Disyllabic Loanwords with Atypical Tonal 
Patterns 
a. not a 5 5 a 3 5 or a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
c o c k t a i l 'kDkte i l + kuk55te55 唂爹 
c y a n i d e ' s a i a n a i d sa :n a:i 山 埃 
d o u g h n u t ' d s u n A t tor) 5 5 l^ t 5 5 ^ f f i 
p a n c a k e ' p a e n k e i k p a i n 5 5 k h i k 5 5 班 戟 
w a f f l e ' w D f l + w o 5 5 f u 5 5 窩 夫 
c u t l e t 'kAtlit + k m 5 5 l i t 2 2 吉 列 
omelette 'o:mlit + j r a i 5 5 lit 2 2 奄歹�J 
W 5 lit 2 2 
rally 'raeli la:i 5 5lik 2 2(tsho 拉力(賽） 
i 3 3 ) 
t o n i c ( w a t e r ) 丨 t o n i k + t ^ r ^ n i k ^ s u 湯力(7_R) 
i 3 5 ) 
p u d d i n g ' p u d i g - > p o u 3 3 t i n 5 5 布 甸 
p o u 3 3 t i g 5 5 布 丁 
l e m o n ' l e m o n l i g 2 1 m u r ) 5 5 檸 檬 
w a f e r ' w e i f a + w ^ i 5 5 fa : 3 3 威 化 
l a s e r ' l e i z s + l u i 2 1 s e 2 2 鐳 射 
n y l o n ' n a i b n l e i 2 1 lur ) 2 1 尼育 • 
m i g n o n ' m i n j o n 今 m i n 1 3 j u r ) 5 5 免 翁 
p a r t y W t i p h a : i 3 3 t e y 3 3 派 對 
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b. a'a-> not a 2 2 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cologne ks'bun + ku 3 5lug 2 1(sui 3 古龍(水） 
5) 
percent pa1 sent — pa:55 sin 5 5 巴仙 
cassette ks'set + k ha: 5 5sik 5 5(kei 卡式(機） 
55) 
kebab ki'baeb + k ha: 5 5pa: 5 5 卡巴 
cigar si'ga: -> syt 3 3 ka:55 雪前 
guitar gi'ta: + kit 3 3 t ha: 5 5 結他 
c. not a 5 5 a 3 5 or a 5 5 a 2 1 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
puff pAf + pa: 5 5fu 5 5 芭芙 
‘ 巴夫 
pa:u 5 5fu 5 5 泡芙 
punch pAntJ P^n55tsi22 賓治 
pence pens — pin si 3 5 便士 
• 22 .22 pm si 
d. D'a-^ not a 2 2 a 5 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
plum plAm pou 3 3 lW 5 布 • 
\ . 55 35 22 22 e. not a a or a a 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
economics ^ka'noimiks j i 2 2 kon5 5 --
ciguatoxin .siigws'tDksin syt 3 3k ha: 5 5 雪卡(毒） 
(tuk 2 2) 
f. a ' a . . . n o t a 2 2 a 5 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
insurance in'Juarsns jin 3 3 so 5 5 燕梳 
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Appendix XIII Disyllabic Loanwords with Other Tonal 
Influences 
a. Tones affected by written forms 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cocktail 'kDkteil -> kuk 5 5 te 5 5 唂爹 
cyanide 'saianaid -> sa:n5 5a:i5 5 山埃 
doughnut 'dsunAt -> tog 5 5 l^t 5 5 咚甩 
pancake 'p^nkeik pain5 5 k h ik 5 5 班戟 
waffle 'wDfl + wo 5 5 fu 5 5 窩夫 
cutlet 'kAtlit + k^t 5 5 l i t 2 2 吉列 
omelette 'oimlit 今 j W 5 lit 2 2 奄歹[J 
_ 55 1--22 
^m lit 
: rally 'r^li + la:i 5 5lik 2 2(ts hoi 3 3) 拉力(賽） 
tonic (water) 'tonik ^on^ni^^sui 3 5) 湯力(7_R) 
pudding 'pudig + pou 3 3tin 5 5 布甸 
pou 3 3tig 5 5 布丁 
lemon 'leman + lig 2 1 mug 5 5 檸檬 
wafer 'weifs + w^i 5 5 fa:3 3 威化 
laser 'leizo + lui 2 1 se 2 2 鐳射 
nylon 'naibn lei 2 1lug 2 1 尼育• 
mignon 'minjon + min1 3jur)5 5 免翁 
party 'pa:ti + p ha:i 3 3tey 3 3 派對 
cologne ks'bun — ku35lurj21 (sui 3 5) 古龍(水） 
percent ps'sent + pa:55 sin 5 5 巴仙 
i cassette ka'set -> k ha: 5 5sik 5 5(kei 5 5) 卡式(機） 
丨 kebab ki'basb + k ha: 5 5pa: 5 5 卡巴 
cigar si'ga: + syt 3 3 ka:55 雪茄 
1 guitar gi'ta: ^ kit 3 3 t ha: 5 5 結他 
puff pAf pa: 5 5 fu 5 5 色芙 
巴夫 
：： pa:u55fu55 泡芙 
punch pAntj* + pBn 5 5tsi 2 2 賓治 
pence pens pin si 3 5 便士 • 22 -22 pin si 
plum plAm pou 3 3 lW 5 布 S 
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ciguatoxin .siigwa'toksin syt 3 3 k h a: 5 5 雪 卡 ( 毒 ） 
(tuk 2 2) 
insurance in'Jusrans •> j in 3 3 so 5 5 燕梳 
b. Compounds donor words regarded as two words 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
cocktail 'kDkteil + kuk 5 5 te 5 5 唂爹 
doughnut 'dsunAt + tog 5 5 l^t 5 5 咚甩 
pancake 'p«nkeik + pain 5 5 k h i k 5 5 班戟 
c. Misplacement of English stress 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
economics ^ks'noimiks — j i 2 kon --
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Appendix XIV Trisyllabic Loanwords with Atypical 
Tonal Patterns 
a. Tones affected by written forms 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
gabardine 丨 gasbs 丨 di:n + ka:p33pa:55tin55 甲巴甸 
'gaebadim 
number one inAmbs W n — bm 5 5 pa: 5 S 巴溫 
w^n5 5 
pasteurised 丨 pa:stjbraizd -> pa: 5 5si 5 5t^k 5 5 巴斯德(消毒） 
chloroform 'kbrafoim + ko 5 5lo 2 1forj 5 5 哥羅芳 
dynamo 'dainamsu ta:3 5la:m2 1mo2 1 打藍磨 
paraffin 'p^rsfin + pa:55la:21ffen55 巴拿芬 
sexophone 'saekssfeun sek 5 5 si 2 2 fug 5 5 色士風 
vitamin 'vitamin -> wBi 2 1t ha: 5 5mig 2 2 維他命 
AmE 
'vaitomin 
tombola tom'bsub + tW 3 po 5 5 la: 3 5 揼波拿 
bikini bi'kiini + pei 3 5kin 5 5nei 2 1 比堅尼 
delicious di'lijas + tei 2 2lei 2 2se 2 1 地喱蛇(果） 
(apple) (k w o 3 5 ) 
model 'modi mou2 1tBk2 2ji2 1 模特兒 
custard 'kAstad -> kBt 5 5si 2 2ta 3 5 吉士打 
disco 'disksu tik5 5 si 2 2 kou 5 5 的士高 
outspan aut'sp^n -> mi 5 5 si 2 2 pa:n55 歐士SI 
golf golf — ko 5 5ji 1 3fu 5 5 哥爾夫 
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b. Compounds donor words regarded as two words 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
chocolate 'tjbikslit -> tsy 5 5 ku 5 5 lik 5 5 朱古力 
W , t^p 5 5 pi 5 5 ju 5 5 -dAblju: 
carefree 'keafri: + k h e 5 5 l e 5 5 fe 5 5 茄哩啡 
cashmere kaej'mis -> k h e 5 5 si 2 2 me 5 5 菰士哮 
c. Misplacement of English stress 
English English IPA Cantonese IPA Chinese 
Spelling Characters 
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